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ABSTRACT
The Internet of Things (IoT) has shown promise as an enabling technology for a wide variety of
applications, from smart homes to infrastructure monitoring and management. However, a number
of challenges remain before the grand vision of an everything-sensed, everything-connected world
can be achieved. One of these challenges is the energy problem: how can embedded, networked
sensor devices be sustainably powered over the lifetime of an application? To that end, this dis-
sertation focuses on reducing energy consumption of communication protocols in wireless sensor
networks and the IoT. The motivating application is wind energy infrastructure monitoring and
management, or “smart” wind turbines. A variety of approaches to low-energy protocol design are
studied. The result is a family of low-energy communication protocols, including one specifically
designed for nodes deployed on wind turbine blades. This dissertation also presents background
information on monitoring and management of wind turbines, and a vision of how the proposed




1.1.1 Climate Change and Wind Energy
Climate change is a manmade crisis of previously-unexperienced, global proportions [1]. One
of the primary emitters of the greenhouse gases that contribute to climate change is the electricity
generation industry, as seen in Fig. 1.1. However, as the figure shows, the electricity sector also has
the greatest potential for emissions reductions in typical mitigation scenarios. These reductions
would largely come from a transition to clean, renewable energy sources. One such source that is
technologically ready for deployment on a massive scale is wind energy. Even putting environmental
benefits aside, wind energy is now cost-competitive with fossil fuels in many markets [2].
Figure 1.1: Emissions contributions by sector. The electricity generation sector contributes the
most emissions, both currently and in projected baseline futures. However, electricity generation
is also poised to make the largest reductions in mitigation scenarios. From [1].
These and additional factors have led to a rapid increase in the installed capacity of wind energy
over the past decade and a half, as shown in Fig. 1.2. However, looking ahead, the wind industry
faces a number of changes and challenges, particularly in the U.S. For example, the U.S. Congress
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has agreed to phase out the wind Production Tax Credit (PTC) [3], which will stabilize policy
for the wind industry but also remove the industry’s most significant subsidy. To sustain growth
and the cost advantage currently enjoyed by wind, the industry will need to further decrease costs.
Some other challenges to the wind industry in the U.S. include the dismemberment of the Clean
Power Plan [4] and the U.S.’s plan to withdraw from the Paris climate accord [5].
Figure 1.2: Global cumulative wind energy installed capacity over time. From the Global Wind
Energy Council (www.gwec.net).
1.1.2 Smart Wind Turbines
One challenge for wind plant operators moving forward will be to keep operations and main-
tenance (O&M) costs in check. Since each wind turbine is a separate and complete machine, and
these machines are spread across the countryside (or offshore), planning wind plant maintenance
is a task that becomes increasingly more challenging as the plant increases in capacity. The wind
industry has turned to advanced, data-driven techniques to tackle this challenge, with data poten-
tially coming from a wide variety of advanced monitoring systems [6].
At a high level, adoption of these systems and techniques is a simple matter of economics: if
a technique lowers the levelized cost of energy (LCOE, a measure of the total cost of energy over
the lifetime of a project), the industry will use it to stay competitive. However, the cost-benefit
analysis of data-driven O&M techniques is not straightforward. Costs include the capital cost and
installation cost for the monitoring equipment, as well as the ongoing costs of interpreting the data
and maintaining the system. Benefits depend on the goal of the monitoring system and can be
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complex to analyze. For example, for a condition monitoring (CM) system, the benefits depend
on the type of failures and repair costs for the component being monitored, the failure rate of
the component, and the capabilities of the system in detecting impending failures, in terms of
probability of detection and time between detection and failure.
The cost-benefit tradeoff clearly improves if the benefits increase, but a complementary approach
is to reduce the costs of the systems used to gather and process the data. Also, reducing hardware
costs can mitigate “sticker shock,” which can dissuade investment in monitoring systems regardless
of the long-term economics. For example, a survey that we conducted of wind plant operators found
that, with no context on benefits or even which components were being monitored, the majority of
respondents indicated that a cost of less than 1% of the turbine cost is appropriate for an advanced
monitoring system.
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have the potential to provide a low-cost platform for data
collection on a variety of wind turbine components, particularly the large structural components
such as the wind turbine blades, tower, and foundation. However, some technical challenges unique
to wind turbines must be overcome before WSNs can be a fully viable platform. Wind turbines
are unique physical structures, and traditional WSN deployment approaches must be reconsidered
for some components, particularly the wind turbine blades. Additionally, some of the traditional
challenges of WSNs, particularly energy consumption, are amplified in a wind turbine deployment
scenario. For example, nodes in WSNs are typically battery-powered, but battery replacement in
a wind energy scenario is prohibitively expensive, since wind turbines are geographically dispersed
and cannot be accessed without shutdown (and potentially specialized workers such as rope-access
technicians).
This dissertation presents work that addresses these challenges. First, the remainder of this
chapter presents an overview of WSNs. Chapter 2 presents an overview of our motivating applica-
tion, monitoring and management of wind energy infrastructure. The remaining chapters describe
a family of low-energy protocols inspired by this application.
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1.2 Wireless Sensor Networks
WSNs are a type of computer network composed of small, self-contained nodes (Fig. 1.3) that
communicate wirelessly, often in multi-hop topologies. Since they typically run on batteries, some-
times with energy harvesting, WSN nodes are energy-constrained. WSNs are classified by the
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) as Low-power and Lossy Networks (LLNs) [7]. The lack
of energy and computing resources, along with the unreliable nature of the wireless links, are the
key challenges and characteristics of WSNs.
Figure 1.3: Examples of traditional WSN hardware. A Crossbow TelosB mote and an EasySen
sensor board, shown with a U.S. quarter for size comparison.
WSNs are related to the emerging Internet of Things (IoT) concept [8], and IoT networks may
use similar hardware and protocols as WSNs. The IoT can be thought of as an expansion of
the scope and scale of WSNs, along with a tighter integration with the existing Internet. WSNs
have found application in SHM [9], environmental and wildlife monitoring [10], disaster recovery
scenarios [11], smart buildings and cities [12], and more. Many of these types of applications have
been made possible by the advent of sensors based on micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS),
which essentially allow for the integration of mechanical sensors into small chips and circuit boards.
As more of these types of sensors become available, WSNs may find an even wider range of uses,
























Figure 1.4: Potential protocol stack for the IoT, as compared to a more traditional web stack. The
green box indicates where low-energy WSN protocols can find application in the IoT.
Like all modern computer networks, the IoT can be organized into layers. An overview of
possible layers for the IoT, as related to the classic OSI seven-layer model, is shown in Fig. 1.4.
The green box in the figure indicates where low-energy WSN protocols can fit into an IoT stack. The
main layers of interest are the physical layer, the link layer, the network layer, and the application
layer. These layers are described in the remaining parts of this section.
1.2.1 Physical Layer
The physical layer is comprised of the wireless medium, the antenna and wireless radio hardware,
and the modulation techniques used to translate the binary data into a radio wave. In practice,
WSNs have traditionally used the IEEE 802.15.4 standard’s physical layer [13], which provides
(among other options) a 250 kbps data rate in the 2.4 GHz band using direct sequence spread
spectrum (DSSS) and offset quadrature phase-shift keying (OQPSK).
1.2.2 Link Layer
The link layer resides immediately above the physical layer and is responsible for establishing
and maintaining the link between neighboring nodes. Because of energy constraints, link layers in
WSNs usually duty-cycle the radio [14], meaning they turn the radio on and off as needed. The
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reasoning behind duty-cycling is that the radio hardware consumes a significant amount of power,
often to the point where it dominates the overall energy consumption of the node. Turning off the
radio when it is not in use saves energy and can greatly extend the lifetime of the node. However,
for a sender and receiver to communicate, the radios of both nodes must be on. Therefore, the link
layer must arrange a rendezvous, or a time when communication can happen, between the sender
and receiver.
Because of the technical challenge and the potential energy savings of duty cycling, link layer
protocols have been been a staple WSN research topic for well over a decade [14]. Link layers
may generally be categorized as synchronous or asynchronous, depending on how they arrange the
rendezvous between sender and receiver. Synchronous protocols set a schedule for when nodes
should listen to the channel and when nodes should transmit. A state-of-the-art synchronous pro-
tocol is IEEE 802.15.4e’s Time Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) protocol [15], which is designed
to achieve high reliability and low latency, particularly in industrial environments. However, syn-
chronous protocols suffer from problems with overhead: setting a schedule for nodes is complicated
(even 802.15.4e does not specify how to schedule for TSCH), and the level of clock synchronization
between nodes that is required for a tightly scheduled protocol is not trivial for WSN hardware,
which traditionally exhibits significant clock drift. Overall, synchronous link layers are currently
best suited for applications that need to send data frequently, and with hard delay constraints.
Asynchronous link layers, on the other hand, do not adopt a strict schedule, and do not rely
on clock synchronization. Instead, asynchronous link layers use the wireless medium to arrange a
rendezvous on demand. The exact method can be classified as either sender-initiated or receiver-
initiated. In a sender-initiated protocol, the sender occupies the channel by emitting a jamming
signal or by repeatedly transmitting a packet. The receiver periodically listens to the channel, and
if it hears a sender, it engages in communication. This is also called low-powered listening. Some
notable sender-initiated protocols include B-MAC [16], X-MAC [17], and ContikiMAC [18].
In a receiver-initiated protocol, the sender silently listens to the channel. The receiver period-
ically transmits a short “probe” packet that advertises its presence, and the sender responds to
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the packet. This is also called low-power probing. While probing is less efficient than low-power
listening, receiver-initiated protocols tend to be more efficient than sender-initiated protocols in
higher-traffic scenarios because they occupy the channel less. An example of a well-known receiver-
initiated protocol is RI-MAC [19]. Much of the research presented here is built on the concepts
of asynchronously duty-cycled receiver-initiated link layers, which are discussed in more detail in
Chapter 3.
Some research logically separates the link layer into the media access control (MAC) protocol
and the radio duty-cycling (RDC) protocol. This is the approach of Contiki OS [20], an open-source
real-time operating system favored by WSN researchers. As our work uses Contiki for evaluations,
we adopt the Contiki model, explained in greater detail as follows:
MAC The MAC protocol is generally responsible for managing the wireless radio’s access to the
channel. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard defines a MAC protocol that may be used in WSNs.
However, if duty-cycling is enabled, the precise timing of channel access is handled by the
RDC protocol. The MAC protocol instead takes on responsibilities such as queuing packets
and handling collisions and retransmissions.
RDC The RDC protocol is responsible for duty-cycling, or turning on and off, the wireless radio
hardware. Therefore, the RDC protocol is primarily responsible for arranging the rendezvous
between the sender and receiver. Using this link layer model, many classic WSN “MAC”
protocols are actually RDC protocols, including those mentioned above.
However, we note that most RDC protocols are called MAC protocols in the literature, and we use
the two interchangeably here.
1.2.3 Network Layer
The network layer is responsible for organizing the nodes into a topology. In WSNs, this
often means that the network layer is responsible for multi-hop routing. From a local perspective,
then, the network layer is responsible for determining the next hop for a packet, given the packet’s
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destination. WSNs can borrow multi-hop routing protocols, such as AODV [21] or OLSR [22], from
the more general realm of ad-hoc wireless networks. However, WSNs have traditionally catered
to applications with predictable traffic patterns, and more efficient protocols for these applications
have been developed. In particular, WSNs tend to cater toward data collection, in which many
source nodes generate data packets and send them to a single sink node, which interfaces the WSN
with an outside system. This traffic pattern is known as “many-to-one.”
The classic many-to-one routing protocol for WSNs is called the Collection Tree Protocol
(CTP) [23]. As shown in Fig. 1.5, CTP builds a tree with the destination node (the sink) at
the root. Nodes forward data packets to their parents in the tree; in this way, all data eventually
reaches the root. The tree is built using a routing metric, which is a measure of the “distance”
between a node and the destination. In some “geographical” routing protocols, the routing metric
corresponds to physical distance, but in most protocols, the routing metric is based on some other
model. Classic examples are hop count and the expected transmissions to reach the destination
(ETX). The value of a routing metric for a particular node is calculated recursively based on its
chosen forwarder (parent in the data collection tree), and the forwarder is chosen to minimize the
metric value. For example, if pij is the probability of success of a TX attempt from i to j, then









where Γi is the set of i’s neighbors. As its forwarder, node i chooses the neighbor j ∈ Γi that provides
ETXi. The destination’s routing metric value is zero, and other nodes repeatedly calculate and
propagate their own routing metric values as new information arrives. In a stable state, the network
forms a routing metric gradient, and packets flow along the gradient to the destination.
The concepts of CTP have been expanded and formalized in the IETF’s Routing for Low-Power
and Lossy Networks (RPL) protocol [7]. RPL is capable of operating as part of a 6LoWPAN stack,
and in this way, the distinction between WSN networking and IoT networking is blurred.
In Chapter 4, we present an opportunistic data collection scheme that builds on CTP/RPL. This








Figure 1.5: Example data collection topology using CTP. Node A is the destination, or sink, and
all other nodes are sources. The shading gradient represents the routing metric values of the nodes.
hop, and is thus referred to as a cross-layer protocol. The use of cross-layer techniques has gained
traction in recent years in order to make further gains in the efficiency of WSN communications.
1.2.4 Application Layer
The application layer is the highest layer in the protocol stack. In a WSN, the application layer
is generally responsible for scheduling and performing sensor readings, any pre-processing of the
sensor data, and initiating transmission of the data. While the work presented in the following
chapters does not cover the application layer, it is worth noting that a number of application-layer
techniques for saving energy have emerged [24]. For example, a source node can build and distribute
a model for its expected sensor readings. Then, instead of reporting every reading, the source node
only reports readings that deviate significantly from the model. This type of scheme can largely
reduce data transmissions, thereby saving energy on communication.
1.2.5 Summary
WSNs are a relatively young field, even for computer networks. Much progress has been made,
but more technical challenges must be surmounted before reliable, long-lived WSNs can be ubiqui-
tously implemented. Still, the potential of WSNs to act as a low-cost platform for data collection
has made them an attractive area of research, particularly given the trend toward data-driven
























Figure 1.6: A classification tree of approaches to low-energy protocol design in WSNs, with our
contributions highlighted in green.
1.3 Contributions and Approaches
The primary contribution of this dissertation is a family of low-energy wireless communication
protocols. These protocols have been designed with application to wind energy infrastructure
monitoring and management in mind. This motivating application is discussed in Chapter 2 (see
also [6]). The protocols presented here are RIVER-MAC, EDAD [25], an opportunistic multicast
scheme [26] based on EDAD, and BladeMAC [27, 28]. As shown in Fig. 1.6, these protocols can be
categorized by their various approaches to the problem of reducing energy consumption of wireless
communication protocols. At a high level, those approaches are as follows:
Link layer improvements This approach, exemplified by the RIVER-MAC protocol presented
in Chapter 3, focuses on making a general-purpose link layer as efficient as possible. Protocols
created with this approach are widely-applicable but may not be optimal for all scenarios,
due to their generic nature.
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Cross-layer optimization This approach involves the use of information from multiple layers.
The EDAD protocol and its multicast extension, presented in Chapter 4, merge information
from the routing and link layers to allow for very low-energy opportunistic communication.
We have also extended this approach to multicasting, an important communication pattern
not typically supported by low-energy protocols, in Chapter 5.
Application-specific design This approach involves tailoring the communication protocol to a
specific system. As an example, a wind turbine is a very unique structure with unique physical
characteristics. The BladeMAC protocol, presented in Chapter 6, is designed specifically for
offloading data from nodes deployed on wind turbine blades. Application-specific protocols
can potentially provide optimal performance for their target systems, but likely find little use
otherwise.
In Chapter 7, we present a high-level vision of a smart wind turbine enabled by our family of
low-energy protocols. We also sketch out a vision for the future of sensor network technology.
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CHAPTER 2. MOTIVATING APPLICATION
2.1 Introduction
The wind energy industry has grown quickly since the early 2000s. Global wind capacity reached
close to 370 GW by the end of 2014, with China alone installing over 23 GW in 2014 [29]. Wind
penetration has increased as well: in 2014, the U.S. state of Iowa generated over 28% of its electricity
from wind power [30], and in 2013, wind supplied up to 68.5% of Spain’s demand coverage [31].
Additionally, the European Wind Energy Association (EWEA) is tracking plans for over 98 GW
of offshore capacity [32], and offshore wind is expected to continue to grow.
Some of wind energy’s growth is due to increased public awareness of impending climate issues;
another factor is the decreasing cost and increasing output of wind energy systems. Yet another
driver of growth has been government policy, such as the adoption of renewable portfolio standards
(RPSs) by a majority of U.S. states, requiring utilities to obtain a portion of the electricity they
supply from renewable sources. The American Wind Energy Association (AWEA) expects utilities
to choose wind to fulfill over 40% of all RPS requirements put in place as of 2013 [33]. With these
factors contributing to increased demand, more cost-effective solutions for wind energy are sought
to meet this demand and make wind even more attractive.
An emerging approach to reducing wind energy costs is to make wind turbines smarter. Sensing
systems deployed on each turbine can collect data that could be used for a variety of purposes. A
number of such systems for wind turbines already exist and provide benefits such as online health
monitoring (HM) and load mitigation. Many other uses for such systems can be imagined, such as
providing data to turbine control processes to maximize wind farm efficiency. Because of this, HM
and other data collection systems are expected to play an important role in wind energy’s future.
In fact, as time goes on, HM of wind turbines becomes more important and more attractive.
Turbines have rapidly grown in physical size, and correspondingly, in power generation. This
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means that each turbine is becoming a greater source of revenue, and mitigating downtime is
becoming more critical. Additionally, larger components are generally more expensive to maintain
and replace. More and more wind farms are being sited offshore, where remote monitoring is
particularly useful. And finally, wind energy is becoming a larger part of the world’s electrical
generation portfolio, so wind turbines are going to be relied upon for consistent operation more
and more. Therefore, increased interest in systems for smart wind turbines is expected. This
chapter is intended to provide a contextualized, practical introduction to these systems.
Existing surveys of HM for wind turbines tend to focus on monitoring techniques [34, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39], such as sensing technologies, with minimal attention given to the systems perspective.
Existing lists of systems [40, 41], while useful, are not intended to provide much context about
monitoring, and also do not cover academic and research systems. Finally, existing surveys tend to
either focus on particular turbine components, or provide little context about for which component
a technology is suited. The goal of this chapter is to provide a comprehensive, component-by-
component survey of existing HM systems for wind turbines. Contrasting with existing surveys,
the primary focus is at the system level. Specific sensing technologies and data processing techniques
are discussed to the extent required to contextualize the systems and discuss future directions, but
for more details on sensing technologies and analysis techniques, readers are encouraged to refer to
other sources. This chapter is also intended to provide context and high-level background on HM
and the challenges faced by industry and researchers applying HM to wind turbines.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The next section provides background in-
formation on HM. Section 2.3 presents a discussion of the motivations for monitoring wind turbines
and an overview of the challenges and current state. Sections 2.4 to 2.7 examine challenges, existing
systems, and the future for HM of turbine nacelles, foundations, towers, and blades, respectively.
Finally, the discussion is concluded in Section 2.8.
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2.2 Health Monitoring
This section presents background information about HM in general. As discussed in Section 2.3,
the potential uses of a turbine’s sensing system are not limited to traditional HM. However, the
bulk of existing systems are designed for HM-related purposes, so HM is discussed here to provide
context.
The definitions of HM and related topics are not consistent in the literature. In this chapter,
HM refers to the process of using a sensing system to detect damage to an object, with damage
being defined as a change in the object’s properties that adversely affects current or future per-
formance [42]. This chapter defines condition monitoring (CM) as HM applied to machinery, and
structural health monitoring (SHM) as HM applied to structures. This work distinguishes HM
from nondestructive evaluation and testing (NDE/T) by further defining HM as online, continuous
monitoring using a permanent or semi-permanent sensing system installation. By this definition,
an HM system could use NDE/T technologies for damage detection. The use of vibrations for
damage detection will be referred to as vibration-based damage detection (VBDD). Both CM and
SHM commonly employ VBDD, though other methods do exist and will be discussed.
2.2.1 Condition Monitoring
In this chapter, CM is defined as HM for rotating or reciprocating machinery. VBDD is a key
technique for components such as drive shafts, bearings, gearboxes, and generators. One proven
monitoring method is to use sensors such as piezoelectric accelerometers, attached to the component
or its casing, to obtain dynamic characteristics such as vibration velocity [43]. For example, Fig. 2.1
shows instrumentation of a bearing in a wind turbine gearbox. If the dynamic characteristic being
measured changes significantly from the reference, or undamaged, state, then damage is present.
Industries with a history of CM may have databases of vibration signatures for machinery that can
be used to diagnose the specific problem associated with a particular change.
Another common CM method comes from tribology, the study of moving surfaces interacting
with each other. This includes analysis of lubrication and of wear. Oil samples can be analyzed to
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Figure 2.1: Instrumentation of a gearbox bearing. Photo by Jeroen van Dam, NREL 19680.
determine viscosity, levels of contaminants such as water, coolant, or fuel, and size, shape, compo-
sition, and count of solid particles. Traditionally, detailed analysis requires expensive laboratory
equipment, and a regular sampling schedule is required [44]. However, recent advances in sensing
technology have made more and more oil analysis tools available for continuous monitoring [45].
Oil monitoring can serve two purposes. The first is to measure the quality of the oil. This allows
optimization of the oil changing schedule and prevents damage from operation with poor quality
oil. The second purpose of oil monitoring is to measure wear on the machinery. For instance, the
presence of large particles, an excessive amount of particles, or particles of a particular shape can
indicate impending failure or abnormal wear conditions [44]. This type of detailed analysis is still
typically performed offline, in a laboratory [46].
Other CM techniques include motor current signature analysis (MCSA) and acoustic emissions
(AE). MCSA is analogous to vibration analysis, but monitors the current fluctuations in the elec-
trical motor driving the machinery instead of the physical vibrations of the machinery. In contrast,
AE detects damage by measuring the elastic waves emitted from a rapid release of strain energy
in a material, which happens when the material undergoes stress or when damage occurs. While
AE is considered more sensitive than vibration techniques, the disadvantage of AE is that, due to
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attenuation of the elastic waves, AE sensors need to be close to the point of stress or damage in
order to be effective. This is often not practical in moving machinery [47].
Overall, CM is a well-developed field. CM systems are regularly used by the transportation and
manufacturing industries, among others [48]. Online oil monitoring is used in applications ranging
from automobiles to electrical transformers [49]. A typical CM system uses wired analogue sensors
connected to some type of data acquisition unit (DAU), so future advancements in CM will likely
include miniaturization, digitization, and modularization of data collection systems. Also, CM data
still often requires an expert to interpret, so ease of use is another area for improvement.
2.2.2 Structural Health Monitoring
SHM is here defined as HM applied to a structure in order to monitor its integrity or estimate
its lifetime. Rytter [50] outlines four levels of damage detection for an SHM method:
1. Detection - the method indicates damage might be present
2. Localization - the method indicates where the damage likely is located
3. Assessment - the method estimates the severity of the damage
4. Consequence - the method evaluates structure safety, given the damage
While a system of the fourth level is ideal, systems of the lower levels are generally simpler and
easier to implement.
Farrar and Worden [42] and Worden et al. [51] discuss damage in terms of length-scales and
time-scales. The length-scale classifies the damage in terms of physical scope. For instance, the
damage may be only at the material level, as in a natural defect, or the damage may be at the
structural level, as in a failed wind turbine blade like that shown in Fig. 2.2. An SHM system
for a wind turbine should be able to detect damage at the component level, meaning that damage
requiring a repair should be detected well before component failure occurs.
The time-scale of damage refers to the length of time over which the damage takes place. For
a wind turbine, long time-scale damage includes fatigue, the weathering of the protective coatings
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Figure 2.2: Structural failure in a wind turbine blade. Photo by Mike Lascut, used with permission.
of the blades and tower, the corrosion of the tower, and the erosion and delamination of the
blades. Short time-scale damage includes lightning strikes, impact damage, extreme winds, and
earthquakes. A comprehensive SHM system for wind turbines would be able to detect all of these
types of damage, though a variety of detection methods may be required.
SHM’s roots are in NDE/T. Early studies of dynamic properties for damage detection examined
modulus and damping. In 1978, Adams et al. [52] identified natural frequencies as a property of
a structure that could be measured anywhere on the structure but still provide damage localiza-
tion and characterization. Since then, VBDD has developed as a prominent method of damage
identification for structures because it detects damage on a global scale, requiring relatively few
sensors and no prior knowledge of the damage location. The fundamental idea of VBDD in SHM
is that, because of a structure’s material properties, it responds a particular way to outside forces,
such as wind. As the structure takes damage, its material and dynamic properties change, so its
response to forces also changes. VBDD SHM systems are designed to detect these changes in order
to characterize the damage [53].
VBDD techniques have expanded to include numerous methods in addition to natural frequen-
cies, such as mode shapes, modal strain energy, residual force vectors, and statistical methods.
Carden and Fanning [54] performed a comprehensive literature review of VBDD SHM methods in
2004 and concluded that no one method had been invented to identify any given type of damage to
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any given structure. Furthermore, they noted disagreement in the literature as to the effectiveness
of various methods, and noted a lack of tests performed in the field. These observations appear to
still hold.
In the search for a better method, a number of non-VBDD methods have been developed,
especially for use with composite materials such as concrete and fiber reinforced polymers (FRPs)
like those used in wind turbine blades. One such method is AE, but as in CM, AE only detects
local damage and thus requires sensors close to the point of damage, which may not be feasible
on a large structure if the location of damage is not known beforehand. Infrared thermography
techniques work well in laboratory settings, but most require the target material to be actively
heated, so online monitoring of large structures using infrared is not yet practical. Many other
NDE/T techniques suffer from similar setbacks.
For a simpler approach, moisture and temperature profiles of a composite material can indicate
health and inform lifetime estimates, as these factors contribute to cracking and delamination. Also,
numerous types of sensors, such as piezoresistive strain gauges and fiber Bragg grating (FBG) fiber
optic sensors, can be used to simply measure strain on a structure. This type of instrumentation can
identify stress hotspots and, with the ability to trend over time, can be used to infer the stability of
a structure’s health or make lifetime estimates through fatigue analysis. Another straightforward
method is to monitor the width of an already-existing crack, looking for changes over time [55, 56].
In recent years, a number of enabling technologies for SHM have advanced considerably. For
instance, computer chips that contain both a microprocessor and a wireless communication unit
now cost only a few dollars. This type of integration and miniaturization allows for the creation
of cost-effective and powerful wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [57, 58] consisting of self-contained
nodes that can be powered with energy scavenged from the environment. Additionally, sensors that
can easily interface with such systems, such as sensors based on microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS), are becoming more accurate and more prevalent. These sensors are manufactured in
mass quantities at low prices using technologies adapted from semiconductor fabrication [59]. With
hardware of this caliber available, SHM appears poised to make the transition from scattered
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research applications to mainstream industry, especially in the monitoring of critical infrastructure
such as wind turbines.
In addition to cost and the choice of sensors, SHM presents many more challenges, such as data
processing, analysis, and management. Also, SHM is an interdisciplinary field, requiring a range
of expertise. For example, the complete design of an SHM system for a wind turbine blade might
require an NDT/E expert to understand what needs to be monitored, an electrical engineer to
design a sensor, an aerospace engineer to determine where the sensors can be placed, a computer
engineer to network the sensors together, a statistician to process the acquired data, and a civil
engineer or wind energy expert to make recommendations based on the results.
But these challenges are surmountable. Even in its current form, SHM is being used for a variety
of purposes worldwide, from monitoring restoration projects to evaluating critical infrastructure like
roads and bridges. In Athens, Greece, the structural integrity of the Parthenon’s west facade is being
monitored while the monument is being renovated. The monitoring is performed by a fiber optic
sensing system designed by CRD Group [60], shown in Fig. 2.3. In the UK, government mandates
have encouraged automated SHM systems to evolve from traditional monitoring techniques for
structures such as dams and nuclear power plants [61]. In South Korea, an extensive wireless SHM
system was deployed to a large bridge and was used to successfully identify characteristics such as
mode shapes of the bridge deck [62, 9]. SHM applications like these are expected to become more
widespread as the technology becomes more affordable and the systems become more advanced.
2.3 Health Monitoring of Wind Turbines
This section presents background on HM of wind turbines, including the motivations for HM of
wind turbines and an overview of turbine monitoring in general. Specific systems for monitoring
the various components of turbines are discussed in later sections.
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Sensor
Figure 2.3: Fiber optic sensors are being used for SHM of the Parthenon in Athens, Greece, during
renovation. Photo by Lee A. Wymore, used with permission from CRD Group.
2.3.1 Motivation
HM of wind turbines has a wide variety of motivations because the data collected by an HM
system could have many uses. Clearly, in order for an HM system for wind turbines to be viable,
the benefits it provides must outweigh the costs of implementing and maintaining the system, as
well as storing, processing, and evaluating the data. However, the benefits of an HM system are
complex and can be hard to quantify. Below, these benefits are discussed in terms of maintenance,
wind farm management, and other motivations.
2.3.1.1 Maintenance
HM can potentially reduce ongoing operations and maintenance (O&M) costs for each outfitted
turbine. In 2011, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) estimated that annual O&M
cost per MW was around $17,000 for a typical onshore wind project and $46,000 for an offshore
project [63]. Unlike traditional power plants, these costs are spread out over many distinct but
similar structures (the turbines), and over a relatively large geographic area (the wind farm).
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Additionally, turbines are often located in remote areas, such as offshore, requiring time, money,
and planning to visit for inspection or maintenance.
Lower maintenance costs are a traditional benefit of HM because HM allows for more efficient
maintenance practices. Current maintenance practices for wind turbines are generally a combina-
tion of two strategies [64], known throughout the literature by many names, but referred to here
as:
1. Scheduled maintenance (SM) - periodically performing a set of prescribed maintenance tasks,
such as replacing certain parts and changing gearbox oil.
2. Reactive maintenance (RM) - fixing or replacing components when they fail.
HM enables an alternative, predictive strategy, often referred to as condition-based maintenance
(CBM) [65, 66], in which the operator performs maintenance when a component shows signs of
damage or impending failure. This strategy reduces the amount of maintenance required and
ensures that the maintenance performed is worthwhile. This reduces O&M costs both in terms of
labor and materials, and also improves inventory management.
Additionally, if an HM system provides early warning that the component is failing, the replace-
ment can be secured and the maintenance can be performed at convenience. This reduces downtime
and increases production. The notion of convenience can also directly reduce costs, especially for
offshore sites. NREL estimates that, for a 500 MW offshore wind farm, O&M costs can be cut
by over $20 million per year simply by reducing weather-induced delay for maintenance crews to
access turbines [64].
The O&M benefits of HM are frequently cited for the drivetrain, generator, bearings, and
other mechanical and electrical components of a turbine, but less so for the major structural
components. While structural failures of wind turbines are rare, they do occur. The Caithness
Windfarm Information Forum (CWIF), an organization dedicated to halting the spread of wind
turbines in the Caithness area of Scotland, tracks all publicly known wind turbine accidents. In
2013, CWIF recorded 29 incidents of blade failure, defined as failure which “results in either whole
blades or pieces of blades being thrown from the turbine.” A total of 280 total instances of blade
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failure have been noted since the 1990s. CWIF also lists 145 instances of structural failure dating
back to the 1980s, with structural failure defined as “major component failure under conditions
which components should be designed to withstand” [67].
Both blade and structural failure are costly. GCube, a renewable energy insurance provider,
reported average claims of $240,000 for blade damage and $1.3 million for foundation damage in
2012 [68]. Gearbox, generator, and transformer damage claims were similarly priced. HM could
allow damage leading to failures like these to be identified and repaired before failure occurs [69].
From a more general cost/benefit perspective, for HM to see widespread adoption, the economic
benefits of a system must at least recover the costs of installing and maintaining that system. A
number of studies have examined these economics. For example, Nilsson and Bertling [70] found
that converting 47% of RM events into CBM events would recover the cost of an HM system.
Besnard and Bertling [71] found that HM was more economical for wind turbine maintenance than
offline NDE or visual inspections when crack initiation rates were high and time to failure was
short, assuming regular visual or NDE inspections. Van Dam and Bond [72] estimated that an HM
system could recover its costs, purely from CBM benefits, up to 70% of the time.
Finally, maintenance-related benefits of HM can only be realized if the HM system is reliable.
Any false positive from the HM system will result in waste from the investigation and potential
replacement of a part that is still in good condition. On the other hand, a false negative could allow
damage that would have been detected in regular inspections to worsen to the point of component
failure. If the operator cannot assume the HM system reliably identifies all faults, then regular
inspections or part replacements still need to be performed, and the HM system becomes less
attractive.
2.3.1.2 Management
HM of wind turbines could also have a number of benefits in terms of wind farm management,
such as increasing power production. For instance, HM data could be used to provide input and
feedback for a control system used to dynamically pitch the blades, maximizing individual turbine
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output. Similar systems are already being used to mitigate blade stresses [73, 74, 75]. Or, data could
be shared among turbines to combat wake effects or provide advance notice of weather conditions,
optimizing generation for the entire wind farm.
HM could also increase generation by minimizing downtime; if a component fails with no warn-
ing, the turbine may not be able to generate electricity for the time it takes to acquire a replacement,
hire the needed transportation and installation equipment, schedule a favorable maintenance win-
dow, and perform the maintenance. But if the HM system provides advance warning, the turbine
could be operated up until the maintenance window. Studies indicate that decreased downtime
could have large economic benefits; for example, Nilsson and Bertling [70] found that a 0.43%
increase in availability would recover the costs of an HM system.
HM could also be used to quickly verify structural safety [42] and estimate remaining lifetime.
This could be useful for bringing turbines back online after an earthquake, lightning strike, or
storm. Additionally, this type of information could guide the process of turbine retirement and
refurbishment, allowing a turbine or parts of a turbine to safely continue operating beyond their
original life expectancy. This data could also allow a turbine to be automatically shut down if
stresses exceed a threshold, both preventing failure and helping to mitigate public safety concerns
regarding wind turbines. Data about ice formation on blades could be used for a similar purpose
[76].
As an example of how an HM system could help with management and with maintenance,
Fig. 2.4 shows a turbine that dramatically failed in a severe wind storm after a blade had recently
been repaired. Ideally, an HM system would have been able to both verify if the blade was func-
tioning properly after the repairs, and automatically shut down the turbine and feather the blades
during the storm to prevent this failure. This figure also illustrates how a single failure in a wind
turbine can cause a complete system failure, making the case for HM even stronger.
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Figure 2.4: Wind turbine failure from high winds shortly after a blade was repaired. Photo by
Green Mountain Power, NREL 16713.
2.3.1.3 Other
The data gathered from an HM system could have a variety of other uses. Strain and dynamic
response data could be used to identify structural weaknesses and inform future designs, which
could lead to greater reliability or less conservative designs that use less material. An HM system
could also be used to monitor environmental conditions that a turbine depends upon, such as
permafrost in Alaska and similar locations.
Finally, the type of data gathered from a monitoring system should not necessarily be restricted
to traditional HM data. For example, a monitoring system could collect data to help researchers
better understand wind farm wake effects, a serious source of power losses [77]. Or, a wildlife
monitoring system could trigger a reduction in turbine speed at the approach of a large body of
birds or bats, further improving the environmental-friendliness of turbines [78].
2.3.2 Overview of Turbine Monitoring
HM for wind turbines is a developing field. While commercial products for monitoring of some
components exist [40], and all components have at least had experimental systems tested, the wind
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energy industry has not yet embraced HM on a widespread basis. Still, related research, such as
the dynamic characterization testing shown in Fig. 2.5, has been ongoing for years [79].
Figure 2.5: Dynamic characterization testing of a turbine in 1999. The tower is struck with a
hammer and the resulting vibrations are measured with accelerometers. Photo by David Parsons,
NREL 07388.
As previously discussed, any HM system needs a positive return on investment to see widespread
adoption. For wind energy, this poses a particular challenge because of the nature of a wind farm.
A turbine may not be as large as a large bridge or skyscraper, but there could be hundreds or even
thousands of them to monitor in a wind farm [80]. This could provide advantages such as design
reuse and mass manufacturing, but such such advantages are not likely to overcome the current
high cost of many kinds of sensing systems that could be used for SHM of wind turbines. Thus,
improvements to the basic sensing technology are still important.
Furthermore, mass deployment of a monitoring system requires that installation, setup, and
maintenance of the system be simple and inexpensive. Ideally, these tasks could be performed
by a technician with minimal training. To maximize the potential uses of acquired data, either
sensor placement needs to be standardized so that readings between turbines are comparable, or
the system needs to be designed flexibly, such that differences in placement of the sensors between
turbines are not a concern.
Another factor for wind turbine monitoring systems is lifetime. Most wind turbines are designed
to last at least 20 years, and recent research suggests that they will [81]. A monitoring system would
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be expected to last just as long, or longer, as monitoring could be used to extend the lifetime of
a turbine if the system is able to judge the turbine still structurally sound. Thus, a monitoring
system must be robust and long-lived. It must be maintainable, but given the potential scale
of a deployment, it should not require regular maintenance, such as manual data collection or
replacement of batteries. Both low maintenance and long life will help increase a system’s cost-
effectiveness.
A final challenge for wind turbine HM is adoption. As Mobley [44] describes, justifying the
installation of any monitoring system is difficult; quantifying its benefits after installation is even
harder. Currently, adoption decisions must be made based on a limited pool of data. To aid in
the adoption of HM in the industry, research in monitoring for wind turbines should aim not only
to increase the attractiveness of HM systems, but also to increase the amount of cost/benefit data
available for decision-makers interested in implementing a monitoring system.
These are some of the general challenges of designing an HM system for wind turbines. In the
following sections, specific challenges and the current state of monitoring for each major component
of wind turbines, as depicted in Fig. 2.6, will be discussed. The discussion assumes an upwind
horizontal axis wind turbine (HAWT), the most common type of turbine in utility-scale wind
today. This type of turbine is used both onshore and offshore, and the challenges of both will be
addressed. While this discussion focuses on megawatt-scale turbines, due to their role in utility
generation, many of the challenges and techniques are applicable to smaller turbines as well.
2.4 Nacelle
The nacelle, positioned on top of the tower, houses the mechanical and electrical equipment
used for generating electricity. A cutaway view of a nacelle is shown in Fig. 2.7. The rotor blade
assembly’s hub attaches to the nacelle, and the nacelle yaws, or rotates around the axis of the
tower, to point the blade assembly into the wind. Inside the nacelle, the drivetrain connects the
blade assembly to the generator, often utilizing a gearbox to scale the rotational speed of the shaft






Figure 2.6: Major components of a HAWT, as they are discussed here. Adapted from a photo by
Warren Gretz, NREL 11148.
components housed in the nacelle are the yaw control system, which keeps the turbine pointed
into the wind, and the bearings for the yaw system and for the main drive shaft. In general, the
components housed in the nacelle can be monitored with well-developed CM techniques similar to
other industries, as discussed in Section 2.2.1. The power converter used to condition the generated
electricity should also be monitored, and may be housed in the nacelle or at ground level.
The gearbox is a component of particular concern. Gearboxes have been identified as a leading
contributor to turbine O&M costs, and gearboxes in general have not been meeting their design
lifetimes, to the point where NREL has established a special program, the Gearbox Reliability
Collaborative, to address the problem [82]. Eric Bechhoefer from Renewable NRG Systems illus-
trates the ideal case for how CM can help: an uptower repair for a gearbox that was identified as
needing repair via CM might cost $50K, whereas the fix if the gearbox had instead operated to
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Figure 2.7: Cutaway illustration of a wind turbine nacelle. Image from the Office of Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy, U.S. Department of Energy.
failure could be as much as $400K, including $250K for the new gearbox and $150K for the crane
to swap the new gearbox for the old [83]. Fig. 2.8 shows a crane being used during a gearbox
installation, which includes first bringing down the blade assembly. Direct-drive turbines with no
gearbox are also available, but the permanent magnet generators used in these designs tend to be
more expensive than the induction machines used in geared systems.
2.4.1 Existing Systems
Monitoring of the components housed in the nacelle is the most well-developed and market-
penetrating type of wind turbine monitoring. For instance, supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) systems that are built into turbines for the purpose of controlling electricity generation
are increasingly also used for basic CM purposes, often through software packages that analyze the
data already being collected. For example, changes in electrical output of the generator can indicate
impending bearing failure in the drivetrain [84, 85] or asymmetries and eccentricities due to other
mechanical failures in the generator [86]. As the data required for this type of analysis is already
being gathered by SCADA systems, these methods have potential as an inexpensive solution for
CM [87]. For a more complete discussion of commercial SCADA systems and analysis packages,
see [41].
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Figure 2.8: Installing a gearbox. Photo by Jeroen van Dam, NREL 19257.
Another approach to CM is to deploy a system that uses sensors such as accelerometers to
collect data more directly related to HM. More and more, this sort of commercial CM system is
being integrated into the SCADA system [88], either borrowing data from the SCADA system,
or allowing CM results to be integrated into the SCADA displays. Ideally, CM and SCADA
systems will continue to merge over time, eventually resulting in one comprehensive system that
uses collected data to both provide control feedback and perform HM.
Most commercial CM systems for wind turbines utilize some form of vibration monitoring,
similar to established methods in other industries. One notable difference and challenge for wind
turbines is the variable speed operation of many types of turbines. While traditional fast Fourier
transform (FFT) methods have been developed for machinery that runs at constant speed, the
operational speed of a large wind turbine typically depends on the speed of the wind, so data from
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two points in time may not be directly comparable. Some commercial CM products use other
techniques such as AE and MCSA, discussed in Section 2.2.1, and many also implement basic oil
monitoring. An extensive list of commercial systems for CM of wind turbines is given in [40]; a few
of these products are discussed here only to illustrate the capabilities of a typical system, and not
to evaluate the systems in relation to each other.
An example of a commercially available product is GE’s Bentley Nevada ADAPT Wind system
[89], which GE claims has saved customers up to $3,000 per turbine per year for new units. The
system focuses on monitoring of the gearbox, generator, and main bearing, all using accelerometers
connected by wires to a processing unit housed in the nacelle. The ADAPT system also uses the
turbine’s control system as an input, and the ADAPT system can be integrated into the turbine’s
SCADA system. Tower sway and gearbox oil condition can also be monitored with the ADAPT
system.
Many manufacturers have similar CM systems. Turbine manufacturer Siemens has a system [90]
which they specifically note can automatically shut down a turbine, if needed [91]. CM systems for
wind turbines are also available from third parties, such as Renewable NRG Systems’ TurbinePhD
[92]. Some systems have even taken a step past HM and into automated maintenance; for example,
SKF’s WindCon online CM system can inform SKF’s WindLub system when bearings are low on
lubrication, and the WindLub system will automatically deliver grease to the bearings [93].
2.4.2 Future
As discussed, nacelle HM is relatively well-developed and commercialized. One potential area
for improvement is more advanced oil analysis. In 2011, Hamilton and Quail [46] reviewed the
potential use of various oil analysis technologies for online wind turbine gearbox monitoring. They
recommended a combination of techniques be used to achieve sufficient accuracy and diagnostic
detail while utilizing cheaper and smaller-scale technologies. For monitoring oil quality, they rec-
ommended a combination of fluorescence spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR), solid state viscometers, and photoacoustic spectroscopy. For analyzing wear particles,
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they recommended ferrography, particle counting, fluorescence spectroscopy, and a simple electri-
cal constant sensor. They believed these technologies could be integrated into one sensing system.
Currently, online oil monitoring is mostly used to detect changes in oil quality or particle
count, and offline analysis of a spot sample is used to diagnose the cause of the change [94, 49].
The oil monitoring capabilities of the commercial CM systems listed in [40] are essentially limited
to trending changes. However, technologies such as FTIR and linear variable filter-based mini
spectrometers have high potential for more detailed online diagnosis in the future [88].
Other improvements to nacelle HM could include wireless monitoring systems. In addition to
reducing cable clutter, wireless solutions allow for easier installation and use in locations where
cabled solutions are not feasible. This technology is available and ready for the transition to
industry. For instance, as far back as 2006, BP, Intel, Rockwell, and Crossbow explored the use of
a WSN for CM in the engine room of an oil tanker. They found the wireless performance to be
satisfactory and their trial system to be robust in the harsh conditions of the ship [95]. However,
sustainably powering WSN nodes is a challenge and an area of ongoing research.
Another area for continued research is cost-effective sensor technology. Since the attractiveness
and extensiveness of a monitoring system is limited by its price, the development and testing of
cheaper sensors for such systems is imperative. For instance, accelerometers based on MEMS can
be a small fraction of the price of conventional accelerometers, but these accelerometers currently
suffer from noise and resolution constraints. Initial research has shown that MEMS accelerometers
have potential for CM of machinery [96, 59], but the use of such technology has yet to be proven
in the field.
2.5 Foundation
Onshore wind turbine foundations are typically steel rebar-reinforced concrete, as shown in
Fig. 2.9. A number of different foundations and foundation concepts exist for offshore turbines.
For both onshore and offshore turbines, the choice of foundation depends on the location and
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Figure 2.9: A typical onshore wind turbine foundation, before backfilling. Photo from the Bureau
of Land Management, US Department of the Interior.
the environmental conditions. For instance, soil quality and strength affect the size and shape of
onshore foundations, whereas water depth is a deciding factor for offshore turbines.
Therefore, a challenge of foundation monitoring is the wide spread of foundation types, even
for a given turbine model. Another challenge is that, for onshore turbines, a monitoring system
likely needs to be installed during construction. Turbine foundations are often poured by local
concrete companies, and installing a sensor system during construction may require extra coordi-
nation between these companies and technicians. Finally, for both onshore and offshore turbines,
durability and accessibility of sensors is a concern. The long-term survivability of sensors embedded
into concrete has yet to be proven [97], though some sensors, such as a MEMS cantilever-based
temperature and humidity sensor, have shown promise [98]. Should such a sensor fail, accessing it
for maintenance is impractical. Offshore foundations present similar challenges, as sensors may be
immersed in salt water, requiring special packaging and diver-based maintenance.
Offshore turbine foundation monitoring systems can build on the experience of monitoring
for other offshore platforms, such as offshore oil rigs. However, turbine structures tend to be less
massive than these platforms, while the nature of a turbine guarantees the structure will experience
large forces from the wind, as well as the waves. Turbine structures are thus designed more for




In general, turbine foundation HM is currently limited to research activities and spot applica-
tions. Offshore foundation monitoring has received more attention than onshore monitoring, likely
due to the more challenging conditions, the more complex structures, and the large number of
questions still surrounding the design and deployment of offshore turbines. One example of off-
shore turbine foundation SHM began in 2010, when a specific failure mode in offshore monopile
foundations was detected. The grout between the pile foundations and the tower’s transition piece
was failing, causing the tower to slip downward by more than 25 mm until caught by supporting
brackets used during construction [100].
Strainstall Monitoring installed SHM systems that consist of strain gauges, displacement sen-
sors, and accelerometers. Stresses on the brackets are monitored and fatigue life of critical areas
is calculated. Additionally, natural frequencies of the tower are tracked, since a change in tower
frequencies could indicate a foundation problem, and some of the systems use inclinometers to
track the angle of the tower as well. The sensors are wired to a DAU, and in most cases, data is
transferred offsite over a broadband connection. However, in areas where such a connection is not
available, hot swap hard drives are collected periodically from the DAU. While originally installed
as a reaction to a specific failure mode, these systems have been successful enough that Strainstall
has been requested to install them on new turbines as well [101].
An extensive monitoring system has been installed at the Belwind offshore wind farm in the
North Sea. The system is an Offshore Wind Infrastructure Lab (OWI-Lab) project, in conjunction
with BruWind, Zensor Corrosion Control, and Vrije Universiteit Brussel [102]. The system in-
cludes corrosion monitoring for the foundation using sensors from Zensor [103], as well as load and
displacement monitoring for grouted connections and dynamic monitoring for the global structure.
Brincker and Ibsen [104] instrumented a Vestas 3 MW turbine with accelerometers in order
to assist a finite element model (FEM) in performing fatigue analysis on a new offshore “bucket”
foundation design, with the goal of aiding the design of the foundation and its installation process.
The accelerometers used were on the order of a thousand dollars each. This study did not include
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any submerged sensors, but the type of data used in this study has been gathered underwater in
the past using an FBG-based system [105].
In general, in the harsh and noisy environment of offshore foundations, simple solutions that
monitor a particular failure mode may be more immediately practical than global monitoring
solutions. For instance, for a foundation where posts are inserted into pre-piled jackets in the
seabed, the performance of the grouted connection between the post and the jacket is a concern [99].
Instrumenting such a connection with a subsea extensometer is feasible with current technology,
and the data would be easy to interpret using a simple threshold-based trigger.
Another potential failure mode of offshore foundations is excessive scouring, where the water
erodes the seabed around the foundation’s pile to the point of structural instability. Strainstall has
a scour monitoring system that tracks the progress of a magnetic collar down the length of a metal
tube embedded in the seabed. As the soil is eroded, the collar slips down further, triggering an
alert whenever it passes one of the sensors distributed along the length of the tube [106]. Michalis
et al. [107] proposed a similar solution, but with no moving parts. A probe with sensors distributed
along its length is embedded into the seabed. The sensors have two steel rings that, if buried, have
soil between them. If the sensor is uncovered, the capacitance between the rings changes, indicating
scour progress.
Onshore foundation monitoring has received minimal attention, though failures do occur. While
these failures are often because of installation errors such as improperly tightened tower anchor
bolts [108] or improperly settled concrete [109], a monitoring scheme could provide early warning of
these issues. Anchor bolt monitoring could be useful to reduce manual inspections, as research has
suggested that bolt tension should be checked once every two years [110]. Additionally, foundation
monitoring could contribute to a quick evaluation of structural integrity after an earthquake or
high-wind conditions, as well as provide peace of mind regarding aging turbines still in service.
Onshore foundation monitoring systems that have been deployed have mostly focused on re-
search of loads and fatigue for design purposes, not SHM. Renewable Energy Systems (RES) Amer-
icas and NREL [110], in conjunction with Canary Systems [111], instrumented a gravity base foun-
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dation for an 80 m tower. The sensors included earth pressure cells to measure contact pressure
between the foundation and the soil, strain gauges to measure strain on the foundation’s rein-
forcement steel, and bolt load cells to measure the tension of the anchor bolts. The sensors were
wired into a DAU housed in the tower, and the data was sent to an offsite server over a cellular
connection. An example result from the study was that the vertical pedestal reinforcement steel
experienced significant load, validating its presence as a critical part of the foundation.
2.5.2 Future
As further foundation failure modes are identified, solutions specific to these modes can be
developed. For example, Currie et al. [112] have begun an SHM study for onshore foundations.
They describe a common failure mode for embedded can-type foundations, where the protective
coating between the tower and foundation cracks, allowing moisture to enter and erode concrete
around the steel can embedded into the foundation. This results in potential vertical movement, up
to tens of millimeters, of the tower. The authors proposed a simple monitoring solution to detect
this vertical movement at the foundation level, using either infrared, linear variable differential
transformer, or Hall-effect sensors. While this solution is straightforward, this particular failure
mode may also be detectable by accelerometers attached to the tower for tower monitoring.
Failure mode-based monitoring can be useful, but more general concrete monitoring could also
be helpful, especially for onshore foundations. Concrete monitoring systems have been designed and
tested for other types of civil infrastructure, such as roads, bridges, and tunnels. Such monitoring
has been estimated to provide large reductions in the operating cost of these structures [113].
Onshore turbine foundation monitoring has thus far been largely strain and vibration sensing, but
concrete monitoring systems may also measure the temperature or moisture profile of the concrete.
These factors contribute to effects such as creep, shrinkage, and deformation [114]. Monitoring of
these factors is typically used to expedite the construction process, and commercial systems for
temporary temperature and moisture monitoring exist [115].
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Another possible method for concrete monitoring is to use AE to track crack propagation [116,
117, 118]. Combining AE with temperature and moisture sensing can not only allow for monitoring
of the structure, but lead to better understanding of the structure’s response to its environment
[119]. The freeze-thaw cycle, for example, is known to contribute to concrete degradation, as is
contact with seawater [120].
A concern particular to reinforced concrete is corrosion of the steel reinforcement bars. Polder
et. al [121] demonstrated that early detection of corrosion could provide large cost savings. Early
detection can be accomplished with a variety of embedded sensors [120]. Since corrosion is an
electrochemical process, embedded reference electrodes can detect corrosion via changes in electro-
chemical potential. Corrosion risk can be monitored with the well-proven “anode ladder system,”
which tracks the progress of corrosive conditions using dummy steel bars embedded at various
depths in the concrete. These conditions can also be tracked using moisture and chloride sensors.
In terms of wireless advancements, both offshore and onshore foundations present challenges.
Underwater sensor networks that use acoustic signals for communication are a current research
topic [122]. For onshore foundations, the challenge is concrete. Radio frequency (RF) signals such
as those used by WSNs experience fast attenuation when traveling through concrete [123]. This
means that high transmission power is required to successfully transmit an RF signal through
concrete, and a sensor node embedded in concrete cannot be easily accessed for a battery change.
In an attempt to circumvent this issue, Ong et al. [124] developed a passive wireless moisture
sensor suitable for embedding into concrete. The sensor is based on an inductor-capacitor resonant
circuit whose resonant frequency can be remotely queried using a loop antenna [125]. As moisture
increases, the dielectric constant of the capacitor’s insulator increases, changing the capacitance and
the resonant frequency of the circuit. This type of sensor is practical for embedding into concrete
because it is robust and requires no power source. However, the required querying unit and the
limited querying range make continuous online monitoring with this type of sensor challenging.
Radio-frequency identification (RFID) sensors of a similar nature have also been tested [126], but
suffer from the same challenges for continuous monitoring.
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2.6 Tower
The wind turbine tower supports the nacelle and blade assembly and allows access to the better
wind resources typically found at taller heights. Together with the foundation, the tower must bear
not only the weight of the upper turbine components, but also the horizontal forces of the wind on
the turbine blades and the rotational forces of the nacelle yawing into the wind. Clearly, the tower
is a crucial part of the turbine structure; failure of the tower results in total failure of the turbine.
HM can help prevent such failure.
Currently, the most predominant type of wind turbine tower is the tubular steel tower, made of
large steel rings welded together into long sections, shown in Fig. 2.10, which are bolted together
during assembly. The World Steel Association claimed in 2012 that about 90% of all turbine
towers were tubular steel [127]. These towers are typically around 80 m to 100 m tall, but, in order
to produce more power, the trend is toward even taller towers. This has led to alternative tower
designs, such as Iowa State University’s Hexcrete tower concept [128]. Operators installing GE’s
2.75 MW wind turbines currently have a choice of a tubular steel tower of up to 110 m, a 139 m
steel/concrete hybrid tower, or a 139 m space frame tower [129].
This variety of designs could lead to a variety of HM systems. The space frame tower con-
cept resembles the steel lattice towers of the early utility-scale wind energy years, but provides an
enclosed internal space and is assembled with special bolts that do not require the ongoing main-
tenance that plagued earlier lattice designs [130]. Thus, in many ways, monitoring the space frame
tower should be similar to monitoring a tubular steel tower. Similarly, monitoring a concrete/steel
hybrid should be similar to a combination of tubular steel monitoring and concrete foundation mon-
itoring. Therefore, the remainder of this section will focus on tubular steel towers, the dominant
product in the market today.
A steel tubular tower is relatively easy to globally monitor using VBDD, but cost is a concern.
Sensors can be placed around the weatherproof interior of the tower with minimal trouble. However,
the vibrations of such a large structure are very low frequency, with first natural frequencies below
1 Hz [131]. Traditionally, more expensive sensors are required to obtain accurate measurements
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Figure 2.10: On-site assembly of steel wind turbine tower sections. Photo by Dennis Schroeder,
NREL 20843.
at such low frequencies. Once such measurements are acquired, damage can be diagnosed using
a variety of methods, as noted in Section 2.2.2. Thus far, systems have tended toward classic
methods such as trending natural frequencies or modal parameters, sometimes with the aid of an
FEM. Strain and tilt measurements can also be used for fatigue analysis and lifetime prediction.
2.6.1 Existing Systems
Aside from tower sway monitoring built into some turbine CM systems, tower HM has seen
little commercialization. However, a number of research systems have been created. One of the
most complete turbine SHM systems was a tower monitoring system designed and implemented
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by Smarsly et al. [132]. The system was installed on a 65 m turbine tower in Germany in 2009
and had been operating continuously for several years at the time of writing of [132]. The sensor
array includes nine accelerometers, six inductive displacement transducers, temperature sensors
for compensation, and an ultrasonic anemometer mounted on a separate mast next to the tower.
Wired DAUs feed the data from the sensors into the server located inside the turbine tower, which
also receives data from the turbine’s SCADA system. The server periodically sends the data over
a DSL connection to an offsite server, where the data is converted and stored in SQL tables. From
here, the data is available for remote access via a database connection or a web interface.
The monitoring software extracts modal parameters from the measurement data and uses them
to update an FEM. Artificial damage is introduced into the FEM, and the resulting response
profile is recorded in a damage catalog that can be used for quick diagnosis in the event that
real damage occurs. The stochastic loading data of the structure can also be used for computing
failure probabilities and thus lifetime estimates [133]. Finally, the system also features extensive
self-monitoring and fault detection to make it as reliable and self-maintaining as possible [134].
Rolfes et al. proposed the Integral SHM-System [135], which compares dynamic stress to
vibrational velocity to detect stiffness reduction in a tower. Measurements are used to produce a
validated FEM that is used to diagnose damage location and severity. Swartz et al. [136] tested the
instrumentation system, composed of eight accelerometers and two strain gauges, on two turbine
towers in Germany. They were successfully able to identify the first three modes of a 78 m Vestas
tower. The accelerometers used currently cost hundreds of dollars each. The sensors were connected
to DAUs that communicated wirelessly with a central unit.
The OWI-Lab monitoring project uses a similar array of accelerometers to perform advanced op-
erational modal analysis (OMA) on an offshore turbine tower. Modal parameters are automatically
extracted from the data and tracked over time [137].
Brincker and Ibsen’s 2003 foundation study [104] also included tower instrumentation. The
gathered acceleration measurements were integrated twice to find displacements, which were used
to identify mode shapes. These were then used in a finite element analysis, and the resulting model,
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to be used in fatigue analysis, was able to calculate displacements and stresses anywhere in the
structure. Similarly, Bang et al. [138] mounted FBG sensors on the inside shell of a 70 m tower
and used the online strain measurements to find mode shapes of the tower.
Guo et al. [139] analyzed existing tower vibration data from a single up-tower accelerometer
using the nonlinear state estimation technique (NSET), a nonparametric modeling technique that
uses past observations to predict future observations, based on the input conditions. If the model
prediction deviates significantly from measured values, damage could be present. They found that
the model predicted vibrations well, and an offline application of the method was able to detect
an anomaly in the data shortly before the turbine was shut down to fix an asymmetrical blade
condition. This result illustrates an interesting opportunity in wind turbine HM: the components
in turbine structures are so tightly coupled that monitoring one component can reveal problems in
another. However, this tight coupling is also a challenge, as it can introduce non-random noise into
measurements.
2.6.2 Future
The largest obstacle for widespread turbine tower monitoring is likely the cost/benefit tradeoff.
Traditional monitoring systems are expensive, and tower failure is rare and often caused by the
foundation or the blades. Therefore, tower monitoring is currently motivated by dynamic charac-
terization as often as damage detection. However, the possibility of cross-component monitoring,
such as that discussed regarding [139] in the previous section, may make tower HM more attractive,
especially with decreasing sensing system costs.
Some non-traditional sensing systems have been used for towers, and an innovative deployment
of these systems could provide continuous HM. Chen and He [140] were able to measure the first
natural frequency of a tower using a microwave radar system from over 1 km away from the tower.
While price may prevent a permanent monitoring system using this technology from being feasible,
the technology does have the advantage of being able to monitor several turbines at the same
time, as long as they are all within its panoramic line of sight. Other similar remote monitoring
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technologies, such as light detection and ranging (LIDAR) systems, have also been proposed for
turbine monitoring [141].
Few studies have used non-VBDD methods for tower SHM. Benedetti et al. [142] proposed
using perturbations in the local strain field as a damage indicator and validated the method on
an FEM of a turbine tower. While straightforward, this method does not provide the convenient
global damage detection of VBDD, requiring strain sensors in the area immediately surrounding
the damage. A wireless deployment could make this technique more feasible.
Since the towers are steel, electromagnetic or magnetostrictive testing could be a possibility,
but these methods currently lack feasibility as continuous monitoring solutions. Optical methods
such as image processing could also be useful for detecting surface damage, such as to the tower’s
anti-corrosive coating. These methods have been explored for turbine blades, but little research has
been done into monitoring surface damage of towers, again likely due to the cost/benefit tradeoff.
2.7 Blades
A wind turbine’s blades are responsible for transferring the horizontal force of the wind into the
rotational force that drives the turbine’s generator. Modern megawatt-scale wind turbine blades
are typically over 40 m long and made of layers of glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP) material
bonded together using a resin. GFRP offers a cost-effective solution to the weight and strength
tradeoff that blade designers must balance. Longer blades may use carbon fiber reinforced polymer
(CFRP) to increase strength and reduce weight, but the cost of CFRP can be prohibitive. Balsa
wood adds extra bending stiffness to the shell of the blade [143].
Blade manufacturing is largely still a manual process, as shown in Fig. 2.11. The blade structure
consists of three parts: two outer shell halves, and an inner shear web. The shear web creates an
I-beam inside the blade, allowing for more strength with less material and weight. The blade’s
cross-section shape, or airfoil, creates the lift force on the blade that produces torque, turning
the shaft in the nacelle and generating electricity. The blades connect to the hub with bolts that
screw into the root section of the blade. The root itself is a cylindrical structure made of layers
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of GFRP. A gel coat over the outside of the blade provides protection from minor impacts and
moisture, which can cause delamination, the separation of the layers of FRP. Within the hub, a
pitch-control system rotates each blade to change its angle-of-attack to the wind, either to increase
energy capture, reduce load, or provide aerodynamic braking [144].
Figure 2.11: Manufacturing of a wind turbine blade. Two outer shell halves can be seen. Photo
from SNL.
Blade HM is particularly challenging because the aerodynamics of the blades are critical for
efficient power production, so an SHM system must not interfere with these aerodynamics. Addi-
tionally, blades rotate and experience other stochastic loads, such as wind and yaw forces, which
creates a noisy sensing environment. An SHM system may monitor various blade characteristics,
but distinguishing between damage and changes in the environment can be especially difficult for
blades. Fluctuations in temperature, weather, and wind speeds can all cause false positive damage
alarms. Additionally, a blade monitoring system’s hardware is likely to be exposed to harsh en-
vironmental events, such as wind gusts and lightning strikes. Finally, cost presents a particularly




Commercial blade monitoring systems have mostly been used for load monitoring applications.
As early as 2005, an article [145] discussed two different commercial systems for blades. The two
systems, developed by Smart Fibres Ltd. and LM Wind Power (then LM Glasfiber), use FBG
sensors to measure the strain in the blade. Though marketed as load monitoring systems, these
systems also possess the potential to detect some types of blade damage before failure. Additionally,
the LM claims the system can reduce loads by 10-30%, potentially increasing blade lifetime.
The 2014 report by Crabtree et al. [40] lists three commercially available fiber optic systems
for blades. Fiber optic sensors are capable of detecting temperature, displacement, acceleration,
and strain [146]. Manufacturers can install the sensors during manufacturing, which could provide
quality-control during the manufacturing process. Alternatively, wind plant operators can retrofit
sensors onto existing blades. Many operators consider fiber optic systems expensive, but the com-
bined purposes of load monitoring, damage detection, and quality control may make these systems
more attractive as blades become larger and more expensive.
The Crabtree report also lists several VBDD systems, including one composed of accelerometers
that are bonded directly to the blade exterior and connected by wires to a DAU in the hub that
communicates wirelessly with a receiver in the nacelle [147]. Similar sensors can also be placed
inside blades. These sensors can monitor the motion, path, and vibrations of the blades during
operation. Changes in any of the monitored characteristics can indicate damage in the blades or
rotor hub. Yang et al. [148] note that VBDD systems can provide useful data at low cost, but
are limited by the lack of specific information provided by the data. VBDD systems cannot give
information concerning damage type or location. In addition, variability in the wind can cause
features in the data that are unrelated to blade or hub conditions.
Due to cost and technical difficulty compared to laboratory settings, few field tests have been
performed for SHM of blades. In one example, Schroeder et al. [149] documented the use of a fiber
optic system in a blade over the course of two years. The system includes one temperature and six
strain sensors. The sensors were attached to the interior of the blade and were capable of detecting
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strain characteristics over the course of operation. Though the system was not designed for SHM,
this type of strain data could be used for fault detection and active safety control. In another
example, Blanch and Dutton [150] performed field tests with an AE system. The sensors were
attached along the length of the outside of the blade. The tests were performed while the turbine
was held static and the blade was artificially loaded. Due to this test method, the system is not
practical for commercial use. Online tests were also performed, but the results were inconclusive.
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) has a SMART Wind Turbine Rotor project [151] that
uses sensors to provide feedback to an active aerodynamic control system in the blade. In a field
test, the sensing array consisted of accelerometers, metal foil strain gauges, and fiber optic strain
and temperature sensors, all of which were housed inside the blade. The blade contained several
modifications to protect the sensors from electrostatic discharge, including copper mesh in the skin
and a conductive gel coating for the outside of the blade. This protection was required not only
for lightning, but also for the electric charge created from the friction of the blade moving through
the air.
A research group in Greece has had success in field monitoring with an off-the-shelf AE system
applied to a turbine blade [152]. Wired AE sensors connect to a wireless transmitter in the hub,
which communicates with a wireless router at the bottom of the tower. This router then connects
to the Ethernet network of the turbine, allowing the data to be transmitted over the Internet.
Contrary to the limited number of field tests, numerous tests have been done in laboratories.
In a major example, SNL and NREL coordinated with other institutions on tests of a variety of
SHM systems for a 9 m test blade [153].
• 30 strain gauges were installed on the gel-coat surface of the blade.
• 24 PAC Model R6I AE sensors were mounted over critical areas on the blade and interfaces
inside the blade. The AE system noted significant AE events and then clearly followed the
evolution of blade failure.
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• NASA implemented an SHM system that included a macro-fiber composite (MFC) actuator
and three sensors on one side of the blade and an MFC actuator and two sensors on the
other side. The data collected was noisy, but trends in the data were able to identify cracking
events.
• Purdue University implemented an array of high sensitivity triaxial accelerometers, low-
frequency capacitive accelerometers, piezoelectric actuators, and force sensors distributed
over the surface of the blade. The system was capable of detecting and identifying different
types of damage.
• Virginia Tech implemented an impedance-based system that consisted of six self-sensing MFC
actuators and an impedance analyzer. Though previous tests of this system on a different
blade were promising, in this case, the VT test system detected no damage because the sensors
were not located close to the failure.
In a different test, NREL, Sandia, and a blade manufacturer worked together to test a blade with
bonded piezoceramic patches that both generate and receive stress waves [154]. The raw signals
received from sensors near the final failure showed recognizable changes in stress wave parameters.
Since this method requires generation of test waves, the interval between tests must be chosen
carefully to ensure that damage is detected as early as possible.
Risø National Laboratory compiled test information concerning SHM using AE and fiber optic
sensors. Several tests determined the detection and identification capability of the systems [155].
Optical methods such as photogrammetry and laser interferometry have also been tested [131], but
these methods suffer from high cost and poor feasibility as continuous monitoring systems.
2.7.2 Future
HM applications outside of wind energy show the capability of alternative methods for moni-
toring composites like those used in wind turbine blades. Some examples include advanced online
AE and active ultrasonic methods developed for composite pressure vessels, solid electrolyte elec-
trochemical sensors for moisture determination in fiberglass and CFRP, and fiber optic sensors
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using evanescent waves to measure moisture content demonstrated in flight tests on aircraft [156].
A piezoelectric-based embedded sensor/actuator network applied to an aircraft wing for structural
integrity monitoring has also proven to be effective. The system employs an ultrasonic guided
wave to detect, locate, and monitor damage [156]. Finally, the wind energy industry already uses
ultrasonic testing techniques for blade evaluation, but not in an online SHM scenario [157].
Wireless sensors for blades have been proposed [158], and commercial blade monitoring sys-
tems frequently use wireless communications between the nacelle and the DAU housed in the hub.
However, these systems have not addressed the most difficult challenges of using multihop WSNs
with blade monitoring, such as finding a sustainable power source for sensor nodes, or a solution
for placement of nodes such that they can be accessed for maintenance, yet do not interfere with
blade aerodynamics or structural integrity.
2.8 Conclusions
HM of wind turbines is in its infancy, but growing strong. The various components of a turbine
each present unique challenges to overcome, and the maturity of the HM systems available for the
different components varies. CM systems for the mechanical and electrical components inside the
nacelle are common, especially in new turbines, but SHM systems for the foundation, tower, and
blades are mostly limited to experimental and research installations.
Future work in nacelle monitoring should focus on lowering the cost of the CM systems and im-
proving the usability of the systems for operators. Work in foundation and tower monitoring should
include identifying the failure modes of these components and investigating the cost/benefit trade-
offs of monitoring them, with offshore scenarios being a priority. Blade monitoring research should
focus on decreasing system cost and improving feasibility for long-term, continuous monitoring,
with field studies being preferable.
For wind turbines in general, most SHM-related field studies have focused on instrumentation,
with few creating complete SHM solutions. Making the transition from a simple instrumentation
system to a useful HM system is challenging, but necessary for the benefits of HM to be realized.
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This transition requires multi-disciplinary work and knowledge, but should be a focus for future
research.
One of the barriers between simple instrumentation and useful HM is the difficulty in collecting,
storing, and processing the massive amount of data for a wind farm. Ongoing HM should not be
labor intensive, nor should it require an expert, so whatever data processing methods are used
should produce straightforward and easy-to-interpret results.
The massive amounts of data generated can also be a powerful tool, and can aid in damage
detection by statistical pattern recognition, a type of technique that some researchers consider to be
the future of HM [51][42]. Cross-referencing data across wind turbines may lead to effective analysis
methods, but most SHM systems are experimentally deployed on a single turbine. Future work in
HM of wind turbines should explore the unique possibilities of processing data from hundreds of
these highly similar structures. Additionally, research should focus on making HM systems easier
to install and use, such that a wind farm-scale deployment would be feasible.
Finally, economic benefits are likely to provide the greatest motivation for HM adoption.
Though the potential for cost-saving is widely acknowledged, analytical studies have shown mixed
results for current technologies. Therefore, research in HM for wind turbines should also focus on
reducing the cost of the HM system and its installation and maintenance, as well as on increasing
the probability of detection of faults, so that the economics of HM systems are more attractive. Ad-
ditionally, research should strive to produce case studies with cost/benefit data usable throughout
the research community and industry.
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CHAPTER 3. LOW-ENERGY LINK LAYER
3.1 Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) has widely been envisioned as a transformative computing paradigm,
seeking to connect everything from everyday objects to industrial machines. One possible use of
the IoT is to create large networks of tiny wireless sensors and actuators for advanced, high-fidelity
monitoring, feedback, and control of natural and human-made environments. However, this appli-
cation suffers from the classic drawback of wireless sensor networks (WSNs): computing devices
require energy to operate.
Such devices are typically powered by batteries or supercapacitors, which may (or may not) be
recharged, slowly and intermittently, by energy-harvesting systems. In order to operate for extended
lengths of time—ideally, years—these devices must minimize their energy consumption. Because
wireless radios consume a relatively significant amount of power on these embedded platforms, one
of the ways this minimization is achieved is through low-energy networking, such as duty-cycled
medium access control (MAC) protocols.
Duty-cycled MAC protocols have long been a subject of research in WSN and IoT applications.
However, we argue that state-of-the-art duty-cycled MAC protocols do not satisfactorily meet the
demands of the IoT. In particular, IoT MAC protocols should have the following characteristics.
• High performing: IoT MAC protocols should achieve low delay and high reliability while
minimizing energy consumption, even under moderately-high traffic loads.
• Resilient to interference: IoT MAC protocols should be robust in dynamic and noisy envi-
ronments, including scenarios with hidden nodes (senders that are not within range of each
other but interfere at a receiver).
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• Polite: IoT MAC protocols should have a small channel footprint in order to cause as little
external interference as possible. They should occupy as few channels as possible, as little as
possible.
• Device-independent: IoT MAC protocols should be easily ported to new devices, and devices
should be easily interoperable using these protocols.
With these characteristics in mind, we have examined ContikiMAC [18], a state-of-the-art
sender initiated asynchronously duty-cycled MAC protocol, and RI-MAC [19], a classic receiver-
initiated protocol. We have drawn inspiration from these protocols’ successes, and learned lessons
from their shortcomings, to create RIVER-MAC, an asynchronously-duty-cycled MAC protocol
with a Receiver-Initiated, (Very) Efficient Rendezvous. RIVER-MAC’s rendezvous is clear channel
assessment-based (CCA-based) and can reduce idle listening for senders by an order of magnitude.
Additionally, RIVER-MAC uses a beacon train-based collision resolution scheme to reduce con-
tention between receiver nodes, a scenario that has generally been overlooked in receiver-initiated
protocol design. With these features, we believe RIVER-MAC is better able to meet the demands
of the IoT.
3.2 Related Work
Energy efficiency through duty-cycling has been a constant research topic for WSNs for well over
a decade, as summarized in surveys such as [159]. At the link layer, protocols such as B-MAC [16],
X-MAC [17], and ContikiMAC [18] have achieved a progressively more efficient asynchronous ren-
dezvous between sender and receiver, without the need for synchronization or explicit scheduling
between nodes, using a technique called low-power listening (LPL). In LPL, nodes periodically wake
and listen to or sample the channel for a short interval. A sender continually transmits a jamming
signal or a packet train until its receiver responds or acknowledges the packet. Such protocols are
also called sender-initiated, and we discuss their shortcomings in Section 3.3.
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Receiver-initiated protocols [160, 161, 19, 162, 163, 164] use low-power probing (LPP) to achieve
similar results. In LPP, nodes periodically broadcast a probe, or beacon, packet to advertise their
availability as a receiver. Senders simply listen for a beacon from their intended receiver. Ex-
amples of receiver-initiated protocols include RI-MAC [19], the classic receiver-initiated protocol,
and A-MAC [164], which uses hardware acknowledgements of broadcast packets, and also multiple
channels, to increase efficiency. Receiver-initiated protocols in general suffer from excessive idle
listening, as we discuss in Section 3.3. Some work, such as [162], has explored the use of pseudo-
synchronous mechanisms to reduce this idle listening; in contrast, we propose a purely asynchronous
mechanism.
Synchronously duty-cycled MAC protocols, in which nodes are synchronized so that transmis-
sions can be scheduled, have also been studied. Early synchronous protocols include S-MAC [165,
166] and T-MAC [167]. More recently, the use of IEEE 802.15.4e’s Time Slotted Channel Hopping
(TSCH) protocol has become more practical for WSNs and the IoT through autonomous schedulers
such as Orchestra [168]. We acknowledge this as a promising development, but our focus is on flex-
ible, single-channel protocols that do not require the overhead and complexity of synchronization
and scheduling.
An emerging alternative for traditionally duty-cycled MAC protocols is wakeup radios (WuR)
[169, 170]. A WuR is a secondary, ultra-low-power radio that continually listens for a wakeup
call from a wakeup transmitter. When the wakeup call is received, the main radio is awakened
to transmit data. WuRs allow for on-demand transmission without a rendezvous, and they excel
in low-traffic scenarios. However, they require additional hardware. In Section 3.6, we analyti-
cally compare RIVER-MAC with a WuR platform to better understand which approach is more
appropriate in different scenarios.
3.3 Motivation and Observations
Our work is motivated in two parts. First, we identify shortcomings of sender-initiated protocols,
such as ContikiMAC, that motivate us to seek receiver-initiated solutions. Second, we identify
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shortcomings of receiver-initiated protocols, such as RI-MAC, that drive us to propose a new
protocol.
3.3.1 Shortcomings of Sender-Initiated Protocols
The ContikiMAC protocol [18] is a state-of-the-art sender-initiated protocol and, due to its
inclusion in Contiki OS[20], is a de facto standard for asynchronously duty-cycled MAC protocols.
However, as in other sender-initiated protocols, ContikiMAC’s rendezvous mechanism requires the
sender to occupy the channel with a repeated packet train. This makes ContikiMAC impolite,
because no other nodes can transmit while the sender occupies the channel. ContikiMAC does
have a phase optimization mechanism that can mitigate this issue, but this is a general and pseudo-
synchronous approach that can also be applied to receiver-initiated protocols, e.g. [162, 163].
The channel occupancy of sender-initiated protocols causes performance of these protocols to
suffer, particularly in relatively high-traffic scenarios. If one sender occupies the channel while
waiting for its receiver, all other senders within transmission range must wait until the sender has
finished before they can send. To make matters worse, if two senders are hidden from each other,
they may constantly interfere with one another without realizing it. In short, sender-initiated
protocols are not suitable for high-density IoT applications because they are impolite and they are
not resilient to interference, especially hidden nodes.
3.3.2 Shortcomings of Receiver-Initiated Protocols
In receiver-initiated protocols, senders do not occupy the channel while waiting for a receiver,
but instead politely listen for the receiver to initiate the data transaction. This alleviates the main
shortcoming of sender-initiated protocols by reducing channel occupancy and allowing the receiver
to control collision resolution, improving performance in hidden-node scenarios. In this section, we
first describe RI-MAC [19], a classic receiver-initiated protocol. We then explore its shortcomings,
which motivate our design for an improved receiver-initiated protocol.
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3.3.2.1 Description of RI-MAC
RI-MAC [19] is a receiver-initiated, asynchronously duty-cycled MAC protocol. In RI-MAC,
nodes sleep (turn their radios off) when not engaged in communication. Periodically, nodes wake
(turn their radios on) and advertise their presence as receivers by broadcasting a beacon packet
and listening for a response. If no response arrives, the node goes back to sleep. Wakeups occur











Figure 3.1: Overview of RI-MAC, showing a timeline for a sender and a receiver. Both nodes
broadcast beacon packets (B) at an interval TW . Data packets (DATA) are acknowledged with
acknowledgement beacons (A). Shaded areas indicate radio on-time, and hatched boxes indicate
received packets.
As shown in Fig. 3.1, when a node has a packet to send, it wakes and idly listens for its receiver
to wake and send a beacon. When this occurs, the sender unicasts the data packet in response
to the beacon. The receiver responds with an acknowledgement beacon that also advertises the
receiver’s availability to receive additional packets. In case of a collision at the receiver, this beacon
may also include a backoff window value to prevent competing senders from colliding again.
3.3.2.2 Idle Listening
Our work is motivated by two practical problems with RI-MAC. First, in RI-MAC, senders
must idly listen for up to TW or longer in order to receive a beacon from the intended receiver.
This idle listening (indicated in Fig. 3.1 as the shaded gray area between packet arrival and the
beacon from the receiver) dominates the energy consumption of the wireless radio. For example,
TW may be on the order of hundreds or thousands of milliseconds (ms), while a data transaction
may take less than 10 ms. The energy consumption from this much idle listening makes RI-MAC’s
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energy performance unsuitable for the demands of the IoT, particularly in moderate-to-high traffic
scenarios.
3.3.2.3 Contention Between Receivers
The second problem we identify is that in RI-MAC, excess collisions can occur when there
is contention between receivers. While RI-MAC has a backoff process to handle collisions between
senders, it does not account for contention between receivers. Particularly, while senders are backing
off for collision resolution, additional receivers may attempt to use the channel. This can cause
more collisions that cannot be resolved by the normal process. As an example, see the topology
and timeline in Fig. 3.2. In this figure, receiver R1 must resolve a collision between senders S1 and
S2. While waiting for backoffs to expire, the channel is empty. This allows receiver R2 to beacon,
effectively stealing the channel from R1. When S3 responds to R2’s beacon, it can cause collisions
at R1, because S3 is hidden from S1 and S2. Even if nodes are not hidden, collisions could still
occur if S1 or S2 times out and transmits data at the same time as R2’s beacon transmission.
This scenario is often overlooked. To the best of our knowledge, RIVER-MAC is the first receiver-
initiated protocol to address contention between receivers (as described in Section 3.4), making it
more suitable for high-density IoT applications.
3.4 RIVER-MAC Design
In this section we introduce the design of RIVER-MAC, our receiver-initiated asynchronously
duty-cycled MAC protocol motivated by the shortcomings discussed in the previous section. Our
design is based on RI-MAC as described in Section 3.3.2.1. Specifically, we propose two major
modifications to RI-MAC: a CCA-based rendezvous to reduce idle listening, and a beacon train-




















Figure 3.2: Example of excess collisions from contending receivers. In (a), arrows indicate commu-
nication flows, while a dashed line between nodes indicates the nodes are within communication
range of each other. In (b), darkly shaded boxes indicate packets that are not received due to colli-
sions. S1 and S2 send a packet that collides at R1. While S1 and S2 back off, R2 beacons, effectively
stealing the channel from R1 and resulting in another collision at R1, between S3 (responding to
R2) and S2 (which has finished backing off).
3.4.1 CCA-based Rendezvous
Our first major improvement is a CCA-based rendezvous. As shown in Fig. 3.3, instead of idly
listening for a beacon from its intended receiver, a sender strobes CCAs until it detects activity.
CCA here refers to a short physical-layer check used to detect energy on the channel; any similar,
short physical-layer channel check could be used. When activity is detected, the sender puts its radio
in receive mode in order to receive the next packet. This approach is inspired by ContikiMAC’s
CCA-based receive check. We have adapted this mechanism into the CCA strobe, and then applied
it to the sender side in order to reduce idle listening.
Indeed, as the sender’s radio remains off between CCAs, this approach can reduce idle listening
by an order of magnitude. The tradeoff is that the receiver must send two beacons: one for the
sender to sense with a CCA (the initial beacon, marked “N”), and a second for the sender to actually
receive (the regular beacon, marked “B”). Thus, the CCA-based rendezvous decreases the sender’s
load and increases the receiver’s load.
In order to ensure that the sender’s CCAs can detect the first beacon packet, the period of
the CCA strobe (TSTROBE) must be no greater than the transmit time of the initial beacon packet
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Figure 3.3: The CCA-based rendezvous of RIVER-MAC. Periodic wakeups now begin with an
initial beacon (N).
(TN ). We note that TN is a controllable parameter, to some extent, because the transmit time of
the initial beacon can be increased by padding the packet with dummy data. In this way, TN serves
as a parameter that controls the tradeoff between sender energy reduction and receiver overhead
during the CCA-based rendezvous. The choice of TN is discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.3.1.
Finally, the sender cannot be sure that energy detected by its CCA is from an initial beacon,
much less one from its intended receiver. Therefore, after the channel has cleared, if the sender
does not hear a regular beacon from its intended receiver within the inter-packet interval (TI) plus
processing time, the sender times out and returns to its CCA strobe.
3.4.2 Beacon Train-based Collision Resolution
Our second major improvement is the use of beacon train-based collision resolution. This im-
provement addresses the problem with contention between receivers discussed in Section 3.3. Our
goal is for an active receiver to reserve the channel resource so that additional receivers cannot use
it. As shown in Fig. 3.4, this reservation is accomplished by having the active receiver transmit
a train of regular beacons, instead of remaining silent, during the backoff portion of the sender
collision resolution process. If a contending receiver wakes to beacon during this time, it will de-
tect one of the beacon packets in the train from the active receiver and reschedule its own beacon
transmission.
The use of a beacon train also affects how the backoff process works: instead of backing off for














Figure 3.4: Illustration of the beacon train-based collision resolution. After R1 detects a collision
(between S1 and S2), it repeatedly transmits beacons until the senders respond. This prevents R2
from accessing the channel while S1 and S2 are backing off.
beacon train is composed of k beacons (initially set to a minimum kmin), and the receiver populates
a field in each beacon with the number of beacons remaining in the train. When the sender receives
the first backoff beacon, it chooses a random beacon in the range [1 : k]. When the sender receives
that beacon, it responds with its data packet. If another collision happens, the receiver increases k
(e.g. by doubling it), up to a maximum kmax. The sender then randomly chooses another beacon
to respond to. If the sender misses its chosen beacon, such as due to packet loss, it responds to the
next beacon it hears.
In order to respect the reservation of the channel via the beacon train, we require a node to
detect a clear channel for at least TI + TB, plus the CCA and processing time, before it can send
an initial beacon. Waiting for TI ensures that the node will detect a beacon train from a receiver
within communication range. Waiting for an additional TB (the transmit time of a regular beacon)
also prevents the node from interrupting a data exchange between a hidden receiver and a sender
within communication range. The clear channel detection can be efficiently accomplished using a
CCA strobe, with at least one CCA occurring every TB.
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3.4.3 Practical Considerations
3.4.3.1 Choice of Initial Beacon Size
The size of the initial beacon packet (and the data rate of the radio) determines the transmit
time TN . As discussed above, this parameter constrains TSTROBE and effectively controls the
tradeoff between the energy saved by the sender via reduced idle listening, and the additional
energy overhead of the receiver due to having to transmit the initial beacon.
The choice of the initial beacon packet size is constrained by the hardware standards. For
example, IEEE 802.15.4 specifies a maximum frame size of 127 bytes. At 250 kbps, this yields a
maximum TN of around 4 ms. The minimum TN depends on the size of the packet header.
The optimal TN (i.e. the value that minimizes energy consumption) depends on the traffic load
of the node, and on TW . A larger TN leads to less energy spent idle listening when sending, but
more energy spent on periodically transmitting the initial beacon. If the amount of idle listening
is already small, either because TW is small or because the node does not send very often, then the
increased periodic overhead may outweigh the decreased idle listening.
Since the traffic load may vary over time or with different applications, we do not expect to be
able to use the optimal TN at all times. While we could design a scheme to dynamically optimize
TN , this would require coordination between neighbors about the current value of TN , which would
add overhead and complexity that we wish to avoid. Instead, we wish to choose a default initial
beacon size that works well for a variety of scenarios. In Section 3.5.2, we simulate a data collection
tree with moderately high traffic and different values of TW , and we find that a larger initial beacon
size (e.g. 100 bytes) generally provides the best energy performance.
3.4.3.2 Effects of Packet Loss
Here we describe the potential effects of packet loss on RIVER-MAC, based on the type of
packet that is lost.
Initial Beacon: If an initial beacon is lost due to weak signal, the sender may not wake to hear
the subsequent beacon. This would result in the sender waiting for the beacon from the receiver in
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the next wakeup interval, as in RI-MAC. Since the sender is using a CCA strobe, the energy waste
is much less than in RI-MAC.
Regular Beacon: If a regular beacon is lost, the sender (assuming it detected the initial beacon)
is left hanging. However, according to the timeout previously described, the sender will shortly
return to its CCA strobe and wait for the next beacon from its receiver.
Data Packet: If a data packet is lost due to weak signal, the receiver assumes no senders are
active and goes back to sleep. Therefore, the sender uses another short timeout (TI) to decide if
an acknowledge beacon is incoming. If not, it returns to the CCA strobe. If a data packet is lost
due to collision, the receiver will send a backoff beacon, as in RI-MAC.
Acknowledgement Beacon: If an acknowledgement beacon is lost, the effect on the sender is
the same as a lost data packet, and the same rules apply. The receiver has no way to know the
acknowledgement was lost, so it continues normally. This will result in the sender re-sending the
same packet in the next wakeup interval, which can be resolved with simple MAC-layer duplicate
detection on the receiver side.
Backoff Beacon: If the first backoff beacon is lost, the effect on the sender is the same as a
lost acknowledgement beacon. If a later backoff beacon in the beacon train is lost, the sender can
re-adjust itself to the backoff process simply by receiving any subsequent backoff beacon.
3.4.3.3 Tradeoffs
As with most any protocol, RIVER-MAC has a variety of tradeoffs to consider. As discussed
earlier in this section, the choice of the initial beacon size allows for a tradeoff between increased
receiver overhead and reduced energy for sending packets. More generally, RIVER-MAC itself is a
protocol that spends additional energy on periodic overhead (the dual-beacon scheme) in exchange
for better efficiency in sending packets (the CCA-based rendezvous). Therefore, while RIVER-MAC
is designed to be efficient in many scenarios, it is particularly applicable for IoT applications in
which nodes send packets at intervals on the order of seconds. When nodes send packets much less
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often, i.e. on the order of minutes or hours, RIVER-MAC’s tradeoff becomes less advantageous.
This can be seen in the evaluation results presented later, such as Fig. 3.11.
An additional tradeoff inherent to the dual-beacon scheme of RIVER-MAC is that, since a
wakeup is more costly, using a smaller TW to decrease delay will be more expensive in terms
of energy. Thus, RIVER-MAC may not be appropriate for applications that require delays of a
few milliseconds or faster—such applications should likely use a scheduled, synchronous protocol
instead. We do also note that RIVER-MAC’s delay (and potentially energy) performance could be
improved through the integration of opportunistic routing, as in [171].
3.5 Simulation Study
3.5.1 Implementation and Setup
We have implemented RIVER-MAC in Contiki OS [20] version 3.0. We implemented RIVER-
MAC as a drop-in replacement for ContikiMAC, along with a radio driver update based on code
originally written for ORPL [172] to improve software acknowledgement (softack) support. RIVER-
MAC’s software architecture is shown in Fig. 3.5. We have also implemented RI-MAC in a similar
manner. Packet queuing and transmission scheduling is performed at the CSMA (carrier sense
multiple-access) layer. Collision resolution is performed by the beaconing module. The soft-
ack callback() function is called by the hardware interrupt handler when any packet (beacon or
data) is received. This is used to quickly notify the CCA-based rendezvous/beaconing modules of a
response to a sent data packet/beacon, reducing software delays and improving the code structure.
We evaluate our implementation through Cooja [173] simulations, using the Z1 platform, which
is based on the MSP430 microcontroller and the Texas Instruments CC2420 802.15.4-compliant
radio [174]. Cooja is a WSN simulator that is packaged with Contiki OS and emulates motes
by running compiled code written for Contiki. We use Cooja’s Unit Disk Graph Radio Medium
(UDGM) as our channel model. This model creates a transmission range for each node and simulates




































Figure 3.5: Software architecture of RIVER-MAC’s Contiki implementation.
In our simulations, we compare RIVER-MAC to RI-MAC and ContikiMAC. All results, except
CDFs, are averaged over at least 20 simulation trials, each composed of five simulated minutes.
Our performance metrics are duty cycle (DC), packet delivery ratio (PDR), and delay.
Duty cycle is the percentage of radio on-time and is a hardware-independent proxy for the
energy consumption of the radio. We use the duty cycle calculated by Cooja, starting after the
network has reached a steady state. Reported duty cycles are averaged first over the nodes in a
simulation, then over all simulation trials. PDR is calculated as the number of packets received at
the end point divided by the number of packets generated by sources. Simulations time out shortly
after the final packet sent by all sources is expected to be received; in other words, all packets are
given a chance to be delivered. The reported delay is application-level end-to-end delay. For all
averaged metrics, we also plot the 0.05 to 0.95 quantile range as error bars. Due to their small size,
many of these error bars are hidden by the plot markers.
3.5.2 RIVER-MAC Parameter Selection
We first need to choose an appropriate default initial beacon size, as described in Section 3.4.3.1.
To do this, we simulate a 5x5 grid of nodes that form a data collection tree, with the sink in the
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center. This setup is described in more detail in the Tree Network section below. All non-sink
nodes are sources and generate data packets every 10 seconds, with a small amount of randomness.
Fig. 3.6 shows results for average source node duty cycle and PDR versus initial beacon size,
with RIVER-MAC at a variety of beaconing rates, where the beaconing rate is defined as 1/TW .
The best duty cycle performance for this traffic load is achieved at a beaconing rate of 2 Hz and
an initial beacon size of 100 bytes. Initial beacon size does not affect PDR significantly, especially
at beaconing rates of 2 Hz or above.
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(a) Average source duty cycle.
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(b) Packet delivery ratio.
Figure 3.6: Results vs. initial beacon size.
Given these results, we choose 100 bytes as the default initial beacon size and 2 Hz as the
beaconing rate. We also use 2 Hz as the beaconing rate for RI-MAC and the channel check rate
for ContikiMAC in the remaining evaluations.
3.5.3 Clique Networks
We next evaluate in a clique network, in order to see performance under separate, contending
traffic flows. In the clique network, all nodes are within communication range of each other. Each
flow is composed of a different sender sending to a different receiver, resulting in a total number of
nodes in the network equal to twice the number of flows. Each sender generates one packet every
second, with a small amount of randomness. The results are shown in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8.
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(a) Sender duty cycle.



















(b) Receiver duty cycle.
Figure 3.7: Duty cycle results for the clique networks, with the y-axes plotted in log scale. Each
network contains twice as many nodes as flows.
In Fig. 3.7a, which shows the average duty cycle for senders, we immediately see the significant
improvement in duty cycle that comes from RIVER-MAC’s CCA-based rendezvous. At one flow,
the average sender’s duty cycle is less than 20% of RI-MAC’s or ContikiMAC’s. If we assume a
platform with energy consumption dominated by the radio hardware, this translates to up to five
times longer battery life for a sender with RIVER-MAC in this scenario.
The sender duty cycles of RI-MAC and ContikiMAC are just above 25%. This is expected,
because a 2 Hz wakeup rate corresponds to 0.5 s between wakeups, and a sender waits for half of
that on average. Since a packet is sent every second, this results in an average of 0.25 s of idle
listening per second. Both RI-MAC and ContikiMAC have their radios on for this entire duration,
resulting in a 25% duty cycle, whereas RIVER-MAC’s CCA-based rendezvous breaks up this idle
listening into short, efficient CCA pulses.
The tradeoff in using RIVER-MAC can be seen in Fig. 3.7b, which shows the average duty
cycle for receivers. RIVER-MAC has the highest receiver duty cycle; however, in this scenario,
RIVER-MAC’s improvement for the sender outweighs the receiver’s higher overhead. The balance
of this tradeoff depends on the traffic rate, and we explore this balance more in the Tree Network
section below.
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(a) Packet delivery ratio.



















Figure 3.8: Reliability and delay results for the clique networks.
Fig. 3.7a also shows that, as the number of flows increases, ContikiMAC’s average sender duty
cycle decreases. However, this is not an indicator of better performance. Instead, this is due to
dropped packets, as can be seen in Fig. 3.8a. In our simulations, packets are dropped after eight
retries. Because of ContikiMAC’s high channel occupancy, with more flows, senders are more likely
to be unable to access the channel. This results in some packets being dropped without any radio
activity from the sender, lowering the average duty cycle.
Finally, Fig. 3.8b shows average packet delay versus the number of flows. The polite rendezvous
schemes of RIVER-MAC and RI-MAC allow them to both maintain low delay, regardless of the
number of flows. But ContikiMAC experiences rising delay with more traffic, as the transmission
scheduler (the CSMA layer in Contiki) increasingly backs off to try to find a time when the channel
is free. For example, the average delay at four flows is over nine times greater for ContikiMAC
than RIVER-MAC and RI-MAC.
3.5.4 Hidden-node Networks
We next evaluate in a small network with hidden nodes. The topology of the network is a
single-hop star, with a varying number of senders and a single receiver in the center. All senders
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are hidden from each other, potentially resulting in collisions at the receiver. Other settings remain
the same as the clique networks. The results are shown in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10.


















(a) Sender duty cycle.



















(b) Receiver duty cycle.
Figure 3.9: Duty cycle results for the star network, with the y-axes plotted in log scale. All senders
are hidden from each other.















(a) Packet delivery ratio.


















Figure 3.10: Reliability and delay results for the star network with hidden nodes.
RIVER-MAC performs well in this scenario, with a sender duty cycle (Fig. 3.9a) that is again
much lower than both RI-MAC’s and ContikiMAC’s. Both RIVER-MAC’s and RI-MAC’s receiver
duty cycles (Fig. 3.9b) increase with the number of senders, as the contention for the receiver
results in the receiver having to resolve collisions, which consumes energy. RI-MAC’s receiver duty
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cycle grows faster than RIVER-MAC’s, though, showing that RIVER-MAC’s beacon train-based
collision resolution is more efficient.
In contrast, ContikiMAC’s performance in this scenario is strikingly poor. ContikiMAC’s aver-
age sender duty cycle (Fig. 3.9a) grows to nearly 100% when the second sender is introduced, and
the PDR (Fig. 3.10a) drops just as sharply. The explanation for this performance is simple: with
two or more hidden nodes generating a packet each second, multiple nodes are nearly always send-
ing. For ContikiMAC, this means multiple nodes are always transmitting a packet train, and these
packet trains collide at the receiver. However, unlike in RIVER-MAC and RI-MAC, the receiver
has no way to control or resolve these collisions. ContikiMAC could achieve better performance
by “brute force,” i.e., by using a higher channel check rate. Still, this scenario highlights that
the lack of collision resolution is a fundamental problem for sender-initiated MAC protocols, with
potentially disastrous results in the presence of hidden nodes.
ContikiMAC’s poor performance in this scenario extends to its delay, as seen in Fig. 3.10b.
The strange delay results for ContikiMAC are a side effect of the poor PDR. With two senders, a
small number of packets are delivered, with high delay due to multiple backoffs. With three or four
senders, ContikiMAC sometimes can only deliver the first packet attempted, with very low delay,
before the channel becomes clogged. The end result is that some simulation runs have a very large
average delay, while others have a very small average delay, creating the peculiar trend and the
extremely large error bars seen for ContikiMAC in Fig. 3.10b.
Finally, we emphasize that in these scenarios, RIVER-MAC consistently achieves much better
sender duty cycles than RI-MAC. RIVER-MAC does this while achieving competitive or better
receiver duty cycles, and identical performance in terms of PDR and delay. In short, RIVER-MAC
improves on RI-MAC significantly, with little to no drawback at this traffic load.
3.5.5 Tree Network
Finally, we simulate a 5×5 grid of nodes that form a multihop collection tree. The sink node is
at the center of the grid. All other nodes are sources with varying data arrival intervals. The traffic
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is moderately bursty, meaning that all sources generate packets within a few seconds of each other,
regardless of the data interval. Packets are routed on the grid (i.e. not diagonally), though nodes
on the diagonal are close enough to provide interference. Routes are static throughout a simulation
trial and are randomly chosen at the start of the trial in a way that minimizes the number of hops
to the sink. This means the nodes in the corners are four hops away from the sink. The results are
shown in Figs. 3.11 to 3.13.
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Figure 3.11: Average source duty cycle for the tree network.
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(a) Packet delivery ratio.
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Figure 3.12: Reliability and delay results for the tree network.
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Figure 3.13: CDF of source node duty cycle for a single run of the tree network at a 10 s data
interval.
RIVER-MAC performs consistently well in our tested range of data arrival intervals (5 s to
60 s). Fig. 3.11 shows the average duty cycle for all source nodes, which act as both senders and
receivers in the tree topology. At a data arrival interval of 10 s, RIVER-MAC has less than one
half the average duty cycle (2× the battery life) of RI-MAC and around one fifth the average duty
cycle (5× the battery life) of ContikiMAC.
RI-MAC does show an advantage over RIVER-MAC in terms of PDR and delay at the 5 s data
arrival interval, likely because its single-beacon wakeup occupies the channel less than RIVER-
MAC’s dual-beacon scheme. But again, RI-MAC pays for this advantage by consuming twice as
much energy with the radio. As before, ContikiMAC shows an inability to handle hidden nodes,
delivering only half as many packets as RIVER-MAC, even at low data rates (Fig. 3.12a), and
showing high delay at small data intervals (Fig. 3.12b).
Finally, Fig. 3.13 shows a CDF of duty cycles for one simulation trial, revealing a much tighter
distribution of duty cycles for RIVER-MAC than for RI-MAC and ContikiMAC. For example,
with RIVER-MAC, all nodes in this simulation had an average duty cycle at or below 10%. Only
around 70% of nodes achieved this mark with RI-MAC, and only around 20% with ContikiMAC.
RIVER-MAC’s tight distribution is due to its CCA-based rendezvous—the use of CCAs instead of
continuous idle listening largely reduces the duty cycle impact of sending when compared to the
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other protocols. If a node on the tree has to send more than other nodes (i.e. a “bottleneck” node),
the impact on its energy consumption is much smaller when using RIVER-MAC.
3.6 Analytical Comparison to WuR
Wakeup radios (WuR) are an alternative to asynchronously duty-cycled MAC protocols. They
can be used in similar applications. However, because of the large per-transmission overhead and
the added cost and complexity of WuR hardware, they are not without drawbacks. In this section,
we analyze the energy consumption of RIVER-MAC and present numerical results comparing it
with WuRs at various traffic rates.
A Cooja extension for WuR, called WaCo [170], has recently been implemented. However, it
has only been available for a short time, and it does not provide a straightforward method for
comparing energy consumption of WuR schemes with that of traditional 802.15.4-based MACs.
Therefore, we use analytical models in our comparisons instead.
3.6.1 Model of RIVER-MAC’s Energy Consumption
In this section, we present a high-level model of the energy consumed by RIVER-MAC in a
single forwarding interval. We define a forwarding interval TF as the average time between two
packets, plus the time to send a packet. We assume that one packet is sent in the forwarding
interval, and that it is successfully transmitted on its first attempt. Due to the availability of
current consumption data, we specifically model the average current consumption in a forwarding
interval, iRIVAVG. To find the average current, we divide the charge consumption into three parts:
sending the packet, receiving the packet, and overhead from periodically beaconing.
3.6.1.1 Sending Charge Consumption
The sending charge consumption QRIVS is a function of the wakeup interval TW and composed
of the following parts:
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• QRIVCCA, the charge consumed in CCA checks, which is the time spent idle (assumed to be TW /2,
the expected value), times the fraction of the idle time spent doing one CCA (of length TCCA)







• QRIVBRX, the charge consumed while receiving beacons. We assume half of an initial beacon is
received with reception current iRX, plus one regular beacon of duration TB. For brevity, we





• QRIVDTX, the charge consumed transmitting data of duration TD, with transmit current iTX,
and receiving an acknowledgement beacon of duration TA.
QRIVDTX = TDiTX + TAiRX. (3.3)
The total sending charge consumption is the sum of these three quantities:







3.6.1.2 Receiving Charge Consumption
The charge consumed while receiving, QRIVR , is the charge consumed receiving a data packet
and transmitting an acknowledgement beacon:
QRIVR = TDiRX + TAiTX. (3.5)
3.6.1.3 Beaconing Overhead Charge Consumption
The beaconing overhead charge consumption QRIVO is a function of TF and TW . The charge
consumption for a single wakeup, QRIVW , consists of the energy for the pre-beaconing CCA strobe
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(one TCCA per TB) of length TI +TB (where TI is the inter-packet interval), the transmission of the




(TI + TB)iIL + (TN + TB)iTX + TLiIL. (3.6)
The number of wakeups in TF is TF /TW , yielding a total beaconing charge consumption as
follows:






Combining all these calculations, the average current in a forwarding interval, iRIVAVG, is a function
of TW and the forwarding interval TF . It is calculated as follows:
iRIVAVG(TF , TW ) =




O (TF , TW )
TF
. (3.8)
3.6.2 Model of WuR Energy Consumption
For a wakeup radio scheme, we model the transmitter-initiated WuR scheme from [169]. Except
when transmitting or receiving, the WuR consumes its sleep current, which is very small. When
the node is ready to send its packet, it must first issue a wakeup call (WuC), which can require high
current. While the node is receiving a wakeup call, it also consumes more current than when idle.
The wakeup call typically contains a node address and is sent at a low data rate, meaning it lasts
for a relatively long duration. After the wakeup call, the node uses its main radio to send/receive
the data packet and acknowledgement.
We again model average current consumption. The charge consumption from sending, QWuRS ,
comes from the WuC of duration TWuC sent with current iWTX, and the data packet sent with the
main radio, as follows:
QWuRS = TWuCiWTX + TDiTX. (3.9)
The charge consumption from receiving, QWuRR , comes from the reception of the WuC with
current iWRX and the reception of the data packet on the main radio.
QWuRR = TWuCiWRX + TDiRX. (3.10)
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The overhead charge consumption comes from listening on the WuR with sleep current iWS.
The amount of time spent listening during TF is TF minus the durations of the wakeup call and
the data packet.
QWuRO (TF ) = (TF − TWuC − TD)iWS. (3.11)











We parameterize our model for RIVER-MAC, as well as similar models for RI-MAC and Con-
tikiMAC, with the current consumption values from the CC2420 datasheet [174] and timing values
taken from Cooja. These parameters are shown in Table 3.1. Additionally, for ContikiMAC, we
assume hardware acks of duration 0.3 ms. As before, we use TW = 500 ms in our evaluation. We
parameterize our WuR model with values reported for the platform SCM-WuR [169], summarized
in Table 3.2.
Table 3.1: Parameter values for RIVER-MAC, RI-MAC, and ContikiMAC.
Parameter Notation Value
Regular beacon duration TB 1.0 ms
Initial beacon duration TN 3.2 ms
Ack beacon duration TA 1.0 ms
Data packet duration TD 2.5 ms
Listen time after beacon TL 0.5 ms
Inter-packet interval TI 1.5 ms
CCA check duration TCCA 0.38 ms
TX current iTX 17.4 mA
RX current iRX 18.8 mA
Idle current iIL 18.8 mA
In Fig. 3.14, we plot the average current consumption from our models versus the forwarding
interval TF . For verification, we can divide by the CC2420 receive current to roughly translate the
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Table 3.2: Parameter values for WuR model.
Parameter Notation Value
WuC duration TWuC 12.2 ms
Data packet duration TD 2.5 ms
WuR sleep current iWS 3.5 µA
WuR RX current iWRX 8.0 µA
WuR TX current iWTX 152 mA
Main TX current iTX 17.4 mA
Main RX current iRX 18.8 mA
average current into equivalent duty cycle, yielding 4.9% at TF = 1 s. This is in good agreement
with our Cooja simulation results, i.e. Fig. 3.7a with one flow.
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Figure 3.14: Analytical results for average current vs. forwarding interval.
We find that RIVER-MAC actually performs better than SCM-WuR at small forwarding in-
tervals (< 6 s) because of SCM-WuR’s costly wakeup call. Based on these results, we suggest
that WuR is a more efficient solution at lower traffic rates, while RIVER-MAC is a better choice
at moderate to high traffic rates. We also believe that RIVER-MAC’s performance would scale
better in more complex scenarios, such as the tree topology from Section 3.5, where interference
and hidden nodes are factors.
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Finally, we reiterate that any energy and cost savings from WuRs must be weighed against the
added cost and complexity of the WuR hardware. In future work, we plan to further explore this
tradeoff with simulation studies, e.g. utilizing the WaCo [170] tool.
3.7 Extensions and Future Directions
We here describe extensions and possible future directions for RIVER-MAC.
3.7.1 Burst Transmissions
If the application layer queues multiple packets at once, or if the wakeup interval of a node’s
receiver is longer than the node’s data arrival interval, a node may have multiple packets for a
receiver in its queue. A burst transmission allows the node to send some or all of these queued
packets during a single rendezvous with a receiver.
Packet bursts seem an obvious feature for a duty-cycled MAC protocol; the sender ought to be
able to queue up additional packets while waiting for the receiver to beacon. However, bursting is
non-trivial to implement on a single-threaded microcontroller. For example, a duty-cycled MAC
protocol that requires precise control of the radio may block at the sending process, meaning that
the application layer is unable to queue additional packets. This is the case for protocols such
as ContikiMAC and our baseline implementation of RIVER-MAC. Our first step toward burst
transmissions in RIVER-MAC was thus to modify the CCA-based rendezvous code to periodically
return control to the application layer (every 100 ms in our implementation).
Once the rendezvous is established, to activate a burst, the sender sets a bit in the IEEE 802.15.4
header that indicates to the receiver that additional packets are pending. The burst then consists
of a straightforward repetition of the the data-ack sequence until the final packet is sent (without
the pending bit set). During a backoff, the receiver pauses the downwards count of the beacon
train in order to handle bursts, preventing contending senders from interrupting the burst.
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3.7.2 Dynamic Duty Cycling
As is evident from the results in Section 3.5 and Section 3.6, the optimal wakeup interval TW
for a protocol such as RIVER-MAC depends on the traffic rate. This is because a larger TW leads
to an increase in periodic wakeup overhead, but also leads to an increase in the expected idle time
of a sender waiting for a receiver to beacon (or acknowledge, in the case of ContikiMAC). Since
RIVER-MAC’s CCA-based rendezvous makes idle listening for the sender much less expensive, we
expect RIVER-MAC to be less sensitive to TW than RI-MAC. However, RIVER-MAC’s increased
beaconing overhead means TW does still significantly affect RIVER-MAC’s energy performance.
We also note an additional interaction between TW and energy performance that is unique to
receiver-initiated asynchronously-duty-cycled MACs. An increase in TW for a receiver will result
in more packets queued at senders waiting for the receiver. This will results in more collisions at
the receiver. Because the MAC must use energy to resolve these collisions, an increase in TW may
also increase energy consumption due to collisions. We identified this issue by observing, in Cooja
simulations, that a significant portion of RIVER-MAC’s radio on-time is spent resolving collisions,
particularly at high traffic rates.
The practice of adjusting TW (or similar parameters) at run-time is called dynamic duty cycling
in the literature. We believe that RIVER-MAC’s performance could be further improved through
the use of a dynamic duty cycling scheme. We have identified the following measurable quantities
that could be useful in designing such a scheme:
Forwarding interval: we define the forwarding interval as the average time between when packets
are forwarded, or the inverse of the traffic rate. We measure forwarding interval for a node
as the average time between calls to the function that queues a packet at the MAC layer.
Number of senders: when a node beacons, it may receive no response (zero senders), one re-
sponse (no collisions), or multiple responses (collisions). Zero senders suggests the receiver
did not need to wake. Collisions suggests the receiver may need to wake more often.
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Sender queue depth: this is an indicator of the relationship between TW for a receiving node
and the traffic rate for the sender. If the sender’s queue depth is consistently high, the receiver
may need to shorten TW in order to prevent a queue full condition for the sender.
A framework to collect these quantities has been integrated into our implementation of RIVER-
MAC. We leave the design of the dynamic duty cycling scheme that leverages these quantities to
future work.
3.8 Conclusion
We have presented RIVER-MAC, a receiver-initiated, asynchronously duty-cycled MAC pro-
tocol for the IoT. RIVER-MAC uses an efficient CCA-based rendezvous, and beacon train-based
collision resolution, to achieve good energy performance in a variety of scenarios, such as moderate
to high traffic with hidden nodes. We have implemented RIVER-MAC in Contiki OS and evalu-
ated it with Cooja and analytical models. Future work includes testing RIVER-MAC in large-scale
testbeds, and exploration of opportunistic routing and dynamic duty-cycling in conjunction with
RIVER-MAC.
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CHAPTER 4. CROSS-LAYER DATA COLLECTION
4.1 Introduction
Chapter 6 presented a problem and solution unique to deployment of wireless sensor network
(WSN) nodes on wind turbine blades. However, for other wind turbine components, general-
purpose WSN data collection schemes are both sufficient and preferable—more protocols leads to
more development and deployment effort and more points of failure. Therefore, we desire a single
data collection scheme that can work for all applications other than blade monitoring, including
drive train monitoring, tower monitoring, foundation monitoring, and even monitoring of the land
around and between turbines. A traditional scheme such as CTP or RPL (discussed in Section 1.2)
could hypothetically serve this function.
But while the nodes in this scenario would be much more accessible than those deployed on
blades, the WSN still suffers from an accessibility problem: regularly changing batteries for dozens
of nodes on hundreds of turbines is not reasonable. Energy harvesting modules can help, but add
to the cost of the nodes. In the end, then, energy consumption is still a critical consideration, and
reduction of energy consumption through more efficient protocols is still an attractive proposition.
One promising method of reducing energy consumption in asynchronously duty-cycled WSNs is
a cross-layer technique called link-layer anycast, in which a packet only needs to be sent to one of a
set of potential forwarders, neighbors that provide acceptable progress. Anycast has been shown to
reduce energy consumption and delay and to increase reliability in duty-cycled networks by allowing
nodes to dynamically take advantage of available links [175, 176, 177]. However, existing anycast
data collection schemes do not specifically minimize energy consumption, which we consider to be
the most important metric for our application.
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To address this need, we present EDAD: Energy-Centric Data Collection with Anycast in Duty-
Cycled WSNs. EDAD uses a new anycast routing metric called Expected Energy Consumed Along
the Path (EEP) that, contrary to previous anycast routing metrics,
1. is designed to minimize energy, and
2. automatically adapts itself to network settings.
The next section investigates related work. EDAD’s design, including EEP, is presented in Sec-
tion 4.3. Section 4.4 presents simulation results that show EDAD reduces energy consumption
compared to state-of-the-art alternatives, and Section 4.5 concludes this paper.
4.2 Related Work
Section 1.2 presented an overview of CTP, a classic WSN data collection protocol. In CTP,
each node chooses its neighbor with the lowest routing metric value as its parent, forming a tree
topology, as shown in Fig. 4.1a. When anycast is applied to data collection, this tree becomes a















Figure 4.1: The effect of anycast on a data collection topology. (a) shows a traditional gradient-
based tree topology, where node A is the sink. Each node chooses one parent as its next hop
forwarder. (b) shows anycast applied to the same network, creating a DODAG topology in which
each node can have multiple potential forwarders.
Anycast for WSNs has been analytically studied in papers such as [179] and [175], and in
protocols such as GeRaF [180], CMAC [181], and A2-MAC [182]. These studies do not define a
practical anycast routing metric, with most of them relying on geographical positions of nodes
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acquired by an external process. In contrast, EDAD presents EEP, a new anycast metric that is
calculated using only information from neighboring nodes. [183] does propose an anycast routing
metric, but for a synchronous MAC protocol, while EDAD’s design utilizes an asynchronous MAC
protocol and the associated benefits.
ORiNoCo [177], a receiver-initiated anycast data collection protocol, avoids the anycast metric
problem by forwarding a packet to any neighbor that advertises a path within a difference Θ of the
best known path. ORiNoCo relies on the arbitrary choice of Θ to adjust the protocol to a particular
network, whereas EDAD’s EEP automatically adapts itself to given network settings, such as the
average amount of time between node wakeups. Also, EDAD maintains a neighbor table and an
explicit forwarder set to allow EEP fine-grained control over potential forwarders, allowing it to
make routing decisions based on energy considerations.
ORW [178, 184] and the follow-up ORPL protocol [172] use an anycast metric called Expected
Duty Cycled Wakeups (EDC), an approximation of the expected number of wakeups required to
deliver a packet to the sink [184]. The EDC calculation factors in both link qualities and the
number of potential forwarders available to a node. However, the physical meaning of EDC is
not intuitive, whereas EDAD’s EEP metric uses a clearly defined unit of energy, allowing EEP
to minimize energy consumption. Additionally, similar to ORiNoCo, EDC relies on an arbitrary
tunable parameter w intended to reflect the general cost of forwarding in a network, though the
authors do provide w = 0.1 as a reasonable default for most scenarios.
4.3 EDAD Design
An overview of EDAD’s components is shown in Fig. 4.2. At each node i, a neighbor table is
kept updated with information from all of i’s neighbors, as detailed in Section 4.3.2.4. A set of
forwarders Fi is selected from the table, using the process described in Section 4.3.1.4, such that the
minimum EEPi is achieved. Data packets are then dynamically sent to the first available forwarder
in Fi.
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This work focuses on a receiver-initiated implementation, but the concepts of EDAD and EEP
can be applied to any link-layer protocol. The following sections explain the design of EEP, EEP
forwarder set selection, anycast routing in EDAD, and some practical considerations, such as data



















Data flow Control flow
Figure 4.2: Overview of EDAD’s components at a node i. A neighbor table tracks the EEPs of i’s
neighbors, as well as estimates of the quality of their links with i. Fi, i’s forwarder set, is selected
from the neighbor table such that the minimum EEPi is achieved. EEPi is embedded in every
outgoing packet. Data packets are forwarded to the first node in Fi that is available.
4.3.1 EEP: Expected Energy Consumed Along the Path
EEP is a new routing metric that estimates the expected energy consumed by nodes along the
path of a packet as they relay it to the sink. EEP is designed to minimize energy for anycast
on duty-cycled, asynchronous link layer protocols. The following sections describe the link layer
model and simplifying assumptions on which EEP is based, as well as the observations that lead




EEP works with any duty-cycled, asynchronous link layer protocol. An example of a receiver-
initiated version of such a protocol is shown in Fig. 4.3. Between beacons, node i’s potential
forwarders sleep for a random amount of time in the interval [0.5TW , 1.5TW ], where TW is a network
setting known as the wakeup interval, and the expected sleep time for a node is TW . A node i
with a packet to send wakes and actively listens for an amount of time Xmin before any potential
forwarder j ∈ Fi wakes and broadcasts a beacon to advertise its availability as a receiver. Assuming
the wakeups of i’s potential forwarders are uniformly distributed on TW , the expected value of Xmin


















Figure 4.3: Basic example of anycast with two potential forwarders and a receiver-initiated link
layer protocol. A sender i waits Xmin before one of its forwarders, j1 or j2, wakes and sends a
beacon. In this case, j2 wakes first, so Xmin = X2, and i sends the data packet to j2. Upon receipt,
j2 replies with an acknowledgement.
This model for Xmin includes several simplifying assumptions. Because the sleep time for each
node is random on an interval around TW , Xmin is actually expected to be larger than Eq. (4.1)
suggests, due to a phenomenon resembling the hitchhiker’s paradox [185]. However, as discussed in
[177], Eq. (4.1) is a reasonable approximation and is used for its simplicity. Another assumption
of Eq. (4.1) is that the beacon from the first j ∈ Fi is successfully received by i. In reality, the
beacon could be missed or garbled, meaning i would wait for the next j, which again suggests an
expected wait longer than Eq. (4.1).
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However, a counterbalancing assumption is that the wakeups of j ∈ Fi are freshly uniformly
distributed for each sender i in the path. Because the uniform distribution is not memoryless, this
assumption pushes Eq. (4.1) toward overestimating expected wakeup delays. For example, suppose
a node i can reach k either directly or through an intermediate node j. If j wakes first and receive’s
i’s packet, then j likely does not need to wait as long as Eq. (4.1) suggests for k to wake, because
part of the time until k wakes has already passed while the packet was queued at i and in transit
to j.
Overall, these assumptions balance out well enough to use Eq. (4.1) as a simple model of the
amount of time that a node with a packet to send has to wait until a forwarder wakes to receive it.
This model provides part of the foundation for EEP calculation, described in Section 4.3.1.3.
4.3.1.2 Observations
EEP’s design is based on the above model and the following observations of anycast routing in
duty-cycled networks:
• Different forwarders provide different amounts of routing progress.
• Different forwarders require different numbers of expected transmission attempts before a
successful transmission.
• A larger forwarder set for a node means less expected time for the node to wait for a forwarder
to wake.
• A different forwarder set for a node may yield a different average routing progress per for-
warder.
These observations reveal two tradeoffs in forwarder selection. The first is between end-to-
end delay and the number of transmission attempts required to transmit the packet to the sink.
Choosing only forwarders that provide low routing progress on reliable links will decrease the
number of transmissions but increase the end-to-end delay. Choosing only forwarders with high
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routing progress on unreliable links will decrease end-to-end delay but increase the number of
transmissions.
The second tradeoff is in regard to the size of the forwarder set. Adding more forwarders can
decrease one-hop delay, but if the forwarders do not provide enough routing progress, the overall
routing cost can be increased. EEP is designed to balance these tradeoffs.
In order to do so, both delay and transmissions are translated into units of energy. A unit of
energy is defined as the amount of energy consumed by a node that is active (sending, receiving, or
listening) for the length of time TF required to transmit a data frame, as shown in Fig. 4.3. Sending
power and listening or receiving power are assumed to be equal, a reasonable simplification for WSN
radio hardware [174]. Along the path of a packet, one energy unit is consumed for each TF of delay
because the node with the packet currently queued is always active. Two energy units are consumed
per transmission because both the sender and receiver are active, and each transmission lasts TF .
As shown in Fig. 4.4, this translation to energy allows the delay-transmissions tradeoff to be
directly modeled. Fig. 4.4a shows an example of more delay over more hops on reliable links that
require fewer transmissions, while Fig. 4.4b shows an example of less delay over fewer hops on
unreliable links that require more transmissions. The shaded area is the energy consumed in each
case. As discussed in Section 4.3.1.4, a forwarder set can be chosen that minimizes the expected
shaded area, thus balancing the second tradeoff and minimizing energy consumed along the path
of the packet.
As a final observation, because a packet is likely to spend much more time sitting in a queue
than in transmission, the energy consumed is strongly affected by the delay. Therefore, this energy
minimization model also tends to minimize delay.
4.3.1.3 EEP calculation
Based on the above observations, EEP is calculated at each node i using the EEP of nodes
j ∈ Fi ⊆ Ni, where Fi is i’s forwarder set and Ni is i’s set of communication neighbors. The EEP















(a) Case when a path with many reliable hops is chosen. The end-to-end delay is larger, but less













(b) Case when a path with fewer hops, utilizing unreliable links, is chosen. The end-to-end delay
is less, but many transmission attempts are required.
Figure 4.4: Illustration of the delay-transmissions tradeoff. The graphs show system-wide power
usage over time as a packet is sent from F to A. The regions of lower power levels represent the
times when a node along the path is listening, waiting for a forwarder to wake. The regions of higher
power levels represent the time spent transmitting, when both sender and receiver are awake. The
shaded area represents the total energy expended to route the packet from the source to the sink.
packet reception rate (PRR) and denoted as pij . The process for selecting Fi is detailed in the next
section; for now, assume Fi is known. Then,
EEPi =
∑






The unit of EEP is the energy unit defined in the previous section. An example topology using
EEP is shown in Fig. 4.5, where nodes B through F send to the sink node A. A solid arrow from
i to j indicates that j is in Fi. The resulting EEP of each node is written below it.
The EEP equation can be broken down into two distinct terms. The first term is the average
expected energy expended along the multihop routes presented by the various j ∈ Fi. The



















Figure 4.5: Example of a topology using EEP when TW /TF = 100. Links are labeled with the pij
of the link, and the EEP of each node is written below it. A solid arrow from i to j indicates that
j ∈ Fi, while a dashed line indicates j /∈ Fi. As shown in the table, even though F has a link to
E, and E has a lower EEP than F , F does not include E in its forwarder set because adding E
would increase EEPF . In other words, with the given network settings, E does not provide enough
routing progress for F to use it as a forwarder.
attempts required to reach j, multiplied by two because two energy units are consumed during each
transmission. All j ∈ Fi are assumed to have an equal probability of being the first to wake, so the
average is obtained by dividing by |Fi|.
The second term of Eq. (4.2) is the expected energy consumed during the single-hop delay at
i, meaning the time i spends actively waiting for some j ∈ Fi to wake. Since one energy unit is
consumed per TF of activity, this quantity is Eq. (4.1) normalized to TF .
4.3.1.4 EEP forwarder set selection
The forwarder set selection component shown in Fig. 4.2 determines which k ∈ Ni are included
in Fi to produce the minimum EEPi. This process works as follows. All neighbors k ∈ Ni are
sorted in ascending order by a sorting key ck = EEPk + 2/pik. One at a time, the neighbors are
added to Fi and EEPi is calculated. When all neighbors have been added in order, and EEPi
has been calculated with each additional neighbor, the set of neighbors that yields the minimum
EEPi is used as Fi. As an example, note how, in Fig. 4.5, node F does not include E in its
forwarder set. Adding E would increase EEPF , because the route provided by E would increase
the expected average energy per route from j ∈ Fi, outweighing the decease in energy from the
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lower one-hop delay expected with one additional forwarder. This is how the forwarder set selection
process balances the forwarder set size tradeoff discussed in Section 4.3.1.2.
This process guarantees the minimum EEP for a given Ni, without checking all possible per-
mutations of Fi, because of the sorting of k ∈ Ni by ck. In more detail, the first term of Eq. (4.2) is
the average cj for j ∈ Fi. The second term of Eq. (4.2) decreases monotonically with the addition
of more forwarders to Fi, regardless of the choice of forwarders added. Therefore, given an Fi and
the set of remaining neighbors k ∈ (Ni − Fi), the smallest EEPi obtained from adding one more
k to Fi will always be obtained by adding the k with the smallest ck. Thus, only incremental Fi
combinations, created by adding each k in order of ck, need to be checked.
Some previous anycast works, such as [179], define a stopping condition for the forwarder set
selection algorithm where the process can be stopped when the first ordered node that increases the
routing metric value is found. In EEP, all incremental combinations, as described above, must be
checked. As shown in Fig. 4.6, the EEP function is not necessarily convex, so a local minimum may
occur, particularly when a group of forwarders have similar EEPs. However, even without an early
stopping condition, forwarder selection for node i is efficient, with a computational complexity of
O(|Ni|).
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Figure 4.6: Example of an Ni with a non-convex EEP function when TW /TF = 800. The graph
shows EEPi as nodes are added to Fi, and also the separate cost terms of the EEP calculation.
The addition of the second forwarder to Fi increases EEPi, causing a local minimum at |Fi| = 1,
while |Fi| = 8 yields the global minimum and therefore the optimal forwarder set. The table shows




EDAD’s overall framework is similar to that of other anycast data collection schemes. All nodes
in the network may be data sources. One sink is assumed, though the concepts can be applied to
a multiple-sink scenario. EEP is used as the routing metric. The sink has an EEP value of zero.
All other nodes calculate their own EEP using a neighbor table, as shown in Fig. 4.2.
4.3.2.2 Anycast forwarding
In EDAD, all nodes maintain an explicit forwarder set, described in Section 4.3.1.4. A sender
uses this set to choose the next hop receiver, which is the first j ∈ Fi from which i hears a beacon.
This dynamic choice of forwarder is what makes EDAD anycast and creates the DODAG topology
shown in Fig. 4.1. Any beacon from a j /∈ Fi is ignored, even if the beacon advertises a low EEP.
This is because the potential cost of sending to that node could outweigh the gain, either because
the node does not provide enough progress or because the number of transmission attempts to
transmit a packet to that node could be excessive. This is a tradeoff that EDAD allows EEP to
balance via the forwarder set selection process.
4.3.2.3 Retries
EDAD maintains a separate retry counter for each j ∈ Fi. Sender i increments the correspond-
ing counter whenever a data packet transmission to j fails, meaning that an acknowledgement from
j is not received by i. If the counter reaches a maximum, then i stops retrying to j and waits for
the next forwarder. Thus, EDAD retries a single data transmission to a particular node to try to
utilize the available connection, but if the transmission is continually unsuccessful, EDAD takes
advantage of its anycast nature and sends to a different forwarder instead of dropping the packet.
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4.3.2.4 Maintenance
EEP calculation and forwarder set selection require that a node maintain an updated neighbor
table, as shown in Fig. 4.2, to track its neighbors’ EEPs and link quality estimates. To this end, all
beacons and data packets contain the EEP of the transmitting node, allowing EDAD to handle new
nodes and changes in EEP. When a new neighbor is discovered, or the EEP of a current neighbor
changes, the neighbor table is updated and the forwarder set is rebuilt. This potentially results in
a new EEP value, which is embedded in all outgoing beacons and data packets.
Because of its dynamic nature, anycast inherently mitigates node failure issues. In the extreme
case, if i hears no beacons from any j ∈ Fi, all j ∈ Fi are assumed to be at least temporarily
unavailable, so the EEP for each j is set to infinity in i’s neighbor table. This will in turn increase
i’s EEP, so upstream nodes will avoid forwarding to i until i reestablishes communication with its
forwarders.
Failed transmission attempts have a similar, but slower, effect on i’s forwarder set. Link qualities
with forwarders can be estimated as a moving average of successes per number of attempts. A failed
transmission attempt to j thus lowers pij . If enough transmissions to j fail, pij will become small
enough that j will be excluded from i’s forwarder set.
4.4 Evaluation
EDAD was implemented in the ns-2 network simulator with an underlying MAC protocol based
on RI-MAC and extended to anycast. For comparison, single-parent ETX data collection (as in
CTP), ORW, and ORiNoCo were also implemented. To directly compare EEP, EDAD’s main
contribution, to other metrics, these protocols were implemented on EDAD’s framework; they all
used the same MAC layer and retry scheme, but their own respective routing metrics. ORW was
tested with w = 0.1 and w = 1.0, the extremes of the w range tested in the ORW papers, where
w = 0.1 was found to be the best default configuration [184]. ORiNoCo was tested with Θ = 0.1
and Θ = 0.9, the extremes of the allowable range of Θ, according to [177]. ORW with w = 0.1 is
denoted as ORW-0.1, and the other protocols are denoted similarly.
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Nodes were distributed in a 250 x 250 m space in a grid plus variance pattern, as seen in Fig. 4.10.
A fully random distribution was also tested, with similar results, so the grid plus variance pattern
was used for clarity of examples. The sink was located in one corner and all other nodes generated
packets according to a Poisson process with rate λ. Each link quality pij was calculated based on
the distance between i and j using the shadowing propagation model, a fixed noise level of -97
dBm, and a well-known function for estimating packet reception rate based on signal-to-noise ratio
[186]. The shadowing propagation model used a reference path loss of 61.4 dB at 2 m and a path
loss exponent of 1.97, values that were experimentally determined for a real WSN deployment in
[187]. No random variation was used in the propagation model; instead, 30 different node layouts
were tested for one simulated hour each and averaged together for each data point.
4.4.1 General Performance
To test the general performance of EDAD relative to the other protocols, simulations were run
at a variety of network densities, wakeup intervals, and data generation rates. The effect of each
parameter is shown by fixing two of the three parameters at default values and varying the other.
The default number of nodes in the network is n = 100, the default wakeup interval is TW = 2 s,
and the default data generation interval is 1/λ = 30 s.
4.4.1.1 Network density
Performance under varying n, the number of nodes in the network, is shown in Fig. 4.7. Energy
per packet for unicast ETX increases with density because, after a point, ETX’s choice of forwarder
remains similar, but the number of collisions increases as packets converge along similar routes to
the sink, causing increased delay. However, for the anycast protocols, energy per packet decreases
as n increases, because more nodes implies more forwarders, leading to lower delay and, due to the
greater path diversity, fewer collisions. As expected given EEP’s design goal, EDAD uses the least
amount of energy, with a 25% decrease in energy per packet over ORW-0.1 when n = 400.
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(c) Reliability vs. n.
Figure 4.7: Performance with different network densities.
ORiNoCo performs unpredictably over the range of densities because of the way it uses the
arbitrary Θ to determine its forwarder set. For example, at low densities, ORiNoCo-0.1 performs
better than ORiNoCo-0.9, while the opposite is true at higher densities. ORW performs more
consistently, with w = 0.1 generally providing better performance than w = 1.0, an observation
that holds through most of the results and agrees with [184]. All protocols except EDAD show
a small decrease in E2E reliability above 100 nodes, with protocols with smaller forwarder sets
suffering more. This is likely because a smaller forwarder set means less path diversity, resulting in
more collisions as routes from multiple nodes tend to converge on the way to the sink. At higher
densities, the reliability of EDAD is expected to decrease as well.
4.4.1.2 Wakeup interval
Fig. 4.8 shows average performance with different wakeup intervals. Most protocols reach an
energy minimum at around TW = 2 s. Below this, delay is shorter, implying less routing energy, but
this decrease is outweighed by the energy of increased beaconing activity. EDAD again consumes
the least energy per packet, around 20% less than ORW-0.1 at TW = 2 s. EDAD also shows the
slowest growth in energy per packet for TW > 2 s.
These results also show how EDAD’s automatic adjustment to TW gives it an advantage over
other protocols. At TW = 0.25 s, ORW-0.1 shows energy performance similar to ORW-1.0, but as
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TW increases, ORW-0.1 uses less and less energy than ORW-1.0. Also, at TW = 0.25 s, ORiNoCo-
0.1 shows energy performance similar to EDAD, but as TW increases, the separation between
ORiNoCo-0.1 and EDAD grows. This behavior is because a larger TW leads to a greater delay,
implying more energy consumption. A larger forwarder set counters that delay. But at a smaller
TW , one-hop delay matters less, so only forwarders that provide greater progress should be used.
Only EDAD balances this tradeoff in forwarder set size without parameter readjustment.
Above TW = 0.25 s, all protocols show very high reliability. At TW = 0.25 s, some packet loss
occurs due to excessive collisions from beaconing activity.





















(a) Energy vs. TW .






















(b) Delay vs. TW .


































(c) Reliability vs. TW .
Figure 4.8: Performance with different wakeup intervals.
4.4.1.3 Data generation rate
From Fig. 4.9, EDAD shows the least energy consumed per packet over the tested range of
data generation intervals. In general, energy per packet increases as the data generation interval
increases because when less packets are generated, relatively more of the network energy is consumed
by beaconing activity. With data generation intervals above around 30 s, delay remains consistent.
Below 30 s, collisions increase delay slightly. Reliability is high for all of the data generation
intervals shown, but drops due to excessive collisions at higher data rates.
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(a) Energy vs. 1/λ.
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(c) Reliability vs. 1/λ.
Figure 4.9: Performance with different data generation rates.
4.4.2 Detailed Behavior
4.4.2.1 Anycast route selection
Fig. 4.10 shows traces of two consecutive packets in a simulation using EDAD. At each hop, the
packet can go to any one of a number of potential forwarders, resulting in widely different routes,
even for back-to-back packets.
























Figure 4.10: Back-to-back traces of packets from a simulation using EDAD. The source is in the
upper-right corner and the sink is in the lower-left corner. Arrows indicate the route taken by the
packet. For each hop, the forwarder set of the node is shown enclosed in a dashed circle segment,
and the potential forwarders are marked with blue stars.
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4.4.2.2 Path diversity
Fig. 4.11a shows a sample cumulative distribution function (CDF) for forwarder set sizes of four
of the protocols with the default simulation settings. In this case, EDAD uses the most forwarders.
Figs. 4.11b and 4.11c show traces of 100 packets in a particular topology for EDAD and ORW-0.1.
EDAD shows a noticeably greater diversity in the paths taken by the packets, due to its larger
forwarder set sizes. For this value of TW , more forwarders leads to less energy consumption, so
EDAD yields the lowest energy per packet, as seen at n = 100 in Fig. 4.7. As previously discussed,
at a smaller TW , the lowest energy may be achieved with fewer forwarders. Since EEP automatically
adapts itself to TW , for this case, EDAD’s forwarder set would be smaller.







































Figure 4.11: Path diversity. (a) shows the CDF of the size of forwarder sets for a 100-node topology
with default simulation settings. With these settings, EDAD selects the most forwarders. (b) and
(c) show traces, for EDAD and ORW-0.1, of 100 packets sent diagonally across the simulated area.
EDAD’s path diversity spread is larger, leading to the energy savings seen for EDAD with these
settings.
4.4.2.3 Delay-transmissions tradeoff
Fig. 4.12 shows traces of two consecutive packets from a simulation using EDAD, in a format
similar to Fig. 4.4, to illustrate a real example of the tradeoff between shorter E2E delay with more
time spent in transmission and longer delay with less time spent in transmission. EEP estimates
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the shaded area in the figure, which allows the forwarder set selection process to balance the
delay-transmissions tradeoff, and thus minimize energy, by minimizing the EEP for each node.












































Figure 4.12: The delay-transmissions tradeoff in real traces of consecutive packets routed from the
same source node in a network using EDAD. EEP estimates the shaded area.
4.5 Summary
EDAD has been shown to achieve its design goal of further reduction of energy consumption in
general-purpose data-collection WSNs using anycast. This reduction comes primarily from EEP, a
new anycast routing metric that judiciously selects the forwarder set that minimizes the expected
energy consumed along the path of a packet. With EDAD, the lifetime and reliability of WSNs are
increased, making WSNs more practical for real deployments in applications such as wind energy
infrastructure monitoring and management.
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CHAPTER 5. CROSS-LAYER MULTICASTING
5.1 Introduction
With the rise of data-driven applications and the Internet of Things, the use-cases of wireless
sensor network (WSN) technologies are becoming clearer and more abundant. However, to cater
to these uses, WSNs need to become more flexible, including in terms of traffic pattern support.
A traditional data-collection WSN supports an efficient many-to-one traffic pattern, where many
source nodes send data to a single destination node, typically the root of a data collection tree.
Some of these data-collection protocols also support data dissemination from the root back down
the tree (one-to-many). Also, some of these protocols can be adapted to allow sources to send to
any one of multiple potential destinations (many-to-any). However, WSNs lack efficient protocols
that support multicasting with any node as the source and any set of nodes as the destinations
(many-to-many).
One of the challenges with designing a multicast protocol for a WSN is that the wireless radios
in a WSN are often duty-cycled, or turned on and off, in order to satisfy energy constraints for
nodes. But for a node to receive a packet, the radios of the sender and receiver must both be on. A
key challenge with WSNs, then, is to arrange a rendezvous between a sender and its receiver. The
longer a sender waits for the receiver to turn its radio on, the more energy the sender consumes. If
the sender must wait for multiple receivers, as in multicast, it will consume even more energy. Also,
if a single packet must be sent to multiple forwarders to reach all destinations, each of these copies
of the packet will consume additional precious energy as they are forwarded through the network.
The combination of these considerations makes efficient multicasting in WSNs challenging.
However, we believe that efficient multicasting in WSNs will only become more desirable. Con-
sider an application model based on data publishers and data subscribers [188]. Publishers are
source nodes that periodically produce data from sensor readings. Subscribers are destination
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nodes that need this data to perform tasks. An example of this type of application could be an
industrial monitoring and control network, where many control nodes need to be regularly updated
on the conditions at other points in the network. Another example could be a smart building, where
multiple actuators for lighting and HVAC may depend on readings from occupancy, temperature,
and light sensors [189].
In recent years, the key metrics of energy, delay, and reliability of data collection have all been
improved through the use of an opportunistic framework that allows nodes to dynamically make
forwarding choices based on current network conditions and events. This gives the sender a large
amount of flexibility in forwarding, allowing it to forward sooner and providing more options in
case of failure. We propose to extend the concepts of opportunistic data collection to a full-fledged
opportunistic multicast framework.
In our framework, detailed in Section 5.3, any node may directly and opportunistically forward
a packet to any subset of potential destinations. Routes through the network are dynamically
determined, along with decisions of when to send a copy of a packet to multiple forwarders (referred
to hereafter as splitting the packet, for simplicity) so that it reaches all destinations efficiently.
These processes are controlled by the forwarder set selection and destination delegation methods,
also detailed in Section 5.3. We use simulations to evaluate our proposed framework in Section 5.4.
We find that our framework provides significant reductions in energy and delay compared to current
multicasting methods for duty-cycled WSNs.
5.2 Related Work
Energy efficiency through duty-cycling has been a constant research topic for WSNs for well over
a decade, as summarized in surveys such as [159]. At the link layer, protocols such as B-MAC [16],
X-MAC [17], and ContikiMAC [18] have achieved progressively more efficient rendezvous without
the need for synchronization or explicit scheduling between nodes, using a technique called low-
power listening. Receiver-initiated protocols such as RI-MAC [19] use low-power probing to achieve
similar results. At the network layer, protocols such as CTP [190] and IETF’s RPL [7] natively
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support many-to-one data collection. More recently, opportunistic data collection for duty-cycled
WSNs has been developed and tested in protocols such as ORW [176] and our own EDAD [25].
These opportunistic data collection protocols use similar frameworks and differ mainly in the routing
metric used for forwarding decisions, and also in the choice of either a sender- or receiver-initiated
link-layer protocol. We note that opportunistic data collection has also been referred to as “anycast”
data collection in the past, because it uses link-layer anycasting; however, to avoid confusion with
our goal of network-layer multicasting, we use the term “opportunistic” here.
We classify approaches to multicasting in WSNs into four categories: optimal multicast trees
(Steiner trees), flooding, down-tree routing, and multi-tree routing. Schemes that build (pseudo-
)optimal multicast trees, such as [191, 192, 193, 194], typically either do not consider duty cycling
or rely on wakeup scheduling, and thus do not meet our energy efficiency and flexibility goals. In
flooding schemes, such as IETF’s MPL [195], each multicast packet is sent to every node in the
domain. These schemes are inefficient at addressing smaller groups of nodes. A subset of protocols
related to flooding, such as LWB [196] and Chaos [197], use the tightly synchronized transmissions
of Glossy [198] to quickly disseminate packets to all participating nodes; however, these protocols
are restrictive in terms of applications, scalability, and interoperability, making them unsuitable
for our goal of flexible multicasting.
Down-tree routing is our name for a class of protocols that use an existing data collection tree
structure [190] (or directed acyclic graph), rooted at the source, to support a one-to-many traffic
pattern. To enable down-tree routing, each node stores the source addresses of the packets that
it forwards up the tree in a routing set. The RPL standard defines a storing mode that builds
these routing sets. Protocols such as SMRF [199] and BMRF [200] use RPL’s storing mode to
implement multicast. ORPL [171] implements an opportunistic version of down-tree routing that
allows shortcuts across tree branches. REMI [201] builds clusters on top of the RPL tree and
multicasts across clusters in addition to up and down the tree.
Even with these shortcuts, down-tree routing’s reliance on the tree structure rooted at the source
imposes limitations on its multicasting capabilities. In contrast, the multi-tree routing approach uses
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multiple tree structures, one rooted at each destination. These protocols then aggregate branches of
the separate trees to form “multi-source, multi-sink” trees [189]. Examples of these protocols include
MUSTER [189] and FROMS [202]. Our proposed multicasting framework combines this approach








Figure 5.1: Single-sink opportunistic data col-
lection with a routing metric gradient to node
1.
Figure 5.2: Opportunistic multicast framework
based on gradients to each possible destination.
5.3 Opportunistic Multicast Framework
Our opportunistic multicast framework builds on the opportunistic data collection framework
described in Chapter 4. Similar to [202], each node stores a routing metric value for each potential
destination, creating a full-fledged gradient stack, shown in Fig. 5.2. The forwarding process for a
multicast packet in our framework is shown in Fig. 5.3. The first step is forwarder set selection,
which determines the next hops for the sender to consider. Once a forwarder in the forwarder
set has awoken, the sender chooses which destinations will be handled by that forwarder, called
destination delegation. A copy of the packet addressed to those destinations is sent to the forwarder,
and the forwarding process repeats until all destinations have been delegated. The structure of the
framework and the steps in the forwarding process are described in more detail in the following
sections.
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Packet SplittingD =   Done
No
Send child packet for 
destinations Dj to j
Figure 5.3: Overview of our multicast framework. In each iteration, a child packet is sent to the
first forwarder in the forwarder set (selected via either the Union or the MCS method) to wake.
The packet is addressed to some subset (selected via either the Basic or Aggressive method) of the
destinations. The process repeats until all destinations have been delegated.
5.3.1 Gradient Stack
In our opportunistic multicast framework, each node stores a routing metric value for each
potential destination, resulting in a routing metric gradient for each potential destination. We
refer to these gradients as the gradient stack, conceptualized in Fig. 5.2. The gradient stack allows
for highly dynamic, opportunistic multicasting, because each node has local information about how
to reach each destination individually. This information can be dynamically merged, depending on
the relevant destinations, to make multicasting decisions. The process of creating these gradients
is the same as that of a traditional many-to-one gradient, with each potential destination acting as
the root of a data collection DODAG.
5.3.2 Destination Grouping and Splitting
When a source generates a multicast packet, all of the multicast destinations are grouped into
it. As shown in Fig. 5.4, as the packet is forwarded, it is split into child packets, each with a
disjoint subset of the destinations, in order to reach all destinations. The choice of when to group
and when to split destinations affects the efficiency of packet delivery and is a key consideration
of our multicast framework. Splitting too early, as in Fig. 5.4a, creates excess copies of the packet
that need to be separately forwarded through the network. Splitting too late, as in Fig. 5.4b, can
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result in unnecessary hops. In our framework, the decisions for when to group and when to split








(a) Splitting too early creates ex-
















(c) Efficient splitting results in less
network activity.
Figure 5.4: Example of how splitting behavior affects efficiency of packet delivery. In this example,
node 0 has a multicast packet to deliver to nodes 1 and 2.
5.3.3 Forwarder Set Selection
As shown in Fig. 5.3, the first step of the forwarding process is forwarder set selection: given
a multicast packet addressed to a set of destinations D, the sender must decide which neighbors
to consider as forwarders. This set of neighbors is called the forwarder set and, for a node i, is
denoted Fi
D. Each forwarder in the forwarder set provides enough “progress” to warrant sending
to that forwarder. If a forwarder provides progress toward a particular destination d, we say that
forwarder covers d. For a multicast packet, multiple forwarders may be required to cover all d ∈ D,
and at least one node in the forwarder set must cover each destination.
Defining “progress” in a multicast sense is difficult. We first considered extending the design of
the single-sink gradient to a multicast scenario by defining a meta-metric that combines the metrics
for each d ∈ D to produce one multicast gradient value. However, this approach would require
knowledge of the meta-metric for each neighbor, and since the meta-metric would be different for
each possible D, this approach is impractical. We therefore propose two simpler, heuristic-based
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methods of choosing forwarders. These methods, Union and MCS, use only the information found
in the gradient stack.
5.3.3.1 Union
The forwarder set Fi
D for a node i, given a set of destinations D, is the union of the forwarder
sets for each individual destination d ∈ D. The heuristic used here is that if a node is a good
enough forwarder for at least one destination, then it is worth sending to that node.
5.3.3.2 MCS
The forwarder set is the union of all minimum covering sets (MCSs), where a minimum covering
set is defined as a set with minimal members for which each d ∈ D is covered by at least one member.
This is a local attempt to minimize the number of packet splits. The union is taken to allow the
wakeup order of the forwarders to determine the actual minimum covering set used.
As an example, we use the gradients shown in Fig. 5.5 and consider a multicast packet with
D = {5, 6}. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the forwarder sets created using Union and MCS, respectively.
In this example, using Union, Node 1’s forwarder set for destination 5 is {2, 3}, and for destination
6, {2, 3, 4}. The forwarder set F {5,6}1 is the union of these two sets, {2, 3, 4}. Using MCS, node 1’s
forwarder sets for destinations 5 and 6 both contain node 2, so {2} is an MCS for node 1, because
no sets exist that can cover both destinations with fewer nodes. Likewise, {3} is also an MCS. The
forwarder set F
{5,6}
1 is the union of these MCSs, {2, 3}.
Table 5.1: Forwarder sets selected








1 {2, 3} {2, 3, 4} {2, 3, 4}
2 {5} {5} {5}
3 {5} {5, 6} {5, 6}
4 {3, 6} {6} {3, 6}
5 {} {6} {6}
6 {5} {} {5}
Table 5.2: Forwarder sets

























(b) Gradient for destination 6.
Figure 5.5: Example network with gradients shown for destinations 5 and 6.
Union naturally creates larger forwarder sets than MCS. This gives Union an advantage in
sparser networks, because in this case, adding even one more forwarder can significantly reduce
the forwarding delay. In dense networks with many potential forwarders, MCS is penalized less
for being more selective. Additionally, MCS’s selectivity decreases the number of splits and the
amount of traffic in the network. This analysis is supported by our simulations in Section 5.4.
5.3.4 Destination Delegation
In our opportunistic framework, the sender i sends a packet to the first forwarder j ∈ FiD that
wakes. As shown in Fig. 5.3, the next step is destination delegation, the process of choosing which
destinations to group into the packet to j. We propose the following two methods:
5.3.4.1 Basic
All destinations for which the forwarder provides sufficient progress, as determined by the gra-
dient stack, are delegated. Formally, assume sender i has a multicast packet for a set of destinations
D, and a forwarder j ∈ FiD is available. Then Dj , the set of destinations delegated to j, is the set
of all destinations d for which j ∈ F {d}i .
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5.3.4.2 Aggressive
All destinations for which the forwarder provides any progress are delegated. Formally, if βdi
is the routing metric value for destination d at node i, then Dj is the set of all destinations d for
which βdj ≤ βdi .
An example of the two delegation methods, using the topology of Fig. 5.5, is shown in Fig. 5.6.
In this example, a packet for 5 and 6 has arrived at node 1. The forwarder set (using Union) is
F
{5,6}
1 = {2, 3, 4}, and node 4 wakes first. Using Basic delegation, the packet is split and only 6 is
delegated to node 4. Node 1 must then start a second iteration of the cycle shown in Fig. 5.3, with






(a) Node 4 wakes first, and node
1 must determine D4, the set of











(b) Basic delegation: D4 = {6}
because node 4 is in 1’s forwarder















D4 = {5, 6} because 4’s routing
metric to both 5 and 6 is no larger
than 1’s.
Figure 5.6: Example of delegation mechanisms. Node 1 has a packet with D = {5, 6}. The shaded
area indicates F
{5,6}
i , selected using Union.
From this example, we can see the motivation for Aggressive delegation. Node 4 does not
provide significant progress toward node 5 from node 1, but there is a chance that one of node
4’s forwarders does provide good progress to both 5 and 6. If such a forwarder wakes next, then
Aggressive delegation has both allowed node 1 to finish sending earlier and prevented an excess
packet split from occurring. If not, the drawback is minimal, as the packet from 1 to 4 was being
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sent regardless, and the hop from node 1 to node 4 provides non-negative routing progress toward
destination 5. Our simulation results have shown that Aggressive delegation is generally effective.
5.3.5 Summary and Example
Returning to Fig. 5.3, after destination delegation, a child packet bound for Dj is sent to node
j. Dj is then removed from D, and if D is now empty, node i is finished sending the packet.
Otherwise, node i repeats the cycle, starting with forwarder set selection, using the updated D.
We conclude the description of our opportunistic multicast framework with a small example, shown








(a) A packet for D = {5, 6} arrives at node 1, which is
using MCS forwarder set selection. Both {2} and {3}








(b) The forwarder set F
{5,6}
1 is the union of these sets.
Node 3 wakes first and provides progress to 5 and 6,









(c) Node 3 now has the packet with D = {5, 6}. The
minimum covering set is {5, 6}. Node 6 wakes first,









(d) Node 3 still needs to deliver the packet to node 5,
so it waits until node 5 wakes and then sends to node
5 with D5 = {5}. All destinations have been reached.
Figure 5.7: Example of delivery of a packet using MCS forwarder set selection and Basic delegation.
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5.4 Evaluation
We evaluated our multicast scheme with an event-based simulator written in Python. The
simulator uses a distance-based path loss model to determine received signal strength, which is
combined with a noise floor to obtain a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). We then use an empirically-
derived function from TOSSIM [186] to obtain packet reception ratio (PRR) from the SNR. The
simulated link layer is an opportunistic version of RI-MAC [19]. We simulate basic channel con-
tention and packet retransmissions. The default simulation settings are shown in Table 5.3. The
frame duration settings were selected assuming a 250 kbps radio, as in IEEE 802.15.4, and packets
of less than 100 bytes.
In each simulation topology, one source node is placed at each corner of the rectangular de-
ployment, with a fifth source placed in the center. The other nodes, including the destinations,
are randomly deployed in a connected topology. For each topology, each source node generates a
total of 100 packets at a specified interval, with initial packets scheduled randomly. Each packet
is addressed to the same set of destinations. This mimics a scenario in which the destinations are
“subscribed” to data being generated by a group of sources. The results below are averaged over
at least 50 topologies. All schemes use the same duty-cycled link layer. All tests are performed
with the network at steady state.
Table 5.3: Simulation default settings.
Parameter Default
Path loss exponent 3.0
Noise floor -100 dBm
Deployment area 100x100 m
# nodes (n) 100
# sources (s) 5
# destinations (d) 10
Data interval (TD) 60 s
Wakeup interval (TW ) 500 ms
Wakeup duration (TB) 1 ms
Frame duration (TF ) 3 ms
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We evaluate three combinations of our forwarder set selection methods and destination del-
egation methods: Union with Aggressive delegation (Union+Agg), Union with Basic delegation
(Union+Basic), and MCS with Aggressive delegation (MCS+Agg). We use the EEP routing met-
ric [25] for these protocols. We do not include results for MCS with Basic delegation, which performs
worse than MCS+Agg.
We implemented a down-tree routing scheme, which we call DownTree-Opp, to compare to
our framework. DownTree-Opp uses an opportunistic framework, similar to ORPL [171] but with
EEP as the routing metric. We use EEP to focus the comparison on frameworks and not routing
metrics; however, we observed nearly identical performance when using EDC, which is ORPL’s
routing metric. In our simulations, each source is the root of a data collection DODAG, a best-case
scenario for DownTree-Opp.
Finally, we implemented a scheme we call Steiner, which represents an optimal multicast solu-
tion for a single-forwarder framework, such as that employed by FROMS [202]. This omniscient,
centralized scheme exhaustively searches for the minimum-cost subgraph that connects each source
with all destinations (the minimum Steiner tree on the graph). Packets are then routed on this
tree. We use ETX as the cost metric.
5.4.1 Wakeup Interval Calibration
The energy performance strongly depends on the wakeup interval TW and its relation to the
traffic rate. Therefore, we first calibrate the network wakeup interval by testing a variety of wakeup
intervals to find the optimal wakeup interval for our traffic settings. The average network duty cycle
versus TW is shown in Fig. 5.8. The duty cycle is calculated as the radio on-time divided by the
total simulation time. If TW is too small, excessive on-time is spent on wakeups. If TW is too large,
excessive on-time is spent on idle listening. From this figure, we see that the best TW for our traffic
load is around 500 ms, which we use for the remainder of our evaluations; however, we observed
that trends in performance remain similar, regardless of wakeup interval optimality.
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Figure 5.8: Average node duty cycle vs. wakeup interval.
5.4.2 Effect of the Number of Destinations
Fig. 5.9 shows the effect of the number of (randomly-deployed) destinations to which each source
sends each packet. Fig. 5.9a shows the forwarding energy, which we define as the energy spent on
idle listening, TXs, and RXs due to packet forwarding. This quantity does not include the baseline
energy load of periodic wakeups. In short, forwarding energy represents the additional energy load
imposed on the system from use of the multicast scheme. We measure forwarding energy in energy
units, defined as the amount of energy consumed in one millisecond of radio on-time.
Forwarding energy per packet increases with the number of destinations for each packet, which
is expected—more destinations means more work. Aggressive delegation helps energy performance
for Union (and also MCS). Union+Agg uses the least energy for the numbers of destinations shown
here. Steiner-ETX uniformly uses more energy more than Union+Agg, meaning that the benefits
of Union+Agg’s opportunistic framework outweigh the drawbacks of using non-optimal forwarders.
Steiner-ETX does perform better than DownTree-Opp with five or more multicast destinations.
Fig. 5.9b shows delay, which we measure as the time required to deliver a packet from the
source to all of the multicast destinations. Delay increases with the number of destinations, which
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(a) Forwarding energy per packet.











































































































(d) Amount of Aggressive delegation.
Figure 5.9: Evaluation for different numbers of destinations.
makes sense, because more destinations increases the chance that at least one of them will be far
from each source. The Union forwarder set selection method provides the best delay performance,
because Union chooses more forwarders, sending to the first forwarder good enough for any one
destination, whereas MCS waits for a forwarder that is good for some number of destinations. The
Aggressive delegation mechanism provides a small delay performance gain. DownTree-Opp’s delay
is competitive with MCS+Agg, but not Union. Steiner-ETX has the worst delay performance,
because its adherence to an optimal tree structure means that senders must always wait for a
particular forwarder to wake.
Comparing the delay and energy figures, the energy performance of Union and MCS appears
surprisingly close. Fig. 5.9c provides a clue as to how MCS compensates for its lackluster delay,
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showing the average total number of successful RXs over the course of the simulations, which is
directly related to the number of times each packet is split on the way to its destinations. MCS splits
packets considerably less often than Union or DownTree-Opp. We therefore note that MCS may
perform better than Union in a high-traffic scenario where congestion is a factor. Steiner-ETX splits
even less than MCS, due to its optimal tree structure. The tradeoff for our proposed opportunistic
framework’s superior energy and delay performance, then, is higher amounts of network traffic.
Fig. 5.9d shows the number of destinations “aggressively” delegated, meaning those destinations
assigned to a forwarder by Aggressive delegation that would not be assigned by Basic delegation.
We see that Union makes more use of Aggressive delegation than MCS, which is one way Union
compensates for its use of lower-quality forwarders.
5.4.3 Effect of the Network Density
Fig. 5.10 shows results for performance with different numbers of nodes in the fixed simulation
area, measuring the effect of network density. Fig. 5.10a shows forwarding energy. Our proposed
schemes again have better energy performance than DownTree-Opp and Steiner-ETX. For our
schemes, forwarding energy decreases with the number of nodes due to the increased options for
forwarder sets. Delay (Fig. 5.10b) also decreases, for the same reason.
For our randomly-deployed networks, fewer nodes often leads to irregular topologies. The effects
of this irregularity can be seen in the figures, with a “regularity threshold” emerging around 100
nodes. For example, in Fig. 5.10c, the number of splits stays fairly steady above 100 nodes. Below
this point, route options tend to be limited, forcing destinations to be grouped together for longer.
Interestingly, this forced grouping actually helps the DownTree schemes in energy performance at
50 nodes. When more routes open up at 100 nodes, the DownTree schemes split more often. Splits
in a DownTree scheme tend to be more costly because a packet from a source to a destination in a
DownTree protocol must follow a route conforming to the existing data collection tree or DODAG
structure that is rooted at the source. The splits therefore tend to happen earlier on the path of a
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(a) Forwarding energy per packet.

















































































































(d) Amount of Aggressive delegation.
Figure 5.10: Evaluation for different numbers of nodes in a fixed area.
packet, where more of the tree branches overlap, which means each child packet must be forwarded
farther after the split.
5.4.4 Performance Summary
For our testing scenario, Union+Agg is the most energy-efficient variation of our framework.
Aggressive delegation uniformly outperforms Basic delegation. Union forwarder set selection pro-
duces less delay than MCS forwarder set selection, but MCS produces less network activity. Our
framework outperforms a representative state-of-the-art protocol, DownTree-Opp (which is oper-
ating in a best-case scenario here), showing the advantage of the gradient stack approach. Finally,
our opportunistic framework outperforms Steiner-ETX, a single-forwarder solution operating on an
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optimal tree. We conclude that our dynamic and flexible approach is more suited to duty-cycled
WSNs than rigid, “optimal” approaches.
5.4.5 Traces
To illustrate the dynamic nature of our multicast framework, we present two traces of Union+Agg
in Fig. 5.11. All parameters, including routing metric values, are the same for these two traces,
but the paths taken by the packets are different. This random-like behavior makes the framework
robust, and also helps to balance the energy load between the nodes.
Figure 5.11: Two traces of the paths taken to deliver a single multicast packet with Union+Agg.
The red triangle in the center is the source, and the blue hexagons are destinations. Arrows show
packet transmissions.
5.5 Conclusion
We have proposed an opportunistic multicast framework for duty-cycled wireless sensor networks
that provides flexible, efficient, and reliable multicasting. Our framework can be used to provide
low-energy, low-delay multicasting for a variety of applications. Future work includes in-depth
analysis of the overhead of our framework, methods for reducing memory consumption and network
maintenance costs, and implementation of our framework in Contiki OS.
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CHAPTER 6. APPLICATION-SPECIFIC PROTOCOL
6.1 Introduction
Renewable energy, and particularly wind energy, has seen massive growth in the past few
decades [203] due to factors such as decreasing costs, new government policies and incentives, and
increased concern about fossil fuels and their effects on our planet. Wind turbines are continually
growing in size, and they are being deployed in larger numbers and in increasingly remote locations,
such as offshore. The challenge of operating and maintaining large fleets of wind turbines is being
met more and more by digital, data-driven methods (e.g. [204]). These methods rely in part on
sensors deployed on the wind turbine. Wind turbine blades are particularly difficult to instrument,
and current methods are costly [6]. For example, fiber optic sensors can be embedded into the
composite material of the blades, but this requires expensive hardware and integration into the
blade manufacturing process. Non-contact optical sensors can also be used [131], but these methods
are too expensive for continuous online monitoring of an entire wind farm.
Alternatively, small-size wireless sensor nodes attached directly to blades could provide a low-
cost, flexible data collection platform. Current applications for such a platform include structural
health monitoring with an acoustic emissions wireless sensor network (WSN) [205] or a smart
sensing skin [206] for wind turbine blades. Section 6.7.1 contains discussion on more potential
applications. However, for these applications to become reality, the challenge of powering WSN
nodes deployed on wind turbine blades over the multi-decade lifespan of a wind turbine must first
be overcome.
Our research addresses this challenge by reducing energy consumption of the nodes. The wireless
radio hardware of a node typically dominates the power consumption, so we seek to reduce the
amount of time the radio is on, or to decrease the radio duty cycle of the nodes. This is a hallmark
task of WSN research, which we note is even more critical in a wind turbine blade deployment,
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because nodes attached to a wind turbine blade must be small, lightweight, and self-sustaining.
These nodes cannot have large batteries or energy harvesting devices, and they cannot be regularly
accessed for maintenance.
In a data collection WSN, the nodes that produce data are called sources, and the node that
receives the data is called the sink. One possible approach to our scenario would be to place the
sink in the hub at the center of the blades, as in Figs. 6.1a and 6.1b. A source deployed at the
end of a blade could attempt to communicate with the sink in a single hop, as shown in Fig. 6.1a.
However, the single-hop distance could be 50 m or more on modern wind turbines [207], which
is not within the communication range of typical radio hardware that meets our size and power
constraints [208]. Therefore, the single-hop approach is not practical for our scenario.
(a) Single-hop. (b) Multi-hop. (c) Opportunistic.
Figure 6.1: Three approaches to WSN deployment on wind turbine blades. BladeMAC uses the
approach shown in (c).
Another option is to use relay nodes arranged in a multi-hop configuration along the blade, as
shown in Fig. 6.1b. The source then only needs to transmit data over a short distance to the next
relay node. However, since the relay nodes are also attached to the wind turbine blade, they have
the same energy constraints as the source node. While the source node can save energy by reducing
the frequency at which it collects and transmits data, the relay nodes must be regularly avail-
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able to forward data. This communication overhead of relaying makes a multi-hop configuration
unsustainable in our scenario.
We therefore propose an alternative approach. Instead of placing the sink at the hub, we
attach it to the tower, relaxing its size and energy constraints. A source attached to a blade can
then offload its data in an opportunistic single hop as the blade rotates past the tower, as shown
in Fig. 6.1c. The short distance between the nodes at this time allows for reliable, low-power
transmission. Moreover, this approach is promising in terms of meeting the practical deployment
constraints of the system. However, this approach faces a cyclical channel problem, in which the
received signal strength (RSS) of the link between the nodes varies continually in a periodic pattern
as the blades rotate. We observed this cyclical channel using a laboratory-scale wind turbine and
Texas Instruments (TI) 2650-based SensorTags [209], as shown in Fig. 6.2.
(a) Lab-scale wind turbine. (b) RSS trace.
Figure 6.2: A SpectraQuest [210] laboratory-scale wind turbine with 1.4 m blades, shown in (a),
was used to observe the cyclical channel phenomenon. The sensor nodes shown in insets are TI
CC2650-based SensorTags [209]. The node attached to the blade is encased in a rubber enclosure.
An RSS trace gathered using this setup is shown in (b). Each point is an RSS sample taken from
a packet sent at a transmission power of −21 dBm while the turbine blades were rotating.
On our lab turbine, the nodes stay within range of each other throughout the rotation. But on
a large utility-scale turbine, the source will be out of the communication range of the sink for much
of the rotation. This uncertainty in the medium creates the need for a specialized medium access
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control (MAC) protocol. In traditional networking, MAC protocols allow multiple users to access
the same channel. Duty-cycled MAC protocols must also arrange a rendezvous, a time when both
the sender and receiver’s radios are on and communication can happen. Normally, a rendezvous is
two-way, meaning it involves only the sender and receiver. However, our cyclical channel scenario
introduces a new constraint: the rendezvous must occur while the nodes are in communication
range, i.e., during a part of the channel cycle when communication is possible. We call this a
three-way rendezvous, between the sender, receiver, and channel cycle.
Existing duty-cycled MAC protocols are not designed to handle this three-way rendezvous
efficiently. For example, when the source attempts to connect with the sink in our scenario, the
connection may fail either because the sink’s radio is not on, or because the nodes are not in
communication range; in the latter case, existing duty-cycled MAC protocols will waste energy
while continuing to attempt the connection. An additional challenge in our scenario is that the
rotation speed, and thus the channel cycle’s period, will change continually as the wind speed
varies. These observations motivate the proposal of our application-specific duty-cycled MAC
protocol, which we call BladeMAC [27].
In the following section, we examine related work. In Section 6.3, we present possible baseline
solutions for our problem scenario. The shortcomings of these baseline solutions motivate the
design of BladeMAC, presented in Section 6.4. In Section 6.5, we describe BladeMAC’s method
for estimating the length of time available for communication in each channel cycle. In Section 6.6,
we detail our implementation of BladeMAC in Contiki OS [20], our experimental methods, and our
evaluation results. We discuss possible applications and a variety of practical considerations for
BladeMAC in Section 6.7. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.8.
6.2 Related Work
Duty-cycled MAC protocols have been described in previous chapters; however, existing proto-
cols are not designed to efficiently arrange a three-way rendezvous between the sender, receiver, and
channel. For example, if we directly apply RI-MAC to our scenario, the receiver may not always
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send a beacon during the part of the channel cycle when the link is available, resulting in excessive
idle listening or dropped packets for the sender. We have designed BladeMAC to solve problems
such as this.
As part of our solution, BladeMAC uses the RSS and RSS trend to predict future RSS. This
takes advantage of the cyber-physical characteristics of the system. Cyber-physical systems [211]
have been a popular research topic in recent years. To the best of our knowledge, BladeMAC is the
first research to consider the physical rotation of a wind turbine’s rotating blades in designing a
monitoring system for those blades. Problems similar to our cyclical channel problem have received
limited attention in the past, such as for energy-saving in body area sensor networks [212]. Wireless
communications in a rotating environment have also been studied in the context of tire pressure
monitoring systems [213], which, due to the relaxed deployment constraints, can use standard
protocols [214]. Researchers have also explored saving energy through planning (re)transmissions
based on channel state and statistics [215, 216]. Our problem is distinct from these problems
because our channel is cyclical and the nodes are out of communication range for much of the
cycle.
6.3 Evolution of BladeMAC
In this section, we first present our formal problem statement. Then we invent two baseline
solutions for this problem. These solutions represent naive adaptations of existing duty-cycled
MAC protocols to the cyclical channel problem. The shortcomings of these solutions motivate the
design of BladeMAC and further illustrate our problem and why BladeMAC is needed.
6.3.1 Problem Statement
Given a source node deployed on a rotating wind turbine blade and a sink node deployed on
the wind turbine tower, our problem is to minimize the energy consumption of the source node
(ESOURCE), subject to the constraints of the energy budget of the sink and a one-rotation delay
bound (that is, the source should transmit data the next time it passes the tower). Formally,
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assuming the energy consumption of the node is dominated by the radio hardware, our problem is:
minESOURCE = PTXTTX + PRXTRX + PIDLETIDLE ,
s.t. PSINK ≤ PMAXSINK , D ≤ TΩ, (6.1)
where PTX/PRX/PIDLE is the source’s transmit/receive/idle listening power, and TTX/TRX/TIDLE
is the source’s time spent transmitting/receiving/idle listening. PSINK is the sink’s total power
consumption, PMAXSINK is the sink’s maximum sustainable power consumption based on its energy
budget, D is communication delay, and TΩ is the rotation period.
We satisfy the constraints of (6.1) through protocol design. Assuming PTX , PRX , and PIDLE
are equal (essentially true for WSN hardware such as [209]), the minimization in (6.1) is equivalent
to minimizing the radio on-time percentage (duty cycle) of the source node. Because of this, we
design to minimize duty cycle and use duty cycle as our evaluation metric in Section 6.6. An ideal
protocol will be able to effectively perform this minimization regardless of factors external to the
protocol stack, such as data arrival interval and blade rotation speed.
6.3.2 CC-MAC
Our first baseline solution is a receiver-initiated scheme, inspired by RI-MAC [19], that we call
Cyclical Channel MAC (CC-MAC). A receiver-initiated MAC is chosen because it prevents nodes
from occupying the channel when a link is not even available, allowing other nodes to communicate.
We note that, for a receiver-initiated MAC, the minimization in (6.1) can loosely be reduced to
the minimization of TIDLE , since TTX and TRX will be similar across protocols. Therefore, the
minimization of idle listening serves as the key design goal.
In CC-MAC, the sink sends beacon packets at a fixed interval TB, which is chosen to be small
enough to guarantee that at least one beacon per cycle is sent when the RSS of the link is above the
receive sensitivity threshold ΨSEN. This fixed beaconing interval must also be chosen large enough
to satisfy the sink energy budget constraint in (6.1).
A state machine for the source in CC-MAC is shown in Fig. 6.3a, with a sample trace of CC-
MAC’s operation shown in Fig. 6.3b. The source sleeps, meaning it keeps its radio off, until it
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has data to send (data arrival). It then wakes and listens until it hears a beacon, at which point
it engages in an exchange of data and acknowledgement (Ack) packets with the sink. Since the
source hears and responds to the first beacon possible, and the beacon interval is chosen to be small
enough that a beacon can be heard every rotation, CC-MAC satisfies the delay constraint of (6.1).
(a) Diagram of the source’s state machine in CC-MAC. (b) Example trace of CC-MAC, taken from Cooja simu-
lation.
Figure 6.3: Overview of CC-MAC. In (b), an RSS plot is shown with an ideal RSS curve, drawn
using a log-distance path loss model. ΨSEN is the sensitivity threshold. Dots show the source’s
RSS samples gathered from received packets. Event timelines are shown for the source and sink,
and the shaded areas represent radio on-time.
We emphasize that, in CC-MAC, the source and sink have separate behaviors. The source does
not periodically wake and beacon, meaning that it does not expend energy on communications
unless it has data to send. If the sink needs to communicate with the source, it can piggyback
command and control information on beacon or Ack packets.
CC-MAC works well enough for infrequent data arrival, but more frequent data leads to a high
amount of energy wasted idly listening. Additionally, since CC-MAC transmits data when any
beacon is received, an excessive number of retries may be required, as the link may be in a weak
state. The pros and cons of CC-MAC are summarized as follows.
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• Pros: (a) CC-MAC is simple; (b) CC-MAC is sufficient if the interval between data arrivals
is very long.
• Cons: (a) CC-MAC is sensitive to the data arrival interval; (b) CC-MAC may transmit data
while the channel is still in poor condition, requiring excessive retries.
6.3.3 CPCC-MAC
To improve on CC-MAC when data arrival is frequent, we now outline a version of CC-MAC
with cycle prediction, which we call CPCC-MAC (Fig. 6.4). In CPCC-MAC, the source tracks the
cycle period and phase, allowing it to predict when the channel will be present. The source then
wakes at this predicted time, as shown in Fig. 6.4a, and idly listens until a beacon is heard. If the
cycle prediction is accurate, the idle listening time is very short. If the prediction is not accurate
(the beacon arrives more than TB after the predicted time), this results in CPCC-MAC redoing the
period estimate, as shown in the state diagram.
(a) Diagram of the source’s state machine in CPCC-
MAC.
(b) Example trace of CPCC-MAC, taken from Cooja
simulation.
Figure 6.4: Overview of CPCC-MAC.
However, estimating the period is non-trivial. For example, if a data transaction occurs at t = 0
and t = 20, the period could be any integer division of 20 s, depending on how many cycles elapsed
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between transactions. The period range may be known, but since the period may be changing even
during the estimation process, the problem of period estimation remains difficult. CPCC-MAC
therefore performs period estimation by time-stamping consecutive cycles. To do this, CPCC-MAC
performs an initial data exchange as in CC-MAC. After the exchange, the source wakes up and
listens at the known interval TB until it has heard a beacon in the next cycle. The time elapsed
between this beacon and the previous data exchange is used as the period estimate.
An example trace is shown in Fig. 6.4b. Data arrives around 129 s. The predicted wakeup
time is 129.5 s, but this prediction is inaccurate, and the source idly listens for about four seconds
(represented by the shaded area on the source’s timeline) before a beacon finally arrives. The
period estimation process is reinitiated after the Data/Ack exchange, at around 134 s. During this
process, the source repeatedly wakes to listen for beacons, until it hears a beacon close to 139 s.
This produces a period estimate of around 139 − 133.5 = 5.5 s. To predict a future wakeup time,
CPCC-MAC would use the period estimate to extrapolate out from 133.5 s, the timestamp of the
most recent data exchange.
CPCC-MAC is effective if the period is stable and the period estimation is accurate. However,
the period estimation will always be slightly inaccurate if the sink’s beacon interval is not a divisor
of the channel’s period. Dropped beacons can cause more severe inaccuracies in the estimation.
Additionally, in an application such as a wind turbine, the period is expected to change over time,
because the blade rotation speed is related to the wind speed. An inaccurate or outdated period
estimate leads to increased idle listening from poorly predicted wakeups and increased overhead
from redoing the period estimate. Additionally, poor wakeup predictions can lead to increased
delay, if the source wakes too late and misses a communication opportunity, violating the delay
constraint in (6.1). Therefore, CPCC-MAC becomes less efficient as period changes become more
frequent and larger in magnitude. The pros and cons of CPCC-MAC are summarized below.
• Pros: CPCC-MAC is efficient for frequent data arrival if the period estimation is accurate
and the period is stable.
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• Cons: (a) CPCC-MAC becomes less efficient as the period changes more rapidly and more
frequently; (b) CPCC-MAC requires accurate period estimation, which is non-trivial; (c)
CPCC-MAC may introduce additional delay due to incorrect period estimation.
6.4 BladeMAC
From consideration of our baseline schemes CC-MAC and CPCC-MAC, and their shortcomings,
we propose BladeMAC. Built on the foundations of our CC-MAC baseline scheme, BladeMAC
defines a set of opportunities for either sleeping or transmitting. On each wakeup, BladeMAC
uses RSS to identify which opportunity is applicable. Using this framework, BladeMAC makes
intelligent decisions about when to sleep and when to transmit while waiting for the channel to
become favorable. BladeMAC boasts the following features:
• BladeMAC is efficient at both low and high data arrival rates, alleviating the main drawback
of CC-MAC.
• BladeMAC is robust to changes in the cycle period, alleviating the main drawback of CPCC-
MAC.
• BladeMAC adapts to channel variation, making it robust to real-world conditions.
This section presents the details of BladeMAC’s design. We first present an overview of
BladeMAC’s operation, then we separately detail the behaviors of the sink and source.
6.4.1 Overview
Fig. 6.5 illustrates our cyclical channel problem. As the wind turbine rotates, the distance
between the source deployed on the blade and the sink deployed on the tower periodically increases
and decreases. Mapping this distance to a theoretical RSS curve produces a cyclical channel. In
each cycle, we define two intervals, based on RSS thresholds. The first interval is when RSS values
are above a threshold ΨFAV that is empirically determined to correspond to a favorable channel.
This interval is called the favorable interval and is of length TFAV. A packet sent by the source
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during the favorable interval has a high probability to be received by the sink. Therefore, to
minimize retransmissions and wasted energy, the source node should attempt to always send data
during this interval.
Figure 6.5: Illustration of the cyclic channel caused by the rotation of the blades. We define the
intervals TFAV and TSEN based on Ψ
FAV, ΨSEN, and the rotation speed.
The second interval of interest is when RSS values are above the receive sensitivity level of the
radio hardware, ΨSEN. We call this interval the sensitivity window and denote its length TSEN.
The sensitivity window encompasses the favorable interval, and the two may vary in relative size
with the conditions of the channel and the rotation speed.
In BladeMAC, the source uses RSS values from the beacon and Ack packets it receives to
identify the appropriate opportunity for different possible actions. In some cases, the appropriate
opportunity depends on the RSS trend, obtained from the RSS of consecutive packets. With these
tools, BladeMAC dynamically makes decisions about when to transmit and when to sleep, allowing
it to minimize idle listening (see 6.1) and also ensure that data is sent when the channel is favorable.
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The following sections describe the opportunities and behavior of BladeMAC in detail, but
for a high-level introduction, Fig. 6.6 shows an example trace of BladeMAC’s operation. As in
CC-MAC, the sink beacons at a fixed interval. In this example, the MAC layer of the source is
given data to be sent (an event called data arrival and marked 9) while the RSS is below Ψ
SEN,
at around 303.5 s. The source listens for a period of time but does not hear a beacon packet,
resulting in a sleep opportunity. At around 304.25 s, the source wakes and listens again. This
time it receives a beacon packet (marked 4) from the sink, but the packet’s RSS is below ΨFAV,
resulting in a nap opportunity. The source wakes for the next two beacons, but does not receive
them due to packet loss in the still-weak channel. The first missed beacon is a nap opportunity,
and the second is a sleep opportunity. Finally, the source receives a beacon with RSS above ΨFAV
at around 305.5 s. In BladeMAC, this is called a transmit opportunity, and the source immediately
engages in a Data/Ack exchange with the sink until all data is sent. Then, the source listens
for additional beacons in order to estimate the sensitivity window size; details of this estimation
process are provided in Section 6.5. When the beacon at around 306.5 s is not heard, the source
has a hibernate opportunity, allowing it to sleep until the next data arrival.
6.4.2 Sink Behavior
6.4.2.1 Overview
Due to the asymmetric nature of the source and sink in terms of purpose, physical constraints,
and energy supply, the behavior of BladeMAC is different for the two nodes. The behavior of the
sink node is straightforward. The sink spends most of its time inactive, with its radio off. Every
interval TB, the sink turns its radio on and broadcasts a beacon packet. The sink populates the
beacon with the value of TB to inform the source of the beacon interval length. After broadcasting
a beacon, the sink listens for up to the TX/RX turnaround time plus the time required to send a
beacon. This gives the source time to respond with a data packet. If the sink does not receive a
data packet during this time, it sleeps until the beginning of the next beacon interval. If the sink
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Figure 6.6: Sample trace of BladeMAC’s operation, from a Cooja simulation. The opportunities
used by BladeMAC are labeled.
does receive a data packet, it responds with an Ack packet and then listens for any additional data
packets.
6.4.2.2 Beacon Interval
The choice of TB is key for ensuring that both constraints in (6.1) are satisfied. TB determines
how often the sink must broadcast packets, and is thus the main factor in the sink’s power con-
sumption. Therefore, TB must be large enough to satisfy the sink’s energy budget. But to satisfy
the delay constraint, the beacon interval must be small enough that a beacon can be received by the
source in every rotation. Therefore, to strike a balance between energy efficiency for the source and
duty cycling for the sink, we choose an upper bound of TB ≤ 0.5TFAV, and we design the source’s
behavior such that the source cannot sleep through more than half of the favorable interval. With
this design, the source is able to hear at least one beacon in each favorable interval, satisfying the
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delay constraint in (6.1). If the source cannot sustain a small enough beacon interval, its energy
budget must be increased for BladeMAC to be effective.
6.4.2.3 Favorable Interval
The above choice of upper bound for TB means that TFAV must be known. A lower bound
for TFAV can be estimated for a particular deployment using the size of the turbine, a distance-
based path loss model, and an empirical measure of the favorable threshold ΨFAV in the target
environment. TFAV is equal to the amount of time in each cycle for which the RSS is above Ψ
FAV
(see Fig. 6.5).
The favorable interval is also affected by sink height. In this work, we assume that the sink is
attached to the tower at the same height as the lowest point of rotation of the source. In theory,
positioning the sink higher than this point can result in a longer favorable interval; however,
our analysis found that the difference is small (tens of milliseconds) for our scenario parameters.
Therefore, we leave further examination of optimal sink height to future work.
6.4.3 Source Behavior
The source node’s behavior is more complex than the sink. At a high level, the source’s behavior
is divided into three states: the hibernation state, the wait state, and the send state, as shown
in Fig. 6.7. In the hibernation state, the MAC layer has no data to send, so the source remains
inactive. When data arrives, the source enters the wait state. During the wait state, the source
attempts to minimize idle listening while waiting for suitable channel conditions that will ensure
reliable data transmission. When these conditions are detected, the source enters the send state
and attempts to transmit all data packets before the channel degrades. If all data packets are sent,
the source transitions to the hibernation state. But if the channel degrades before all the data can
be sent, the source must revert to the wait state and wait for the next transmit opportunity. The
states are described in detail below.
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Figure 6.7: Diagram of the source’s state machine in BladeMAC.
6.4.3.1 Hibernation state
In the hibernation state, the source keeps its radio off as long as its data queue is empty. Thus,
the source remains completely inactive in the network until it has data to send. When data packets
are added to the queue, the source enters the wait state. During the wait state, additional packets
may be added to the queue.
6.4.3.2 Wait state
In the wait state, the source makes decisions about when to sleep and when to send based on the
RSS of the packets it receives (or does not receive) from the sink. Specifically, when entering the
wait state, the source wakes and listens for up to TB for a beacon from the sink. If TB is unknown,
such as when the source is first turned on, it is set to ∞. When a beacon packet is received, TB is
extracted from it and stored for future use.
After either receiving a beacon b (with RSS Ψb) or listening for TB and not receiving a beacon
(Ψb , ∅), the source applies the rules summarized in Table 6.1. Ψb and the current RSS trend
(determined by comparing Ψb to Ψb−1) are used to match one of a number of cases. In the wait
state, each case results in one of three opportunities: transmit, nap, or sleep.
Transmit opportunity The source transitions into the send state. This opportunity occurs
when the channel is favorable, meaning Ψb ≥ ΨFAV, or when the channel is degrading, meaning
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Table 6.1: Source’s behavior in the wait state.
Opportunity RSS (Ψb) Trend (Ψb vs. Ψb−1 ) Action
Transmit
Ψb ≥ ΨFAV Any Enter send
stateΨb < Ψ
FAV Descent (Ψb < Ψb−1)
Nap
Ψb < Ψ
FAV Ascent (Ψb ≥ Ψb−1)
Nap for TBΨb < Ψ
FAV Ψb−1 = ∅
Ψb = ∅ Ψb−1 6= ∅
Sleep Ψb = ∅ Ψb−1 = ∅
Sleep for
0.5TSEN
Ψb < Ψb−1. In the latter case, this opportunity allows the source to transmit data, even though
the channel is not favorable, in order to avoid having to wait for the next transmit opportunity,
which would increase delay and energy use.
Nap opportunity The source naps (turns its radio off for a short time) for TB and remains in
the wait state. This opportunity occurs when the link is present and the channel is not favorable but
getting better, meaning Ψb < Ψ
FAV and either Ψb ≥ Ψb−1 or Ψb−1 = ∅. Also, a nap opportunity
occurs if no beacon is received this wakeup, but the previous beacon was received. This last case
accounts for packet loss, acting as a “second chance” mechanism by allowing the source to listen
for one more beacon when a beacon is missed unexpectedly.
Sleep opportunity The source sleeps for an extended length of time and remains in the wait
state. This opportunity occurs when the source listens for TB but does not hear a beacon, and
furthermore did not hear the previous beacon (Ψb = Ψb−1 = ∅). This opportunity arises when
the channel is too weak for communication. The length of time to sleep is chosen to be half of the
sensitivity window (0.5TSEN). This length guarantees that, even in the worst case where the source
goes to sleep just before the first beacon transmission during the sensitivity window, it will still be
able to hear the second beacon during the sensitivity window after it wakes up again.
The sleep opportunity requires the source to estimate TSEN, a quantity that may change over
time due to external conditions such as changing rotation speed. We present the details of this
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estimation process in Section 6.5. We specifically design our estimation process to avoid overes-
timation of TSEN, as overestimation can lead to missed transmit opportunities. Our simulations
have shown that, as long as TSEN is not overestimated, performance of BladeMAC remains robust
to rotation speed changes. This contrasts sharply with the full period estimation of CPCC-MAC,
which is highly sensitive to rotation speed changes.
6.4.3.3 Send state
In the send state, the source engages in a Data/Ack exchange with the sink until either the
data queue is empty, or the channel degrades and the link disappears, signified by R consecutive
transmission failures of a data packet. In our implementation of BladeMAC, we set R = 3.
6.5 Sensitivity Window Estimation
As previously discussed, BladeMAC must estimate TSEN, the size of the sensitivity window.
BladeMAC uses this estimate to determine how long it can sleep when a sleep opportunity occurs.
Therefore, accurately estimating TSEN is key to minimizing BladeMAC’s duty cycle. However,
BladeMAC should not overestimate TSEN, as this may cause the source to sleep through the sen-
sitivity window, violating the delay constraint in (6.1). Therefore, we desire an estimate that
approaches but does not exceed the actual size of the sensitivity window. To perform TSEN estima-
tion, the source records RSS readings for each packet it receives from the sink. After sending data,
the source uses the RSS samples obtained during the sensitivity window to estimate TSEN. How-
ever, window estimation is a non-trivial task. The number of acquired RSS samples varies, as does
their distribution, and parametric methods such as linear or polynomial regression are unreliable.




To provide consistency in the RSS samples, BladeMAC allows the source to listen for extra
beacons after a transmit opportunity. This behavior is shown in Fig. 6.6. After the data is sent
at around 305.5 s, the source wakes up every beacon interval to gather another RSS sample from
a beacon. At around 306.5 s, the source does not hear an expected beacon, and has no data to
send, so it enters the hibernation state. As shown in the figure, this behavior provides an RSS
sample close to the edge of the sensitivity window. We denote the timestamp of this sample, the
last received in this sensitivity window, as tlast. The consistency of this sample results in better
TSEN estimation. The wakeups required to gather this sample are very short, so the cost is only
slightly increased energy consumption, resulting in an overall system gain.
6.5.2 Estimation Cases and Methods
The estimation of TSEN is performed during the hibernation state following the sensitivity
window in which RSS samples were gathered. The estimation only uses RSS samples since the
prior hibernation state or sleep opportunity, guaranteeing that all samples were taken during the
same sensitivity window. In addition to tlast, we define tfirst as the timestamp of the first RSS
sample in this sensitivity window, tmax as the timestamp of the RSS sample with the largest RSS
value, and tnext as the timestamp of the beacon sample immediately following the tmax sample.
We do not consider Acks for tnext because Ack packets are too closely spaced in time to reliably
indicate trends in RSS. We use T̂SEN to denote our estimation of the sensitivity window, and we
define three different cases for our estimation method, detailed below.
6.5.2.1 Peak
This case, shown in Fig. 6.8a, occurs when the maximum RSS sample is greater than ΨFAV. In
this case, we conservatively reason that the peak of the RSS curve must have occurred before tnext.
We assume that the left side of the ideal RSS curve is the same as the right. Therefore, we choose
2∗ (tlast− tnext) as our estimate for the sensitivity window in this case. Additionally, as a safeguard
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against extreme amounts of RSS variability, we check the estimate against (tlast − tfirst), a known
lower bound for the sensitivity window. This lower bound is used if it is larger than the estimate
from above, producing a final estimate as follows:
T̂SEN = max (2 ∗ (tlast − tnext), (tlast − tfirst)). (6.2)
6.5.2.2 No peak
This case, shown in Fig. 6.8b, occurs when no RSS samples are greater than ΨFAV. In this
case, based on the defined behavior of the source and the fact that all RSS samples are from the
same sensitivity window, we reason that all samples are on one side of the RSS peak. We therefore
choose T̂SEN = 2 ∗ (tlast − tfirst).
6.5.2.3 Single packet
This case, shown in Fig. 6.8c, occurs when the source has only one RSS sample. In this
case, tlast = tfirst and no window estimation is possible, so the current estimate for TSEN remains
unchanged.
In BladeMAC, to estimate TSEN, the source first identifies the case using the RSS samples
collected, and then it calculates the estimate using the corresponding equation for T̂SEN.
6.5.3 Performance Evaluation
We used Python simulations to evaluate BladeMAC’s TSEN estimation method and the effec-
tiveness of using extra beacons to obtain more RSS samples. We compare to a method we call
MinMaxLine, which attempts to extrapolate the RSS trend, an approach that seems intuitive
but which we have found to be unreliable. MinMaxLine draws a line (in the time-RSS plane)
between tmax and the sample point with minimum RSS. The method then calculates the intersec-
tion of this line with ΨSEN, which we label tSENΨ . The window estimate for MinMaxLine is then
T̂SEN = 2 ∗ (tSENΨ − tmax).
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(a) An example “peak” case, with a data group as the
peak. T̂SEN = max (2 ∗ (tlast − tnext), (tlast − tfirst)).
(b) An example “no peak” case. In this case, we use
T̂SEN = 2(tlast − tfirst).
(c) An example “single packet” case. In this case, we
make no estimate and continue to use our previous
T̂SEN.
Figure 6.8: Illustrations of the sensitivity window estimation cases and methods. Each figure shows
a set of typical RSS samples for that case. The time between some packets has been exaggerated
for clarity.
We simulated BladeMAC’s method with extra beacons (BladeMAC), MinMaxLine with ex-
tra beacons (MinMaxLine), and BladeMAC’s method without extra beacons (WithoutExtra). In
WithoutExtra, the estimation method is similar to BladeMAC’s method outlined above, but the
rule for the peak case is adapted to T̂SEN = max (2 ∗ (tprev − tfirst), (tlast − tfirst)), where tprev is the
beacon sample preceding the tmax sample. In the simulations, RSS values are generated based on
a log-normal shadowing model [217] with a standard deviation of σ. The distances between the
nodes are calculated to simulate a node rotating at 12 RPM at radius r = 50 m, with a clearance
of 8 m at the bottom of the rotation. These numbers are intended to represent a node attached to
the end of a blade of a large wind turbine rotating at rated speed [207]. In each trial, we choose a
random time for data arrival and apply BladeMAC’s rules to collect RSS samples, which are used
to calculate T̂SEN.
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Fig. 6.9 plots CDFs (from 30,000 trials) of the percent error, which is calculated as 100 ∗(
T̂SEN − TSEN
)
/TSEN. A vertical dividing line is drawn at zero percent error. This represents the
ideal curve; negative percent error (to the left of the zero line) indicates an underestimate, and
positive percent error (to the right of the zero line) indicates an overestimate. Since underestimating
is better than overestimating, we prefer curves that approach the zero line from the left, but do
not cross it.
Results are shown for channel parameters σ = 0 dB and σ = 3 dB. BladeMAC performs
well with σ = 0 dB, with most estimates being relatively close to the actual value, and no
overestimates. MinMaxLine performs worse, underestimating to a much larger extent. The effect
of extra beacons is also noticeable, with BladeMAC generally coming much closer to the actual
value than WithoutExtra.
The amount of channel variation clearly affects the results of all methods, but the effect is less
noticeable for BladeMAC and WithoutExtra. At σ = 3 dB, the curves of all methods have re-
duced slopes, increasing the range of estimation errors and causing some amount of overestimation.
BladeMAC overestimates more than WithoutExtra, since packets outside the theoretical sensitivity
window are more likely to be heard with the extra beacons mechanism due to its deliberate attempt
to collect a sample at the end of the window.
6.5.4 Summary
Overall, BladeMAC’s estimation method generally provides a reasonable estimate of TSEN. To
smooth variations, BladeMAC uses a simple moving average to update T̂SEN. We note that, in
addition to the variations in each estimation attempt, TSEN itself may change over time because of
fluctuating channel conditions due to external forces. Weather could effectively shift the ideal RSS
curve up or down. A change in the channel cycle period would cause TSEN to stretch or contract.
However, any change in TSEN is small compared to the change in the period, and unlikely to cause
BladeMAC to miss a sensitivity window. BladeMAC is thus essentially agnostic to the cycle period,
as we will demonstrate in Section 6.6 using evaluation results.
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(a) CDF with σ = 0 dB. (b) CDF with σ = 3 dB.
Figure 6.9: Performance evaluation of the proposed sensitivity window estimation method. CDFs
of the percent error are shown, with negative percent error indicating an underestimate and positive
indicating an overestimate.
6.6 Evaluation
In this section, we present our evaluation methods and results for BladeMAC. We use simu-
lations in Cooja [173], Contiki OS’s [20] simulation tool, for our evaluation. We first discuss our
implementation of BladeMAC and our simulation methods. Then, we evaluate BladeMAC against
our CC-MAC and CPCC-MAC baseline protocols, at different rotation speeds, different data ar-
rival intervals with a static rotation speed, and different amounts of rotation speed variation. We
also present a day-long trace of BladeMAC’s performance based on real wind speed data, and a
trace of BladeMAC’s window estimation process.
6.6.1 Method
We implemented BladeMAC by inserting it into Contiki’s Rime network stack [218], as shown in
Fig. 6.10. BladeMAC was implemented at the radio duty-cycling (RDC) layer, which interfaces with
the radio hardware. BladeMAC uses Contiki’s 802.15.4 packet framer to build 802.15.4-compliant
packets. We implemented a packet queuing mechanism at the MAC layer, which interfaces the
RDC layer with the upper layers. Using this framework, BladeMAC enters the wait state when
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the first packet arrives. If additional packets arrive while waiting for a transmit opportunity, these
packets are added to the queue, and all queued packets are sent during the Data/Ack exchange.
As comparison points for BladeMAC, we implemented our CC-MAC and CPCC-MAC baseline


































Figure 6.10: BladeMAC as it fits into the Contiki network stack.
Due to the availability of information, we chose to model the National Renewable Energy Lab-
oratory (NREL) 5 MW reference wind turbine [207]. We used Cooja, Contiki OS’s simulation tool,
for our evaluations. To produce the cyclical channel phenomenon in Cooja, we used the Mobility
Cooja plugin [219] to simulate blade rotation with a 50 m radius. We implemented the popular
lognormal shadowing propagation model [217] to obtain distance-based RSS. We used a path loss
exponent of 3.0 and a standard deviation of 3.0 dB for the random component, values that align
with the measurements shown in Fig. 6.2b. We use the random component as a simple statistical
method of encapsulating the Doppler effect (which is minimal in this case [217]), polarization re-
sponse [213], and other random effects such as hardware noise. To translate RSS into probability
of reception, we set a static noise floor of −100 dBm and used an empirically-derived function from
TOSSIM [186] to obtain the packet reception rate (PRR) from the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
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From the TOSSIM function, we obtained a favorable threshold of ΨFAV = −90 dBm, which
yields very high (i.e. > 99%) PRR with the −100 dBm noise floor. Using the lognormal shadowing
propagation model from above, we calculated that TFAV is around 850 ms for our simulated turbine
rotating at 12.1 RPM, its rated speed [207]. We chose a beacon interval of TB = 250 ms for
our evaluation, resulting in TB ≈ 0.3TFAV, which satisfies our requirement that TB ≤ TFAV/2. We
also used simulations to verify this upper bound requirement for the beacon interval; as expected,
a beacon interval larger than TFAV/2 produces a large drop in performance, and smaller beacon
intervals lead to a lower duty cycle for the source. Therefore, in practice, the smallest beacon
interval that is sustainable by the sink should be chosen; if the sink cannot sustain TB ≤ TFAV/2,
then its energy budget must be increased before BladeMAC can be effective.
For evaluation metrics, we use duty cycle as a parameter-independent proxy for energy con-
sumption (see Section 6.3.1 for how energy consumption relates to duty cycle). We also evaluate
communication delay and the number of transmissions per packet. In the simulation’s application
layer, the source queues a small data packet every data arrival interval, with a small amount of ran-
dom variation. Each simulation runs until 250 packets are successfully sent. The aggregate results
shown here are averaged over at least 50 simulations with different random seeds. Error bars on the
plots for duty cycle show 95% confidence intervals, calculated as ±1.96 times the sample standard
deviation. Error bars are not shown for delay because the delay naturally varies depending on the
phase of the channel cycle when data arrives, so the confidence intervals are not as meaningful and
make the plots difficult to read.
6.6.2 Rotation Speed
We evaluated the protocols with static rotation speeds of 10.0–13.1 RPM, a subset of the
operating range of the modeled wind turbine [207], with a data arrival interval of 28 s. This
interval was chosen because at 12.1 RPM, the rated speed of the wind turbine and the default
rotation speed for our simulations, BladeMAC and CPCC-MAC have similar performance in terms
of duty cycle. The results are shown in Fig. 6.11.
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(a) Average duty cycle of source. (b) Average delay per packet.
(c) Transmissions per packet.
Figure 6.11: Evaluation for different static rotation speeds, with a 28 s data arrival interval. Error
bars in (a) show a 95% confidence interval.
For all metrics, CPCC-MAC shows significant sensitivity to rotation speed, due to an interaction
of the rotation period and the beacon interval that is aggravated by CPCC-MAC’s reliance on
period estimation. If the rotation period is an even multiple of the beacon interval, CPCC-MAC
can acquire a perfect estimate of the rotation period; otherwise, its estimate will have some error,
which results in varying levels of performance. BladeMAC and CC-MAC are much less sensitive to
rotation speed. BladeMAC’s duty cycle, shown in Fig. 6.11a, is nearly constant with rotation speed,
and is generally the best of the three protocols. CC-MAC’s duty cycle decreases with rotation speed
because the quicker rotation means it listens for less time before a beacon is heard. BladeMAC has
the least amount of variation across simulations, showing very tight confidence intervals (mostly
hidden by the plot markers).
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Fig. 6.11b shows delay normalized to the period of rotation. BladeMAC and CC-MAC display a
constant trend with small fluctuations due to the rotation period’s interaction with the data arrival
interval. CC-MAC has the shortest delay because it always responds to the first possible beacon,
while BladeMAC’s slightly higher delay is the price of its much lower duty cycle. CPCC-MAC’s
normalized delay shows a slowly increasing trend with rotation speed. This is because CPCC-
MAC’s delay depends on the error of its period estimation process, and the same amount of error
becomes relatively larger at a faster rotation speed.
Fig. 6.11c shows transmissions per packet, which is constant for BladeMAC, and is very low
due to BladeMAC’s deliberate attempts to send when the channel is strongest. For CC-MAC,
transmissions per packet decreases with rotation speed because a faster speed means the channel
spends less time in a transitional state, so a response to the first beacon is more likely to be heard.
CPCC-MAC’s transmissions per packet shows high sensitivity to rotation speed.
6.6.3 Data Arrival Interval
We evaluated the protocols at different data arrival intervals with a static rotation speed of
12.1 RPM. The results are plotted in Fig. 6.12. In terms of duty cycle, CC-MAC performs poorly
at small data arrival intervals, where CPCC-MAC excels. BladeMAC performs the best for data
arrival intervals larger than 28 s. Above this point, CPCC-MAC’s period estimation is not accurate
enough to be worth the overhead.
CPCC-MAC shows predictable performance at lower data arrival intervals, but above 56 s, its
performance becomes unpredictable. This is due to an interaction between the rotation period, the
period estimation error, and the data arrival interval. If the data arrival interval is long enough that
the wakeup prediction is off by an entire period, then the prediction becomes relatively accurate
again.
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(a) Average duty cycle of source. (b) Average delay per packet.
(c) Transmissions per packet.
Figure 6.12: Evaluation for different data arrival intervals, with a static 12.1 RPM rotation speed.
Error bars in (a) show a 95% confidence interval, but are too tight to be visible on most points.
6.6.4 Dynamic Rotation Speed
To evaluate BladeMAC’s resilience to changing rotation speeds, simulations were run with a
dynamic rotation speed that imitates the behavior of the modeled turbine running at rated speed
in a turbulent wind flow. The results are shown in Fig. 6.14. To model the dynamic rotation speed,
we first used NREL’s FAST wind turbine simulation software [220] to obtain traces of rotation
speed for the 5 MW reference turbine. A sample trace is shown in Fig. 6.13. We observed that
the rotation speed is characterized by random oscillations around the rated speed. For our Cooja
simulations, we generated rotation speed traces to mimic this behavior. In these traces, the rotation
speed fluctuates between set points that are chosen uniformly from the range shown on the x-axis,
centered at 12.1 RPM. A new set point is reached every 20 s. The transition between set points is
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divided into discrete intermediate points with a resolution of 0.01 RPM. We generated ten random
traces for each fluctuation range, and ran at least ten simulations with different random seeds on
each trace.
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Figure 6.13: Sample trace of rotation speed from NREL’s FAST wind turbine simulation soft-
ware [220].
As expected, CPCC-MAC and BladeMAC have a similar duty cycle at zero variation (a constant
speed of 12.1 RPM, which matches the previous figures). However, BladeMAC has the advantage
with any amount of variation, even a range of ±0.2 RPM, which is a variation of less than 2% of
the rotational speed. Overall, BladeMAC is shown to be insensitive to rotation speed variation
in all metrics, while CPCC-MAC’s reliance on period estimation causes its performance to suffer
in these dynamic scenarios. Since CC-MAC does not track the rotational speed in any way, its
performance is consistent.
Since this evaluation scenario is the most realistic in practice, we provide Fig. 6.15 to contex-
tualize the energy results. The figure shows expected energy lifetime of the source, normalized to
the expected lifetime of the source for CC-MAC. This is a simple manipulation of the duty cycle,
intended to illustrate the difference a few percentage points of duty cycle can make. We expect
BladeMAC to have around twice the lifetime of CC-MAC, regardless of the variations in rotation
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(a) Average duty cycle of source. (b) Average delay per packet.
(c) Transmissions per packet.
Figure 6.14: Evaluation with a 28 s data arrival interval and dynamic rotation speed. The x-axis
is the range of speeds allowed, in an interval centered on 12.1 RPM. Error bars in (a) show a 95%
confidence interval.
speed. From another perspective, we expect that BladeMAC can sustain operations with about
half the energy harvesting capabilities needed by CC-MAC.
6.6.5 Trace-based Simulation
Fig. 6.16 shows a sample trace of performance of the protocols over the course of a day, showing
the effect of the large-scale wind speed changes that happen over long periods of time. For this
figure, we obtained one day’s worth of 5-minute average wind speeds collected at a height of 80 m
by a meteorological tower in Iowa. These wind speeds were fed into NREL’s FAST wind turbine
simulation software, producing the rotation speeds shown. These rotation speeds were used in the
Cooja simulation, with the data arrival interval set to 28 s.
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Figure 6.15: Expected source node lifetime, normalized to CC-MAC.
The figure shows that BladeMAC is the most robust to large-scale wind speed changes, main-
taining the lowest duty cycle of the protocols. CPCC-MAC does not match BladeMAC even when
the rotation speed is relatively (but not perfectly) steady between 3:00 and 6:00. Additionally,
with CPCC-MAC’s period estimation, the changes in rotation speed regularly result in having to
wait for the following rotation to send a packet, which is reflected in CPCC-MAC’s high delay.
BladeMAC’s delay is inversely related to the rotation speed, because a faster rotation speed means
less time to wait for a favorable interval.
6.6.6 Estimation Process
Finally, in Fig. 6.17, we present a sample trace of the sensitivity window estimation process of
BladeMAC. This trace was taken from a simulation with dynamic rotation speed with ±1.0 RPM
variation. The figure shows BladeMAC’s sensitivity window estimation, including the individual
estimates, the moving average that is used in practice, and the actual theoretical value of TSEN,
based on the channel model and the instantaneous rotation speed. As expected, most estimates
are close to the theoretical value, and very few are larger than the theoretical value. The moving
average estimate remains around 700 ms below the theoretical value. Therefore, to further improve
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Figure 6.16: Trace of duty cycle and delay performance over a full day. Wind speeds are from real
measurements at 80 m above the ground. Rotation speeds are from NREL FAST simulations. Duty
cycle and delay are shown as a moving average with a 60-packet (about half an hour) window.
the energy savings of BladeMAC, a less conservative TSEN estimation process could be developed
and used in practice.
6.7 Discussion
6.7.1 Potential Applications of BladeMAC
BladeMAC is intended for use with any sensing application that can tolerate a small amount of
communication delay (on the order of one period of rotation). BladeMAC is designed to be efficient
for a wide range of data arrival intervals. Since BladeMAC imposes no communication overhead
on the source node until data is ready to transmit, and since BladeMAC is designed to transmit
packets in bursts, an application running over BladeMAC should aggregate as many data readings
as possible before handing them off to the network stack.
BladeMAC’s design is purposely decoupled from the type of sensor hardware on the source node
and the type of data being gathered; however, we here offer some general ideas on uses for WSN
nodes deployed on wind turbine blades.
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Figure 6.17: Trace of the sensitivity window estimation process of BladeMAC, with a data arrival
interval of 28 s and a dynamic rotation speed of 12.1± 1.0 RPM.
6.7.1.1 Damage detection
The source node’s sensors could measure damage indicators, which could be tracked over time
or compared to indicators from similar turbines in the wind farm. Example sensors include ac-
celerometers (for vibration-based damage detection, e.g. [221]), strain sensors, or even a smart
sensing skin [206]. Acoustic emissions monitoring of wind turbine blades with WSNs have also
been proposed [205].
6.7.1.2 Advanced control
The source node’s sensors could provide feedback for an advanced control scheme, such as an
independent blade pitching scheme designed to minimize stresses on the blades [222].
6.7.1.3 Blade model validation
The source node’s sensors could measure quantities of interest to researchers, such as stress
hotspots throughout the blade’s rotation, that could be used to validate models used in blade design.
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6.7.1.4 Ice detection
The source node’s sensors could provide early warning of ice buildup on the wind turbine’s
blades, activating control adjustments or a de-icing solution.
6.7.2 Practical Considerations for BladeMAC
6.7.2.1 Blade pitch
Modern utility-scale wind turbines can adjust the pitch of their blades, which will change the
orientation of the source node relative to the sink. This will have minimal effect on BladeMAC as
long as the RSS readings from the channel still peak above ΨFAV.
6.7.2.2 Wind turbine yaw
Modern utility-scale wind turbines point themselves (yaw) into the wind during operation,
meaning that the sink will not always be on the side of the tower directly facing the rotor blades.
As with pitch, BladeMAC will still function as long as the RSS readings from the channel peak
above ΨFAV. However, path loss through the hollow steel tower may be severe. This problem can
be alleviated by deploying two sinks, on opposite sides of the tower.
6.7.2.3 Parked state
Wind turbines are sometimes “parked,” or non-operational, due to low wind speeds, mainte-
nance, or curtailment. During these times, the blades either do not rotate or only rotate idly. If the
blades stop while the source and sink are not within communication range of each other, BladeMAC
will not be able to function, and could waste energy attempting to communicate. A cyber-physical
approach to this problem could be to allow the source node to use data from outside of the net-
work stack, such as from an accelerometer, to detect this condition and suspend BladeMAC. If this
approach is not possible, we propose an optional recovery mode for BladeMAC. BladeMAC enters
recovery mode when it is attempting to send data but has not heard any beacons from the sink in
kTmaxΩ , where T
max
Ω is the turbine’s maximum rotation period and k is a multiplier (e.g. k = 3) that
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represents how quickly BladeMAC resorts to recovery mode. In recovery mode, the source node 1)
sets the sensitivity window estimate to a minimum, T̂SEN = 2TB, to ensure that beacons are not
being missed due to poor window estimation, and 2) begins an on/off cycle in which it first listens
for beacons for TmaxΩ , using BladeMAC’s normal rules, and then suspends BladeMAC’s rules and
sleeps for mTmaxΩ , before repeating the cycle.
Here, m is a multiplier that determines how aggressive the source is in trying to reestablish
communication, with the tradeoff being that a smaller m leads to more energy consumption. One
possible value for m is m = T̂SEN
′/2TB, where T̂SEN
′ is the sensitivity window estimate the source
had before entering recovery mode. This choice for m gives the source roughly the same energy
consumption in recovery mode as it had during the wait state prior to entering recovery mode.
6.7.2.4 Channel contention
Multiple source nodes on the same blade may need to communicate with the same sink. In
this case, BladeMAC can be extended with a method for resolving contention. One option is
retransmission with a backoff window, as in RI-MAC [19]. Since the nodes on the blades are not
mobile relative to each other, the sink could also assign a permanent backoff time to each source.
6.7.2.5 Node packaging
All nodes must be packaged to withstand severe weather, and may need special protection
for lightning strikes. Source nodes must have an aerodynamic profile or be embedded into the
composite material of the blade. Nodes could also be placed inside hollow blades, but this would
limit access and energy harvesting options and increase path loss. Regardless of placement, source
nodes would likely need to be bonded to the blades or potentially covered with an extra layer of
blade material. The sink poses less of a challenge due to relaxed size requirements. Solar panels, or
even micro wind turbines, could provide energy harvesting for the sink. Magnets could be used to




We have presented BladeMAC, a radio duty-cycling MAC protocol designed specifically for
wireless sensor nodes deployed on rotating wind turbine blades. BladeMAC addresses the cycli-
cal channel problem created by this scenario, and we showed through Cooja simulations that
BladeMAC’s approach is effective regardless of rotation speed, data arrival interval, and rotation
speed variation. We have also discussed a variety of practical applications and considerations for
BladeMAC.
BladeMAC represents a practical solution for a wind turbine blade deployment using conven-
tional WSN hardware. Possible future work is to investigate alternative approaches using emerging
technologies. For example, the source node could use a secondary, extremely low-power wake-up
radio system [169] to respond to a wake-up call from the sink, instead of relying on idle listening and
RSS samples. Or, the source node could use information from outside of the network stack, such as
from an accelerometer, to track the rotation of the blade and time communications accordingly.
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CHAPTER 7. FUTURE VISIONS
7.1 Smart Wind Turbine Vision
The family of protocols presented in this dissertation have been designed with wind energy in
mind. This section describes how these protocols could, at a high level, be applied to a smart wind
turbine. First, we define protocol stacks the nodes would use. Then, we describe where the nodes
would be deployed.
7.1.1 Protocol Stacks
Different components of wind turbines have different requirements, deployment constraints, and
potential end-user monitoring and management applications. We therefore envision our protocols
being deployed differently for different components. To accomodate this, we introduce four different
protocol stacks. As shown in Fig. 7.1, we define a standard node, a gateway node, a BladeMAC
source, and a BladeMAC sink. We note that nodes in a smart wind turbine will also differ based
on sensors installed, data generation rate, amount and type of on-board processing, and more; our





























Figure 7.1: Our protocol stacks for use in a smart wind turbine.
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7.1.1.1 Standard Node Stack
Our standard smart turbine node uses EDAD over RIVER-MAC for highly-efficient data collec-
tion. These nodes may also participate in opportunistic multicasting. Standard nodes may generate
data, and forward data toward gateway nodes.
7.1.1.2 Gateway Node Stack
Gateway nodes are special versions of standard nodes that also include an interface to the wide-
area network (WAN). The WAN interface may be wired (e.g. connected to an existing fiber line
that carries SCADA data) or wireless (e.g. cellular or part of a wind farm-wide long range wireless
network). Gateway nodes have a grid-connected power source and can be used as local processing
centers, as well as interfaces to SCADA systems and other pre-existing monitoring systems.
7.1.1.3 BladeMAC Source Stack
BladeMAC source nodes, which are deployed on the wind turbine blades, use only the BladeMAC
source protocol. These nodes are the most energy-constrained on a wind turbine, and the BladeMAC
protocol was designed specifically for this scenario.
7.1.1.4 BladeMAC Sink Stack
BladeMAC sink nodes employ both the BladeMAC sink protocol and EDAD. The BladeMAC
sink protocol is used to receive data from BladeMAC source nodes. EDAD over RIVER-MAC is
used to forward this data toward gateway nodes. As described below, we believe these protocols
may be integrated more tightly in the future.
7.1.2 Topology
In Fig. 7.2, we present a concept for the general topology of a smart wind turbine using our
protocols. We additionally label the figure with some wind turbine monitoring and management
applications that we believe can be enabled by this topology. The purpose is not to provide a
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Figure 7.2: An envisioned smart wind turbine enabled by WSN technology.
Our proposed topology is based around two gateway nodes, one at the base of the tower and one
in the nacelle. BladeMAC sources are deployed on the blades, and BladeMAC sinks are deployed
at corresponding intervals on the tower. Multiple BladeMAC sinks are used at each height, e.g.
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two on opposite sides of the tower, in order to account for yaw about the tower axis. Data packets
are opportunistically sent from any node to any other node, depending on which gateway is closest.
7.1.3 Future Work
In order to complete this vision, a number of small but important extensions and integrations
needs to be accomplished.
1. EDAD must be modified to work over RIVER-MAC instead of RI-MAC.
2. BladeMAC must be extended to opportunistically support multiple sinks and sources.
3. RIVER-MAC should be extended to natively support the BladeMAC sink protocol.
With these improvements in place, an extremely flexible, plug-and-play wireless monitoring archi-
tecture would be feasible.
At the application level, much work remains to be done in developing and assessing smart wind
turbine applications. This includes cost-benefit analysis of the different applications and the various
approaches to implementing them, including not only sensor networks, but also UAVs, non-contact
optical methods, and more, as discussed in Chapter 2.
7.2 Sensor Network Vision
7.2.1 Low-energy Communication Protocols
We revisit our protocol tree from Chapter 1 in Fig. 7.3. Here, we look at the bigger picture of
IoT and sensor network protocols in general. We classify protocols first by energy paradigm: those
for grid-powered nodes, battery-powered nodes, or battery-less nodes.
The work presented in this dissertation falls into the battery-powered category (which may also
make use of “macro” energy harvesting, i.e., relatively large-scale and reliable energy harvesting,
such as a solar panel). This category encompasses the bulk of traditional WSN research and is


































































































































































In contrast, an emerging area of technology is “battery-less” IoT and sensor network nodes.
These nodes have no permanent energy storage, and operate only intermittently. Examples include
passive RFID tags (which require a high-powered reader) and nodes that temporarily store energy
from “micro” energy harvesting (small-scale, unreliable harvesting from radio waves, vibrations,
etc.) in capacitors.
This type of device presents many new challenges, including in terms of communication. Par-
ticularly, an open question is how these types of devices can participate in multihop mesh commu-
nication, which traditionally incurs overhead (e.g. regular wakeups) that is unsustainable in this
paradigm. While our experience with low-energy communication protocols for sensor networks can
be applied, we also anticipate the need for novel approaches that, for example, make use of all
available information, both internal and external.
While the challenge of achieving battery-less multihop mesh is great, we believe the end results
would be revolutionary. A battery-less multihop mesh would enable networks of tiny devices per-
manently embedded in materials and other inaccessible places. For example, these nodes could be
mixed into concrete, allowing a bridge to “natively” monitor its own health throughout its lifetime.
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